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IMITATION,
Where

4
Reveres, but can not love his heart of stone;
And so it dares not follow though it fears him,
But bids him walk his mouhtain path alone.
him,

That man is good and gentle ; all men love him,
Yet dare not ask his feeble arm for aid;
The world’s best work is ever far above him,

He shrinks beneath the storm-capped mountain’s shade,

Oh, strengthless love!

the Master
Whose life shall shape our lives is
thou;
Sweet Friend in peace, strong Saviour

not

as

in dis

aster,
Our heart of hearts enfolds thine image now!
Be

Christ's the fair and perfect

fact in

mind, we

experi-

life whereby

We shupe our hives for all eternity.
aire
~~ —Charles F. Richardson.

STAR,

DOVER,

ticians it may be in addition and
tion, able doubtless

to tell

subtrac-

whether

number of vouchers tallies with the number of credits in favor of the Treasurer.

Something more than this is needed.
In case of large funded interests, a

Appeal.

ness talents, well: acquainted with the
ohjects for which the funds are intendod should scrutinize each item of disbursement, to see: whether it be proper and legitimate. If 25 or a 100
dollars be paid a missionary,or an agent,
let them insist that it shall appear what

The only rule of pulpit preparation,
then, is this: begin by building up your

vinced that, at last, they

have

found one

who understands them.
They need no
theory of inspiration to incline them to
listen to this message. They are disposed to heed the counsel of one who has
had their own experience.
Such a one
may lead them into the sanctuary and
show them the end of the wicked and enable them to understand what before was
incomprehensible. The various bxperiences of man in relation to sin and God,
find a sharply outlined pértraiture in the
Word of God, It should be our constant

endeavor to bring our children and youth

to

our

benevolent

severe

fd

it de

heard allusion to it in this

as

an

exceptionable mode of speech, but it is
rather an ordinary method of allusion.
We regard this as both very unfortunate
and very unscriptural. When Jesus.tells
us ** to deny ourselves, take up our cross

are thoroughly conversant with

the de-

partments of learning which are being
employed to undermine the foundations
of the Christian faith. Christian specialists
in natural science, philosophy,history and
re are ‘needed. All honor to the

more strain in this direction, which is get-

lars of its funds, will stir

to

greater

But rather:

How happy are they,

Saviour, of thy love to me;

Sweeter still the love that binds me
In its deathless bond to thee.
Oh, what pleasure,
Buried with my Lord to be
;
i
— National Baptist.

care

and faithfulness others,who have the control and management of benevolent funds.
It is a crime for men to allow themselves

:

Sweet the sign that thus reminds me,

EXCHANGE

NOTES AND QUOTES.

public

contributions

during the

or

past year!

private

from it,

of our

donations,

of nine-tenths

at Jeast something from their churches for this

effort,

imduce

ria

them

semvant, seeks to, serve man, {0 im who

rrénds mings history that God's plans, may

then

usin this casey and 4 faw, similar ones,

the

goodness of God that

canses

trouble,

Lm

hall

fit did not come todian of public funds without being held
from God,it did come from ‘somewhere. to the strictest accountability. And this
If we cam; secure a candid examination,we in the case of our.religious institutions,not

‘well
as ‘the believer.

+ are sure to be brought

(questions

face to | face with

‘which deeply ‘concern every

soul. It recognizes the deep-felt wants
of man as no other book does. It speaks
to them as no other book does.
There is
in it the echo of every cry of human
weakness and sinfulness.

to the conclusion

that the

We are driven

author of the

so muchto prevent dishonesty which has

individualin matters of this

true we have auditors

Itis

of accounts in all

odr benevolent societirs,
N

kind,

good

mathema~

hasto some

extent

The mala-

hindered

supplies and ail.

our

:

Verily, this thing ought not so to be!
From the Financial Secretary's Report
than

here

represented,

less

than

one-

tenth of all our churches having contributed to the funds of the Education
Society.

If one thousand

in the heavy dews of night and
shine of the day.

Many

probably

ought,

even

times

ten

of

them

might,

Can we not,

If the trustees of colleges and ‘semina-

ries do not appreciate the danger, and set

¢¢ to support and guard the constitution of the
United States.” Then the others come nobly.

forward and take the Iron clad oath of 1862,
which declares they ‘‘ never were engaged in rebellion against the U. 8. Government, nor gave
aid and comfort,”
Inthe Senate,

infidel men or women in ¢hairs of instruo-

tion, parents may and should send! their

vanced, he wasmet by an objection from Senator’
‘Wallace in regard to the legality of his temporary appointment by the Governor of New Hamp-

I replied: “Sol perceive by

very cross, but

singisg

diciary committee, and probable discussion.

as

the

matter went over for

left, looking
continued,

he

brethren,

neighbors

said:

**What

is he

to us?

like courtesy extended by the Republican -Senate, viz.: Committee on Revolutionary cians

(Mr.

Why

advantage of this would probably be that
gradually this part of the church work
would come to be more evenly distributed among itsmembers than it sometimes
now is. Of the value of correct statistics

'6tv and miost excellant Book ‘of Records

and

much

Watchman.

harm, is done

by

it.—Z%he

up to its full capacity ; up to- its average,
if not to

its maximum,

all

the

time,

in

Anthony),

On

Engrossed

bills

Conkling), and Private Land
munds),
:

neighbors to go in. We Beard his groans, and
told them to open the door. Oh, if you could

the House to order, and then read the President’s proclamation convening the exura session;
He then
proceeded to call tl. roll,

me, you

would

bave

showing

Yesterday I went nearly through

necessary to defray the expenses.
Bhabanie
has gone twenty miles away this week to sée
her heathen mother,
I had to borrow a good
Christian woman of Sister Phillips ‘to’ go with

her. ‘Two sisters have: sent, twelve: dollars to.
begin a school in_that village, and now the

lack isa suitable wotnan to go'and rémain
Bhabanié, ‘ Wé

287

members

THE NEW

than last in the villages near us, and are
praying the Lord to send us all the money

with

Ed-

elected,—2

only

were
absent—James
and Reilly,
of New
York.
The next and only
business in order,
was the election of a Speaker, and Mr. Randall
of Reilly’s rate.
was re-elected
by the hel
who had been driven furiously from the depe. .
on the arrival of the-New York train.
:
Alexander H. Stephens, the late Confederate
Vice President, wheeled himself about in the
area fronting the Speaker’s desk, chilled and
shrunken in body, but comiplacently smiling
and thinking of the good tines that have returned again.

Patna Bazar to find a house in which
to
re-commence a broken down girls’ school.
A
man offered for eight annas a month, a little
room in which any sensible man wouldbe
afraidto keep pigs. lest they should die for
want of air and light.
Looking farther, a place
was found and taken which will do very well.
To-day one of my best scholars there begins
her teaching, We Yope to do more this year

only

(Mr.

In the House at 12, noon, Clerk Adams called

said, “The tender mercies of the heathen are
cruel.” The poor man was left to die aloue,
and in such filth as can not be described.
No
loving hand to stroke his brow; no word of
comfort spoken!
I tried to find the consciences of his neighbors but did not succeed.
One
at last promised
that if I would give him
money he would do something to make the
dying man more comfortable, and after his
death bring
the little girl to me.
I had no
money with me but told him to do his best for
the sufferer and I would repay all he expended.
The next day news came of the old man’s
death.
When I sent for the little girl word
came that they were going to marry her to a
man about four times as old as herself. She
can not be more than seven or eight years of
age. “Poor child!” will not every American

mother say ¥

claims

(Mr

should we feed him?’
The next time I went
to see him, he was shut up in the house alone,

but have looked in with

rejoice at the significance of the sum
total, and when they are divided again,
the hard working, hard faring students
will “thank God and take courage.”
A NEW THING AND A GOOD ONE.
The new Church Record book just
issued by the Printing Establishment, of
which mention has been made in other
columns of the Star. Among the many
good things which its adoption and use
by our church clerks will secure will be a
correct record of all monies raised by the
church for. benevolent purposes. One

the Ju-

the Democrats allow the Republicans the chairmanships of three committees in return for a

Even his little daughter was forbidden by the

that they do that little, and when all the
“littles” are added together, we shall all

consideration by

In the apportionment of committees, of course
there is a complete reversion of everything, but

ill. I went to see bim, and he said, “You have
saved the life of uy child and now I give her
to you. Take her'as soon as I am gone "and
briny ‘her up to! be righteous.”
I gave him:
medicine and something to buy food. His

pothetical. We oppose it because, ac- ‘Every institution, like every mill or
cording to the best evidence we can: ob- machine, ought to be worked pretty well
tain without attending it, no great ‘good,

in

The man

in a

that a well-organized faculty of instruction can just as well teach seventy-five
pupils
as twenty-five.
A school of
seventy-five would be much more profitable to its members than one of twenty-five.

was effected

conformity with the usual dignity of that hedy.
‘When Senator Bell, of New Hampshire, ad-

returned and listened quietly, A few days
ufter the little girl was welland the futher was

And, moreover,

&e.
organization

have him if you will.”

gecure a better report for the next annual
meeting ? Shall we not begin at onc to
work for it? Never mind if it is but
little that your church can do. Be sure

to a school as teachers.

for

shire, to fill Senator Wadleigh’s place, amd the

have doge so if the pastorshad presented
discreet manner.

sense,

the miserable condition you are. in, and also
perceive how Jnuch you need him.
You can

we believe would

the subject at a favorablé’ time and

one.

averred that “ they had never engaged in Rebellion,” &c., and they solemnly swear again

help each other in sickness and do all they
possibly could to save life, and above all they
should pray to God for help. They said there
were sick and dying in nearly every house,
and “how could they help their neighbors?”
Sara and I then commenced singing that beautiful hymn, “Christ the Good Physician,’
A
black bearded Mussulman sternly called out:

given: five or
Many of
that amount.

in

qualified oath, which omits that part whercin is

what was going on. ° I told them they ought to

and

either

grouped apart, in both chambers, was a class of
men that should take the modified oath, who had
secession in their hearts in those plotting. days,
when they unblushingly took the selema oath
prescribed by the constitution—but now take the

A few filthy rags con stituted

“No Christhere.”

Suffice it to say that the oc

not so old fashioned

hot sun-

old father was out begging something to eat.
At last he came, and was willing I should try
to cure
his child.
She took the medicine
nicely, and more was left for the Christian
irl, whose school was near by, to administer.
A number of the neighbors came up to see

to have

them, most of them,

the

her bed and clothing. Her mother and little
brother bad died within a few days, and her

of the non-con-

tributing churches had given only one
dollar apiece it would have made a vast
difference in the work" of the Disbursing
Committees and in the results of that
work among our young men preparing
for the ministry. But many of these
churches are without pastors and so their
failure to give may be less remarkable,
f- though it does not appear, as a rule, that
the pastors have done much to stimulate
the membership to contribute in this
direction. Itis a fair estimate that five hundred churches which gave nothing. might
have given two dollars apiece, and would
have been the better for even that small
donation.

tale.”

every sense a Democratic jubilee of/the Simonpure kind.
Eighteen years of patience and long
suffering was now atoned by the realization of
their dreams and the fulfillment of all the
yearnings of the Democratic heart—an; old fashioned ante-bellum Democratic Congress.
And

found the poor child shut up entirely alone in
the meanest, dirtiest’ mud hut, with holes
overhead a yard long, and half as wide, to let

we learn that the case is a little worse

*t

THE OPENING SCENES,

To portray the crush and jam at the Capitolon
Tuesday, would be the telling of a

must pray’ for Christian

CONGRESS.

The following figures and date €how the
complexion of the 46th Congress: —The Svnate
consists of 76 senators, classed as follows:
Democrats, 42; Republicans, 83; Independents 1 (Mr, Davis of 1iL.), who can be classed
with the Democrats on ultra political questions. 18 out of 15° Southern States have solid
Democratic senatorial delegations, with (we
States divided. Mississippi is represented by
Lamar (Dem.), and Bruce (colored Republi

can), who goes out in 1881; and Louisiana,
by
Jonas (Dem.), and

Kellogg

(Rep.),

who

re-

tires in 1883. 5 of the 6 New England States
are solid Republican; Connéetivat appears
with ohe each.

13

Northern, in

New

England, and Western States, out of .23, have
both, Republicans—3 both Democratic—and 5

womien us well as fof mone, his, vountry is

divided...

Ave,

delegites froin the Perritotiés; the latter hav-

fall;of widows, but; alas, onlya few

: shi

Chnistians..To atie

ht

1

rah

them
ur girls
who go to

Ws Sy

the

mogt

.

:

;

The House consists of 298 members,

and 8

. Christian = Wdnién;
| those ‘who have ing; according tedhe revisedstatutes, the right
sense and tact as welliaspiety. You who to debate only, butaio vote. on, any. question.
'havenevér
lived ) in sucha vile, country as, ‘Politically its status is as follows (excluding
th is can, not.realize the dangers to which girls the delegates) based on the vole for Speaker,
unattended are i ood” eh will probably

teliabld

‘hear from Brother i . of thé awakening

in the

southern part of our mission.”
Long has the
“good seed of the kingdom” been sown in that
region, and we all rejoice that fruit begins.to
appear.
But more’ laborers are greatly need-

ed,

A letter came to me from Americareceits

ly with the following words: “You have seen
what
a stir. was created ' about the time the"
missionaries sailed
and
how
the
money
ured in. It is something to be grateful for.
wish it might continue, but of course it will

which is the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. strong young men into the work of the
leading and inspiring men to holiness.— gospel ministry, and we ought not to not. It was one of our Freewill Baptist spurts
which is owing to the intermittent character of
8. 8. Times.
ul
forget that students are quite as necessary our denominational spirit. But we are trying

been of 80 rare occurrence, as to stop the | sons ‘and daughters -elsewhere.—N. Y.
improper use ‘of funds ag a result either of Observer.
ignorance, or a misguided judgment.
Our objections to the theater are not hy-

But little discretion should be left to the

fever

and that of the Hindus and Mussulmans.
One of my girls one day took me two miles to
see one of her scholars who was very ill. I

_

entrusted with public funds, whether they
laborers into, the harvest.” They often
When the churches are more earnest in’
be religious or secular. ‘Should they be,
prayed,
especially
at Quarterly and
consecration first in their ministhey would he sharply looked - after. seeking
ters, they will: oftener- find that genius, . Yearly, Meetings, that God would, call

consideration of all, he unbeliever as reputable, ought to be the immediate cus-

The tendency of coming events points to an
effort by which the constitution shall be go modified as to have a complete parligmentary govThe genius of our institutions has
ernment.

ta

year?

shows, what possibilities there are, and it

| "The Bibleis a fact. As 'a' very old and
widely read and revered book, it'is a pheno man, however honest, or however
, nomenon, As such it ig entitled to the ‘But

addressed

has given us an opportunity to show some of
the differences between the Christian religion

bat to 5

1:

personally

Editor
is my

together to contribute $10,—§5,—$1, to this
needy denominational cause during a whole

but that they ocedsionally think evil of will“ tend ‘to “hasten the ‘conting “of that
wppenr) Wis should'gladly avail otrselves
|
Him
UL Steer iri'the West.
Vifhei" #3 Whitend as
yoni hod
ewvil
of the restilts of thelr ‘painstaking life la- | ought toawaken more diligence and faith‘Kéeping the Sabbhith by following every’
FOR Tur Roop!
$61Y8in’ sucky” fulness, to similar trusts, : But then ¢ our rile for-its ‘Ober vaiice exoept giving. is PUY iatn MAN EET)
Fouiiatii 1% deaguel
treasurer is, n man of the sternest, integri- simply to-brepk
theSabbath,iin its. most
WaYSan iit ol mines §Lediow (kev
Fhe;
aioe,
of
#49,
Foy
der, this, caps
ty, and toweringly above the first; breath {vital ipart.— De Messenger,
Without attempting to discuss methods
tion, in the Star,
of lash week, brings to
1.1»
of rbsisting curkefik skeptical fluences, 1 of suspicion,” Ah, thats just what has ("There is & place for the exercise ofgood sind what hag been more than once. said
of the[1] der, faith and personal honor on the part, of & | within the past few years, that the fathers
want fo, cdo o K whyof doing been the matter with tyo-thirds
faulters
of
the
last
twenty-five
Jourss minister toward the . denomination of were much in the habit
. something in this sivection Which'i§’ open
of praying to
t)
Notable shar ers and rogues rarely are which he has becomea Wetnber.
PZ. the ‘Lord of the harvest to send forth
toll, especially, parents snd, SundayL'Chronicte.'*
“V+
i'sehool teachers.

which means a lawful protection of the ba.lotbox all over this land, the contest is made up
and will be the great subject of contention.

work by prostrating the pupils and by taking
some out of the world. But even that scourge

all

The conspicuous defect of the religion of
our time id devoutness.—Baptist Weekly.
neglect the sacred trust committed to
One * may ‘believe «in: /t* Evangelism”
them. It is true. that, considering the without believing in every evangelist who in regard to all departments of*the church
history and work it is not our province to
devout stiient of nature who seeks to be- ;multiplied associations of this kind in our comes along.—ddvance.
speak, but we hope that the time will
He who distrusts self is, commonly, the,
come familipr with God's. ways «of work land, and the immense sums of money in,
‘ome
‘when every church will keep a
one;
who
trusts
mqst
jp
One
higher,
and
in the pliysicatuniverse, to the student of volved, it is a, eredit to the, chureh, that
ightior.—7he Wiel Tower. h id
a closé and'¢areful ‘account of :itsi benevo80,
few
«
disasters
-of
the
kind
have;
oc|
Goad highk creation, wh,’ as” Gods
think of jent work, and we bélieve the‘hse’ of" this
curved, | But the evidence mow furnished | It is not that, men constantly
to assume such responsibilities, and

to me dated

the Hindoo children are very fond.

over his people that he could not, with a single
exhaustive

meaning, that the supplies to carry on the 209

ernment would be cut off'in case they failed in
certain proposed measures, The Presidentis reported to be of opinion that the test oath statute
is practically a dead letter.
On the clause regarding
the presence of the troops at the polls,
there will be animated debate, with a" possible
concession by the Republicans, but in regard te
the Supervisor of Elections and U. 8. Marshals,

himselfor berself.
Our cold season thus far
has been a delightful one for missionary work:
and well has it been improved by the most of been such in the past as to possess a co-ordinate
branch’ of the government coming from the peoour number,
11] health has kept poor Brother
Phillips trom making tours abroad, but he has. ple a8 well, which, in the person of the Presibeen able to labor at home without much inter- “dent, shall be supposed to judge more deliberatemission. - But it is of my own work and not ly than Congress regarding the actual and expressed desires of the people. An attempt will
that of others that my friend wishes me to
be made to overthrow this recognized theery by
write.
My
boarding school is prospering.
reducing the veto- power to a secondary funeNearly every member is now
in excellent
health, and twelve of the large girls go out tion, to be overruled at pleasure, and especially
at this time, by incorporating vetoed legislation
regularly to teach.
With the exception of one,
into appropriation bills,
all these spend the early part of the day in
The first step of Congress will probably be
school with me and the native pundit. They
experimental,
‘Before doing anything with the
two
appropriation bills now hanging, they will
work quietly, but are surely doing good. They
pass the obnoxious measures as separate acts;
all teach their pupils not only to read the Bi- the President will veto, and Congress not havble, but to commit passages of Scripture to
ing the necessary
two-thirds to override his
memory, and the verses thus stored up in
veto, they will fall. = Then comes the inevitable
consequence;
they
are again attached to the
young minds can never be effaced. They
two bills now in abeyance, and the President is
teach pretty Christian hymns, too, and of those
placed in the position of receding, or vetoing

cause ? Would any one of these pastors be
willing to adinit that he had so little influence
not

Executive and a Democratic Congress, preluded with threats of an. undoubted revolutionary
tendency. Thurman and Beck in the Senate
both hinted strongly and with no uncertain

in Vermont.

letter came

friend may take it as

of the
pastors
of these non-contributing
churches to secure easily a willing: offering of

and

a “Friend”

would, be a little puzzled!
If the
consents to publish this, then whoever

And yet, does anybody

doubt that it was in the power

called session is the controversy between the

send a reply directed to ‘A Friend, Vermont,”
the Postmasters of the “Green Mountain stute”

WATERMAN,

attention

The readers of the Star will readily understand that the absorbing interest in the present

to the

thus: “Vermont, Dec.1, 1878.”
An answer
was requested, but ag the letter was signed
only “A Friend,” I am afraid that if I should

Tt is a lamentable fact tbat less than oneninth of the churches in the denomination
| have rendered this Society any aid, either by

not the spiritual man, to whom all Christian duty is a cross—a self-denial. The
duties of religion have no charm for carnal man.
Le
dad
They need the new heart, the changed

:

C.

answer

SESSION,

EXTRA

THE

:

To

pastors to it:

and follow him,” he is addressing human
infirmity, and is referring to the natural,

Or,

REV.uU.

in

March 20,1879.

WASHINGTON, D. C.,

the young
this work,

capacity,

pues
lel uf
p——

We wish now to make an extract

AN OPEN BIBLE.

ting to be altogether too monotonous.
It remains to be seen, whether the terrible calamity that has befallen the Massachusetts Home Missionary Society, in
the loss of eighty or ninety thousand dol-

and ac-

Last week a nice

and to ask the especial

into the closest possible contact with this
book that speaks so plainly to the vital nature, in order to understand and relish
| wants of these developing natures. This the experiences incident to believers.
is not an easy task.
There are many But to the child of God, born again of the
BY REV. H, N: HERR ICK.
things that press themselves upon the at- Holy Spirit, the duties of religion ought
to be so many delights. His uppermost
tention at this active and impressible peGod has not left himself without wit- riod. It will taxour ingenuity .and our ‘feeling should be, ‘* What shall 1 render
unto the Lord for all his benefits toward
There is enough that
ness in any age.
may be known of God that is manifest to patience, and drive us to God to plead me?” God never designed the duties of
for the co-operation of the mighty Spirit, the Christian life to be irksome to the new
all men to take away every excuse for
nature of the believer, but to be joyful exunguodliness. The visible speaks plairly but let us persist in the confident assur- pressions of the experiences of faith. The
ance that God's’ Word can speak to them baptismal act ought not to be conceived
of the invisible, but life and immortality
are brought to light in the gospel; grace intelligently, helpfilly, savingly. If only for a moment by any Christian as a cross;
one lesson in the entire year finds en- but should always be spoken of as a signifand truth came by Jesus Christ.
icant privilege. It is the sign of an unIt is a great advantage to possess these trance to the mind, that one message may sanctified or superficial nature to regard
oracles of God, that show plainly the way give the Jight of life and turn the whole it otherwise.
To follow Jesus into the
of life and salvation. But whi}e we rejoice force of youthful energy into the .right di- typical tomb ; in this way to express our
death to sin and our resurrection to rightin this boon let us not rege
there rection.
eousness ; to be privileged thys to witness
rn
pp
pp
re
are many who are without it. - Some
to God's saving grace in rescuing us from
have never seen a Bible, while to others
death, and admitting us to life: all this
SAFETY OF OUR BENEVOLENT
seems to us to be a most exalted honor;
it is a sealed book, unbelief has robbed it
FUNDS.
and should only be surrounded with senof all its authority and sacredness.
To
imany
of
prospect
timents of gratitude.
much
see
not
do
I
each of these classes, Christians owe the
‘When we, for the first time, heard bgpand circumspection on
care
in
provement
duty of bringing to them the message.
by a Baptist
the part of the custodians of banks and ism spoken of as a across
God, speaking by his prophets and by his
pastor, we confess to feeling of profound
other moneyed institutions, as a result of sadness, and ‘we felt there was a
great inSony-has dent them.
Our foreign miss and congruity between our own feelings and
the
alarming
increase
of
defalcation
sionary work is only just begun.
God is
es.” The same old story is the expression’ of our brother. Since
commanding us in clearest tones to * go “ irregulariti
steadily
kept
up, that treasurers and then, we have never heard the allusion
forward” in the work of evangelizing the
without conscious pain. It seems to us
heathen. But while we push our pickets cashiers carry on peculations for years, that baptism—the first and significant duty
out into the regions beyond, we must mot and nobody knows anything about it, till of the young convert—should only be
surrounded with thoughts and expresforget our home heathen.
It is a sad they break the bank, or gather up their sions indicative of supreme thankfulness
pile,
and
escape
to
parts
unknown.
Is
thing never to have seen a Bible, but it is
to God. It should always be referred to
an inexpressibly sadder thing to discredit there no way in which the officers of a as a rich and unspeakable privilege.
its authenticity and despiss the Saviour it bank can, at stated intervals, investigate And, let us not only in regard to this one
reveals. Those who have never been en- its affairs, so as to successfully prevent calling of the divine life change our vothese terrible disasters to our moneyed cabulary, but let us encircle all our retangled in the mazes of skepticism, who
ligious duties, with the atmosphere of
have never been tormented by an honest interests ? If not, then we, who are liuble praise, joy and thanksgiving. We should
doubt, have little conception of the unrest at any time to be placed at the mercy of throw around them the halo of a divine
and despair which are lurking under the some heartless swindler, who holds the glory, and think of them as expressions
gratitude to our Redeemer for his wonapparent indifference or offensively hostile keys of the vaults, had better look. out of
derful condescension and pardoning love.
for
other
and
safer
ways
of
investment
attitude of the youthful disbeliever.
Let us never at a baptismal scene sing :
Out of the depths of a bitter experience, for our slender savings. The confidence
Must Jesus bear the cross alone ?
I bespeak your sympathy in behalf of of the community will not stand much

those who are bewildered by the prevailing discussions on th> scientific and pbilosophical aspects of religion.
How to
counteract this tendency is one of the
questions which every Christian is called
to aid in solving:
en
There is work'to be done by those who

experience

The pressure of matter relating to our
Foreign Mission interests, during the
last six months, has prevented our giving
as much attention to other matters as
perhaps we ought to have done. As yet
no notice has been made in this eolumn
of the very excellent Report of the Corresponding
Secretary of our Education
Society, read at the Mst Anniversary.

re

fashion

BY

will,
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use

fervent, faith-filled prayerof his people, call
many who will otherwise slip into other
pursuits, Let us not fail to pray that the
best, the ®rongest, the truest may be laid
upon God's altar, and that our schools
may be filled to the extent of their

MISSION WORK.

CONDUCTED

ments, or illegitimate investments, but all

w=

and no doubt he

carefully,

If actual

economical

We need, and shall more "and

more need, in the ministry all
men whom God will call to

—Christian Union.

societies

I3 BAPTISM A CROSS?
1t is often so asserted, and the young
convert is not unfrequently invited, after
experiencing a change of heart, to take
up the cross of baptism.
We have not

of power.

tual results justify it, adopt it. But it is
far better to err on the side of care and
caution than on that of haste and impulse.

these interests have a future, and prevention is better than cure, at least itis more
pleasant to take, and does n't cost as
much.—J. F.
SR

thoughtfully,

drives you into the other method,

let a treasurer of persistent looseness.
in
his accounts be
seasonably displaced. I do not know as anything has
lost

Slowly,

with painstaking.

.

1879,

order to secure the most

§

sermon

for, whether for salary, or traveling ex‘penses, sor extra labor, or what not, and

through dishonesty,and possibly but little,
if anything, through misapplied disburse-

at once con-

26,

clutch of the strong drink calamity.—
The

com-

and in behalf of others, seeking for the
portion of meat suited to our respective
wants,

read his words and they are

H.,” MARCH

mittee of two or more individuals of busi-

been

language of a soul overwhelmed with
doubt on account of the mysteries of providence. There are persons now feeling
just as the psalmist did then. ' Let these

N.

Rescue the rising generation, by secur.
ing to total abstinence the children and
youth now at the various schools and institutions of learning—from the ' primary to
the college—and in ten years the nation
will be emancipated from the accursed

the

ence and divine helpfulness, for ourselves

For instance, in the Psalms we find the

shall we find a perfect life whereby

90 shape our lives for all eternity?
This man is great and wise; the world reveres:

Oh, loveless strength!

With this

should go to this book of human

26, 1879.

MARCH

WEDNESDAY,

book knew what is in man. Take the
Psalms, a few of which are being studied
in our Sunday-schools at this time, how
does it happen that they have found a response in so many hearts in every country
and in every age? How does it happen
that the illiterate peasant and the scholarly philosopher, each finds them speaking
the language of their hearts, and to their
profoundest needs ?
It does not matter that here and there
we find utterances devoid of meaning to
us. This must be true of a book that is
made for every person and to meet every
want. We can not appropriate every part
of a complete treasury of good until we
have run through the entire circle of human wants,

el

MORNING

og

‘to cultivate something
votes to make the good

that

letter

a

Now who
better.”
‘brother who wrote

false. prophet?

woman and child who

Every

contributes

man,

according

and the vote

seating

for

Hull

of Florida:—

Democrats, 147; Republicans, 127; Nationals,

14, and 6 vacancies, California electing four

Congressmen next fall—and

one vacaney eath

from New York and Texas, caused by
'Qnly 8 out of 23 Northern and Western

death.
States

have entire Republican delegations, comprising the smaller States, the others, being divided. 10 out of the 15 Southern States are

wholly Democratic, the other 5 having’ either

one Republican or a National to break up the
harmony, so that as a whole, by delegations,
the South is solid, 3 Northern States (Ohio,
Oregon and. Delaware) carry. their figures by
States in the House to 18. "The Republican

States

number

18.

California

Congress) to hear from

next fall,

(2-2

ir last

and

Indiana

abil will help make him 6—6, and one National, Mr. De La Martyr,
gladto have his pre-) stated in a former letter.
such, and he would
to his or_her

diction prove untrue.

:

Now, my friend, if you will answer this
letter and give your namé, you may receive

a reply in a less public manner.

Be

assured

that letters from any one who loves God and
works for the salvation of souls, do

us good,

much good, The Lord bless you, and all
my native land.—L. CRAWFORD.
Jellasore, Feb, 7, 1879.

in

as

The following figures tell their.ownstery:—
In the Senate of43 Democrats (including Da-

vis), the South have 30 Senators, t0 13 Tor the
rest of the country.

thus :—1o the South

The

committees

stand

20 out of 29, In the House,

of 147 Democrats, 96 are from the-South,

to 51

for the balance, Hast, North and West
The committees will bein the same proportion,
ELLIOTT.

“
w

THE
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Job.

He does not allude to sins of heart,

but to outward

wrong, and

implies that

Job has only need to confess his

be made well, ,

Sabbath - School Lesson.--April 6.
(For

Questions

see

SANCTIFIED
ph
DAILY

M.

Lesson

‘“ His soul

Papers.)

AFFLICTION.
READINGS.

Chastening of the Lord,

Heb. 12:1-11.

T. Warnings unheeded. Neh. 9:26—33,
W. . Jacob afflicted. Gen, 57:28—36.
TT. Afflictions overruled. Gen. 45:1—20,
¥F. The trials of Paul. 2 Cor. 11:18—33.
S. Pleasure in tribulations, 2 Cor. 12:1-10.
S. Sanctified affliction. Job 33:14—30.

TEXT:

the chastening

** My son, despise not thou
of fhe Lord, nor

faint when

a»

GOLDEN

thou art rebuked

pf him.”—Hed.

Job

12:5.

$3:14—30.

Notes and Hints.
- There are three theories concerning
the book of Job: thatit-is a poem, or
parable throughout; that it is authentic
history throughout ; that it is a parable,
founded on historic

facts.

The

book

is

very ancient. Its language, style, men- tion of customs and of historical facts, its
omission of allusions to the law of Moses
and other characteristics have made students assign it to the Abrahamic age. The
design of the book is to show the relations
of Providence to the afflictions of the
righteous.
The speaker in the passage to be studied is Elibn, for an account

of whom see

Chapt. 32.
Different estimates of his
discourse are given by different critics,
but most writers agree that he speaks
with greater penetration and acuteness

than the others
struct Job.
to convince

who had sought to in-

In this chapter,
Job of error, in

Elihu aims
saying, “I

am innocent,” (verse 9) and to prove that
his afflictions were sent to bring him to
penitence and ‘‘to save him from the pit.”
Verses

19, 27, 28.

«« For Goll

speaketh

once,

yea

twice.”

His two ways of speaking are mentioned
in verses 15 and 19. ¢* Perceiveth it not.”
Pays no attention to it. Barnes translates
this clause ¢¢ Although he does not perceive it or attend to it.” The forbearunce
of God is seen

in

his

continuing

to ad-

dress men when they will not attend to
his admonitions.
“ In a dream, tn a vision.”
This is
one way by which God addresses men,
warning them and calling them to repent
of sin. Dreams were anciently regarded
as communications from God.

. . . hislife.”

The Seript-

ures show that the revelations of God
“were sometimes thus made. Infrequent
instances of admonitory dreams, in modern times, are cited.
Asa rule, howev-

* My soul,”

reading

a dozen impressions on one piece of wax
—nothing is distinct, the result is blur
and confusion, while habits of hasty
thought and imperfect reflection are sure
to be formed.
The original aim of the Sunday-school
library was to exert the influence of the
Sanday-school through the week upon t!
Sunday-school scholar by placing a brighs
and well-written book

in his

hand,

and

the S.S. educator can not afford to throw
aside this auxiliary. With this helpfulness in view, we commend to libra
committees the books by Pansy(31 vols.),
Julia A: Eastman (6 vols.), Ella Farman
(5 vols.), together with such carefully selected works as are included in the
prize series (16 vols.), 8500 prize

$1
series

(21 vols.), and the select Sunday-school
libraries, as being strong,standard books,
sure to be called for again and again,read
and re-read year after year. The leading
characters of these books are lovely, generous and noble,

sure to be admired,'sure

to be followed and imitated—either —con=
sciously or uncouseciously.—Walchman.

ner, ismamed.
‘‘ His purpose.”
Literally, “ his work.”
* Hide pride from

man.”

and I always start in time to be

understood ; and,

to

therefore,

laws well
to attribute

any supernatural meaning to them is
folly.
** Openeth the ears.”
Causeth men to
hear. * Sealeth their instruction.”
Im_a'resses his instrudtion on their minds,like
» &he impression of a seal on wax.
* That

he away withdraw man.”
The object
whiéh God has, in admonishing the sin-

The pride of selt-righteousness.

This, Elihu

thought Jeb

was

guilty ci.

¢¢ The pit.”

The grave. “ By the sword.”

This means either preserves his life from
+ the swordin battle, or else from flying
= away like the dart.” By many, the latter
wwiew is preferred.
¢ Chastened also.” The second of God's
ways of admonishing men.
Elihu applies what he says to Job, and evidently
thinks his sickness was sent to punish for
sin, and bring him to repentance.
¢ His bones.”
He regarded the bones
as the seat of ‘pain.
Chapt. 30:17, 30.

‘* Dainty meat.”
Dainty food.
¢ Destroyers.” Literally, * to those causing
death,” that is, either diseases and
ferings, or else the angels of death.

sufEx.

there be-

fore the bellrings.”
Nearly every boy and girl could be in
season if they would only do as Willie
did—earnestly ¢¢ plan to come.”
Think over on Saturday just what you
need to do in order to make yourself
ready. Lay out your clothing and see
that all is inorder. It is very sinful to
take God’s holy day to make small repairs that have been forgotten through the
week ; yet many doit.
I have even
known an iron set on the stove to smooth
out a wrinkled dress.
Remember the
verse that says, ‘‘ Thy commandment is
exceeding broad.”
God requires us not
even to think our own thoughts upon
his day.

So let the six days’ work be all done
when its hours are over; and when you
once get into this habit of ‘‘planning” beforehand, you will find it very easy and
pleasant. If you begin the week right,

12:23 seems to sustain the latter view.
See also Ps. 78:49, The Septuagint. ren- you will be likely to end it right.
ders it, ‘‘ to Hades.”
:
:
«« A messenger withhim,”
By * him”
Tue TurNING POINT. A missionary of
is meant the sick man.
By messenger the American
Sunday-school in North
is meant Elihu, who thinks that he does
Carolina visiting the mission school at
all that is attributed to this messenger. Campbelltown dropped into a drug-store,
Elihu interpreted the ways of God to Job,

and showed unto him that God

right in afflicting men.

was up-

Other commen-

where he handed to a clerk the little
Sunday-school book, “ The Turning Point

for Boys and Girls,” requesting him to

tators think that by messenger is meant
an angel, * the angel of the covenant,”
« the angel of the Lord.”
The former
view is the more natural, because it bet-

read it through.
Recently, in the street
at Raleigh, he was accosted by a young

ter agrees with the knowledge

lated above.

and the

circumstances of Elihu.
“ One among
a thousand.”

above a thousand.”

man whom he did not recognize at first,
until he reminded him of the incident reThe young man then said:

¢¢ I read that book, first for your sake,and

‘One

then for my own ; and to it,by God's bless-

It accords with Ori-

ing, I am indebted for the happiest ¢ turning-point’ of my life; for it turned me
from my wild wanderings in sin into the

- ental character for Elihu to claim this superiority foshimself.

Lieut. Conder says

*« unbounded personal conceit and vanity”
are a Semitic characteristic.

¢¢ A Syrian

Sunday-school, and to seek

salvation for

my soul ; and for two sessions I have been
at college, preparing to enter the minis-

of the
A
believes himself to be far more capable of
by
any Toke a Concordance and he
conducting difficult affairs, than a Eu
will be astonished and instructed to see
pean specially educated.”
:
_

*¢ His uprightness.” He refersto God.
« Found a ransom.”
That is, a reason
for hs recovery to health.
The word
literally means *‘covering,” ‘‘atonement,”

that is, a reason for pardoning. Receiving the messengers interpretation of
God's ways, and manifesting a repentance
like that mentioned in verses 27, 28, con-

- stitute this ransom.
«s Shall be fresher than a child's.”

Con-

sider the state of Job. Chapt. 7:5. - Ev‘erything that Eliha says, he means for

Job.

‘‘See

* See his face with joy.”

his face” here means

«t Render.” ' Restore.

receive

his favor.

'* His righteous-

ness.» Restore him to the standing of a

righteous man.
sinned.”

“If any

say I have

how much the Bible makes
¢¢ Tarn.”
;
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

C.

D.

DUDLEY,

of the word

NEWS.

discipline when we see how it makes sin
more public. We find that the distur

bance of waited sepulchers greatly taints
the moral atmosphere. Now* we have
seen in the examination of the scriptural
method that when we go to work as we
should there is no increase of publicity
so longas the evil can be stopped privately. But if this can not be, there is no
debating whether it is better to suppress
or expose and condemn.
But we are told that there is not virtue
and force in certain churches sufficient to

darkened one short season

and who

estimate the loss?

can

Cie

In conclusion, we will glance at the
| demand for discipline arising from our

Pentecost, and they that gladly received
his word were baptized.
We have, then,the time and place of the

writer

in the

under the head

of

being in sight. The farther range,

J. H. DURKEE.

Star
‘Church

of March

12,

Discipline,”

says:

We are not told the time and place of

the first acts of organization.

No

cut, formal constitution is given

clearly

us.

We

find the church to be an institution
formed by the natural union of two great
elements, namely, society and Christian
experience. Religion begins with the
individual. The living
soul is its earthly
dwelling, and from

thence

it permeates,

error, if not all philosophical error also, is preached by Peter, the ‘‘word” * gladly
doomed to final defeat by the invincible

and becoming so general.

foes gain more instraction and receive

Sabbath-schools began the year with sys.

A

REV.

fifteen

church is the exponent.

received” by ‘‘three thousand” and upon

Of this power the

the reception of which they were ‘addBoth friends and : ed” unto Peter and those who had been

more influence from the church than they
do directly from the Bible. “Ye are the

Kansas, between Oct. 1878,and Qct. 1879. chiefly upon the standard of spirituality
They
are held for’ real instruction in the church he joins. The converts

3

ever, an ample field for Christian work.
. Our work was laid out thus—to visit

the Bengalis

at their homes,

ascertain

their numbers, particularly the number
of families, and by free Christian conver.

sation ascertain their condition and hopes.
During the fortnight we were here, Sasi
was most indefatigable.
Visiting from
house to house, and on several occasions
meeting
evening congregations at the
homes of those who were disposed toinvite
him and their friends. Having been himself

a Brahmin of high caste before his con.
version,

his

earnest

words

had

all

the more influence.
Like those already mentioned at Rosscong, they are
all of the educated class, and engaged
largely in Govt. employ. As I boarded in

a Christian fanily, some distance away,

Icould only prosecute my part of the
work by day. Our reception everywhere

was most kind and welcome. Tha Bengali
among strangers is more sympathetie and

demonstrative than at home. = The result of our inquiries was that there are
about three hundred babus employed
here, two hundred of whom remain per-

manently,

while

one hundred

go and

come, with the Government. Of the former ubout twenty-five have their families
with them, and are considered permanent residents. This latter class is likely
to increase largely with the growth of the

place. As we spoke of the prospect of
missionary work among them, they were
warm in their expressions ot approval,
said their houses would be open to the
zenana teacher, and that they should regard such work as a blessing. One item

miles away in a direct line, is the boundary of Nepat. Far away to the North
towers in solitary grandeur, the eastern
spur of the snowy range, Kunchinjunga,

of interest at least has been

28,000 feet high, next to Mt, Everest,

the people and be able to prosecute our
work there as well as elsewhere and not
be entirely laid aside from active duties.
As a center for missionary work, Darjuling has some very desirable points.
Its climate is about the same as that of

highest peak in the

There is the

the

world.

eternal

snow,

through

heat and cold, through rain and sunshine,
ever the same.
It is an interesting sight
to watch the varying shades of light
falling upon it from early dawn till it

*‘tarrying” for the ‘‘power from on high.”

carefully guarded,

lest

its being

cut

away should: prove detrimental to the
rain fall,

Two Rajas have secured ex-

tensive tracts, and refuse to sell except at

prohibigory rates,so that even at this early

How such a church couldbe a “‘society” day it has become difficult to secure a
tematic study of the catechism.
formed by Ctristian éxperience is not
In the Sunday-school of Stone Chapel, salt of the earth.” “Ye are the light of clear, In Matt. 28, Christ gave his disci- desirable building spot, or rather a bit
of side-hill out of which a building spot
Butler county, Kansas, there were thirtythe world.” Discipline preserves the ples their commission : “And Jesus came maybe dug. A flourishing mission for
nine conversions in 1878,
It has. a norsavor and trims the light. Without it the and spake unto them, saying, All power the Nepaleese has its seal here, sustainmal class, and is a live school, salt becomes ‘worthless and the light a |’ i8 given unto me in heaven and in earth. ed by the Scotch Presbyleriuns. ‘Tt has a
A Bible School Teachers’ Institute has false one.
-| Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, large outside work.
indie
HY
Schools are sup| been or will be held in. every county
baptizing them in the name of the Father ported among the mountains and bazar
‘The
spirituality
of
a
convert
depends
along the line of the A, T. & 8S. F. R.
|.

to a small

secured by

these investigations.
Should any of us
be under the necessity of seeking health

in the hills, we should be at home among

Southern Europe. The

ruddy

glow on

RECOLLEOTIONS,

power of holy living.

Many of our

BY

the Europeans and preaching

congregation in the union chapel. Their
prospects for church extension do not
organization - of ‘* The Church.”
The seem flattering, as most of the dissenters
kingdom of God ** The Church” was set of the place are Baptists. There is, how-

with its influence, - the entire life. Now _glistens inthe purest white of midday. the cheeks-of the children who have come
do this work. Offenders can not be it is evident that, since we are social In a clear morning, Mt. Everest may be up from the plains for a few weeks, amtouched. Appalling condition! A church beings, whatever has so marked an effect seen from some of the hights about Dar- ply attests its salubrity. At the foot of the
on the individual will be carried by him
hills on the south and stretching away for
of Christ cannot free itself of notoridhs into society. The early Christians being jaling, but I did not see it.
A walk of twenty miles, by the carriage more than a hundred miles, there is a
sinners!
Drunkards,’ profaners,. default- inspired by the same Spirit were one by
ers and adulterers must be winked at! a necessary spiritual relationship. They road, brought us to Darjaling, the mount- dense population of Bengalis, with not a
Such a church surrenders its prestige and would, theretore, inevitably act together ain capital of Bengal. For eight months single missicnary; an ample field for
being often found in the same place at the of the year, the government is located itinerant work, with
headquarters in
must curse rather than bless any commusame time for common religious ends.
nity. Where, after reasonable effort, a Such an assembly, representing —Chris-- here, and | r the remaining four months the hills. Among the mountains nearto——
church is found in this enervated condi tian life, under social conditions, was at Calcutta. There are about one hundred Darjaling, are the Tepchas, the original .
and fifty houses, and several hotels and inhabitants of this region, an amiable and
tion it had better be abandoned.
Those called a church.
boarding-houses,
occupied by permanent intelligent race, among whom Mr. Page,
who desire purity ought to leave it. It
Such a definition represents the Church
will not do to say that our churches can only as a secular organization: formed of residents and transient visitors, sever- a Baptist missionary, labored for a time,
not discipline. ‘We bad better say that a “society and Christian experience.” If al government officers, the Lieut. Gover- but was compelled by failing health. to
parish largely in debt is determined to this be the true definition of ‘The nor’s mansion, and residences of other leave the field. A few converts remain as
Still farther
keep the offender in spite of his immoral- Church,” and no ‘clearly cut constitu- officials. It has two churches, three sem- fruit of his earnest work.
This is away among the mountains, and yet acity, for the sake of his money.
Better tion” has been given, the organization is inaries, a newspaper, bank, &c.
look the trouble square in the face and still subjdct to change according as the center of the tea interest in this part cessible from Darjaling are the Bhoeties,
a sturdy mountain race, rich in cattle and
shall - dictate. of India.
say that selfish interest and social cast “Christian experience”
Nearly forty years age, fourlay mis. horses,for whom no Christian work has as
are stronger motives than truth and This is exactly the position held by the
siongefes, with their wives, were sent here yetbeen undertaken. Government sustains
purity. When a church can not adminis- Papal Church.
Father Gosner's Mission Society of a school for Bhootia boys at Darjaling—
The writer further says: ‘“We-gre no
ter needed discipline let the cause of
Berlin.
His idea was to secure to the which is one step inthe right direction.
God aod humanity be sustained by mak- told the time and place of the first acts of
Here then is a wide field for some - soheathen
the influence ~ of Christian ciety to take up. All unimproved to the
organization.”
ing it the subject of discipline.
In Joel 2: 28, 29, we read, “And it domestic life. These missionaries had present time, within (wenty-four hours of
The motives to this apparently unpleasCalcutta, it has a population and a eliapt work are numerous and weighty. shall come to pass afterward, I will pour their passage paid, and were provided mate that impart
to it a peculiar interwith
a
small
outfit,
but
beyond
this
they
Does not the whole history of the out my spirit upon all flesh; and your
est and afford the hope, if occupied, of a
were
expected
to
provide
for
themselves.
church show that Bible discipline and sons and your daughters shall prophesy.
most interesting and prosperous work. .
spiritual prosperity have ever gone hand Your old men shall dream dreams, your They struggled on in poverty, bravely
‘Tea cultyoung men shall
see
visions.
And surmounting many obstacles.
in hand?
:
ure
was
just
then
being
introduced,
and
Great organizations such as the Roman aléo upon the servants and upon the
BY REV. D. WATERMAN,
Church have been strengthened while handmaids in those days will I peur out they grew with its growth. Land was
Having, previous to becoming a Chuisthe
spiritual
government
of the my Spirit.” In Acts 2, Peter, in answer- held at a mere nominal value, they took
tian embraced the doctrine of Universalwhat
they
needed,
and
in
time
became
church was slack. But real Christianity ing the charge of drunkenness, declares,
ism, of course # did not believe in the dihas
grown only under gospel rule. «This is that which was spoken by the independent. One of the original four winity of Christ. After I found him a
men
and
three
women
still
live,
all
heads
Our day presents its peculiar dangers to prophet Joel.” In the 37th verse of the
Their children are among precious Saviour, I looked upon him as
bemet. In our land this is an age promi- same chapter we read, ‘Now, when they of families.
the
most
intelligent
and enterprising of a divine being, mighty to save, but not
néht in material progress. In the aver- heard this they were pricked in their
the
residents
here,
nor
have they forgot- the true God, or equal with the Father.
age American mind, property represents heart and said unto Peter and the rest of
ten
the
God
of
their
fathers,
Though But as I examined the Bible, I saw that
everything. Good
government,
good the apostles, Men, brethren, what shall
it taught that Jesus possessed a husociety, good character even is measured we do?" Verse 41—*Then they that these men did little in the way of direct
man nature, which was truly man, and a
missionary
work,
yet
the
influence
of
by money.
‘Give me the capital,” says gladly received his word were baptized;
divine nature, which was truly God and
their
lives
has
been
invaluable,
an intelligent man, “and I will get you and the same day there were added about
The religious influences of this region though I can not comprehend it, I accept
anything you want,” This is a fearful three thousand souls.” Previous to this—
are
mainly such as are connected with it as a glorious truth, that Jesus Christ
mistake. Mouey is a powerful instru- ‘Luke 24: 49—Christ had said, Tarry ye
the
Church
of England. From what I was *‘ the trae God,” ¢* manifested in the
ment, but it is not the most powerful, by in the city of Jerusalem until ye be enflesh.” See 1 John 5:20 and 1 Tim. a.
[VI
far, Pure discipline must show that dued with power from oa high.” From saw of brandy drinking, atthe various 16.
staging
houses
on
the ‘road, I should
Christian character, while it is ‘‘the pearl the ascensionof Christ to the Pentecost
Very soon afterI felt my sins forgiven,
of greatest price,” is to be had without no attempt had been made to make disci- imagine that the planters have hardly
Ibegan
to have very singular impressions.
gold or silver, and is always a superior ples, but from this time ofl the work was reached Mr. Darwin's higher grade of
I
saw,
in
my imagination, a vast throng
evolution
which shows itself in adorapressed. - ‘On this day (Pentecost) three
force to merchandise.
of
people
rushing down a steep hill,
tion,
of
the
Deity.
Alas,
their
adoration
Again, it is an age of materialistic thousand souls were added. ‘Added to
toward a frightful precipice, and felt imseems
to
stop
at
the
bottle.
what
?
to
whom
?
philosophy. And when materialism has
pressed to warn them of their danger.
been fully exposed in all its weakness . In Matt. 16, Christ asked his disciples
This mountain city is built on the sumIt
was daily in my thoughts, *‘ Go preach.”
and has gone down, we will see that the first, “Whomdo men say that I, the son mit and sides of a ridge 7,000 feet above
I
thought
that it could net be my duty.
“spiritual life is the rock on which it of man, am ? And afterward, “Whom de the sea. With the exception of some
Surely, it was the work “of the Devil. It
broke. And the spiritual life as a prac- ye say that I am?”
dozen
houses
occupying
the
summit,
ev‘And Simon Peter
not be that God would call one so
tical power is largely dependent on pure answered and said, Thou art the Christ, ery building site in the place has been could
young, so ignorant, to such a work. I
discipline. We need not labor with our the Son of the living God.” ‘‘And Jesus carved out of the sides of the mountain. thought if
would take my brother,
young people, or older ones either, so answered and said unto him, blessed art The carriage road from the plains comes older than myself, I would willingly
much because they have skeptical tepden- thou Simon, for flesh and blood hath not in to a central point, and from this, paths labor and support him. But I found no
cies, as for the sake of pure spiritual revealed it unto thee,but my Father which radiate in all directions. Locomotion is relief. I felt the worth of soul, T was
pressed as a cart under sheaves. Often
lives. . And many can testify that such a is in heaven. And Isay also unto thee, entirely on horseback, or by the dandy, would I find myself,in imagination,standlife
can, and often does, exist with the that thou art Peter, and upon this rock I a sort of open palanquin, borne on the ing before a congregation, inviting them
darkest intellectual doubts. The doubts will build my church; and the gates of shoulders of men. The hill pony, stout to Christ, I felt ** Woe is me if I preach
will often occurto the active mind, but hell shall not prevail against it.” The and uncouth, but sure-footed and safe, is not the gospel.” After a severe struggle of
several weeks, I came to the conclusion
let the church only keep the life up to a Church” was to be built upon this rock’ in the ascendant.
:
'
that Puasching the gos
would be my
good standard and all will at last be well. of truth—** Thou art the Christ the Son of
Government holds much of the land life work, and resolved to obey God. I
Indeed, we are confident that all religious the living God.” This was the “word” and reserves all the summits for forest, was then in my pineteenth year, and

It is a healthy sign in the church that
the study of the catechism is revived

Elihu erred in his estimate of work.
os

BY REV,

| Let the spiritual light go untrimmed and

of our

Prax 10 CoME.
“How is it youealways manage to get to Subbath-school
early?” asked one boy of another. ¢ |
am always late; half-past nine comes sv
quick on Sabbath morning.”
¢¢ J always plan to come,” said the other. “I put the shine on my boots on Saturday; I have my books laid together
where I can put my hand on them; I
brush and put on my Sunday clothes before breakfast; then after prayers I have
fothingto do but walk to Sabbath-scheol,

er, dreams occur according

i

denominational interests. We feel we at Pentecost, and to it were added about
I,
have a work to do, and we wish to acgom- three thousand souls..
OBJECTIONS AND MOTIVES.
text. Many manuscripts, however, read |
plish it in the most efficient manner.
We have, also, a clearly-cut constitu‘ his” instead of ¢‘ my.”
Verse 28 is
As soon as we undertake the practice Our warm fellowship with all Christians
tion.
A confession that ¢ Thou art the
viewed as part of what was said by the of discipline there is brought jo light a does not diminish our responsibility to
Christ, the son of the living God.” We
to
likely
are
that
number of objections
speaker in verse 27.
.
our own cause. We are exponents of a have alse an initiation
into the ** The
¢ To bring back.” To rescue him from appeur very formidable. Many of these
peculiar
combination
of
doctrines.
We
Church.”
*¢
Baptizing
them
in (or insaid,
death.
¢* To be enlightened.”
That he are met by what has already been
to) the name of the Father, and of the
believe in the views we represent, and
yet
it
may
be
well
to
indicate
some
of
illpminate him with the light of the livfeel that they should have at our hands a Son, and of the Holy Ghost.” ¢* Then
ing. That is, save him from the darkness the more prominent, with the answers faithful presentation to the world. How, they that gladly received his word were
of the under world, that he may live under that seem to us satisfactory.
One great trouble is the unwieldiness then, can we allow a low standard of life baptized.”
the light of the sun.
to weaken our influence and bring to
The subsequent teaching of all the
Practical Lessons.
(1) Ged tends va- of a large heterogeneous body like a
Apostles,
their instruction to believers—
undeserved
reproach
the
principles
we
Hous voices to men.
(2) Men often re- church when made a court of trial.
their
direction
to seekers—harmonizes
profess?
Our
profession
of
faith
is
simThere is too little reliance to be placed
fuse to regard them.
(3) God would
perfectly
with
this
idea. ¢¢ The Church”
ple,
pure,
and
Christian,
by
what
kind
have our sickness and sorrows
teach us on the decision of a majority of such a
is
a
divine,
not
a
human,institution,
It is
‘of
life
shall
it
be
adorned?
Our
cause
is
penitence and humility. (4) God will body. The success is not commensurate
not
the
offspring
and
outgrowth
of
soconstantly
judged
by
our
life.
What
bless with the life ‘that now is, and that with the cost.
need there is, then, that we burden not cial relations merely, but of faith in Christ.
In
answer
we
may
question
whether
in
which is to come, our trust and obedimany cases this work is not brought into our principles and all the branches of Whoever accepts and obeys him is in
ence.
the church too sdon. A revival in gospel our labor with a deficient standard of “ The Church ;” whoever does not is not,
life. Our missions, our schools, all our and can not, be in ** The Church.”
PLACE A goop Book IN THE HANDS discipline does not mean simply or princi- enterprises, with the work of all our
S--o
+
pally that the church as-a body shall take
OF EACH SCHOLAR EVERY SUNDAY.
It is
churches
depend
largely
on
oue
fidelity
more
frequent
or
severe
action,
but
means
AMONG
THE
HIMALAYAS.
the experience of observant teachers and
as a denomination to the pure standard of
rather
that
pastors
and
brothers
shall
BY
REV.
O.
R., BACHELER.
educators that the leisurely perusal of one
become more helpful to the weak and the gospel in character as truly as in
well-written, continuous narrative, which
II.
belief.
Ponderous
organizations
are
eloquently depicts the history of noble fallen. This is the great part we should now obsolete because they rested rather
Rosscong
is
situated
at the head of an
characters drawn from life, leaves an im- stir ourselves up to. And then when the on particular creeds than on the Chris- immense ravine 4,500 feet above the sea.
church
is
called
upon
to
act
it
will
have
a
pression upon young readers which never
tian life. If we as a people would be Down the ravine, and beyond, the plains
is produced by the hasty reading of pa- plainer case. We are to remember, too, spared to carry to a successful issue the of Bengal stretch away to the South far
pers. To carry home such a book for that inefficiency is a reproach rather great work so well begun, we must have as the eye can reach. Near the mountreading through the week, is like making than an excuse, until faithful instruction that compliment of strength gained by a ains, tea-plantations are scattered here
the familiar acquaintance of high and no- has done its work.
There can be but a small proportion of successful adherence in practice, as well and there, beyond are the rice fields.
ble people ; and the influence of beautiful
On the north there is a beautiful amas profession, to the pure teachings of
examples reflectively contemplated for churches that would not administer need|
phitheater
of hills some twenty miles in
our
divine
Master.
~
days, often becomes a powerful force to ed discipline with reasonable success if
at
circumference, their slopes covered with
kindly
and
discreetly
educated
beforehand
mold the character of the reader.
The
growing tea, some ten or twelve planta?
reading of anecdotes and miscellaneous | by an earnest pastor.
WHAT IS THE CHURCH?
tions, each” with its steam manufactory,
Sometimes we are discouraged as to
little sermons, each good in itself, is like
* my life” is the literal

J. A. HOWE.
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NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

guilt, to

re

@ommumcations.
~ OHUROH DISOIPLINE.

of to-day become the church of w-morrow.

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.” preachingis prosecuted with vigor.

Our

Peter, to whow had been given the keys Methodist friends havea missionary here,
of the kingdom, unlocked the church at a most excellent man, laboring among

I
#

thought that I must serve my father,

till I was free, and then devote myself to
the work, to which I believed
God had

called me.

I contipued in my

father's

service, and endeavored to improve my
gin ag opportunity presented, attending

© meetings of other preachers.

In the spring after I was twenty in Jan-

nary,

1827, my father, who

was not a

professed Christian, talked with me in re-

spect to my feelings that I was called to
preach, and after stating several difficulties and dangers, gave 'fall liberty to do
what I thought
was ‘duty, laying no re-

straint upon me. It was very unexpected
and gave me great relief, and from

that

time I began to hold ‘meetings on the
Sabbath regularly, and labor on the

farm in the week. This was
happiest years of my life,

one

of the

J.J. BUTLER,

VII.
HIS ORDINATION—PRINCIPAL OF PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Mr. Quinby ever honored the injunc"tion of the apostle: ** Lay hands suddenly onno man.” He would have the same
tion, and he was ordained June

2, 1833,

Revs.

Thomas

by

H.,

N.

at Sandwich,

Pettin-

Dudley

Perkins, John Pinkham,

gill, and Benj, S, Manson.
He continued to be Principal of Pargonsfield Seminary for about seven years,
1832-1839. It was the first Literary Institution in the denomination, and enjoy-

dents came from all parts of New England. At first the Principal instructed

nearly all theclasses, laboring from early morning till late at night. Subsequently
ance;
Haines,
M. J;

others were called to his assistamong them Miss Adelaide A.
now Mrs. Rev. D. P, Cilley
; Miss
Woodman, now Mrs. Emerson;

Miss C. L. Johnson, now Mrs. Rev. A. R.

Bradbury ; J. J. Butler, A. R. Bradbury,
S. S. Fullerton, M.

loved him as
selor.

a

E.

father
:

and

We

wise

Lo

still

holds on its way.

It was too far for stu-

dents from central and eastern Maine to
go to Parsonsfield, so in 1838, Rev. John

Chaney and others took

for

college,

and

and in

the

boarding-houses,

and the cases of discipline were few.
There was an excellent spirit of piety

mention O. B. Walker,P. S. Burbank,O.

B. Cheney, J.J. Butler, J.
G. P. Ramsey,

M.

Durgin,

P. Folsom, S. F. Bean, E.

the direction

of

school was flourishing, and helped prepare the way for the Maine State Semina-

ry, at Lewiston, Bates College, and the
Central Institute at Pittsfield, Me.
Rhode Island moved next. They:

had

‘G. Eaton, G. W. Quinby, N. Brooks, P.
Hobson, J. Ricker, W. H. Waldron, . A.

D. Smith, E.

True,

a reputation to sustain. The F. Baptists
shared largely in that reputation, and if

E.

S.

Jordan,

E.

_ Crowell, W.H. Littlefield, D. Clay, J. J.
Wentworth, G. H. Pinkham,
A. Libby,
N. Brackett, R. Brackett, C. Paris.
Several of these have gone to their reward,

but most.are still in the service

militant.

Tam not aware of any one who has
proved unworthy of his trust.
Many items respacting his religious influence and revival labors

in

the

school

flock

of God.

Perhaps, also, he

© This good man and faithful minister
died at his residence in Georgiaville, R.
I., on the 4th inst.
He had been in a
critical state of health for several months,

and in declining health tor two or three
years. His last days were peaceful and
even joyous.
He was born in Gloucester, R. I, May
5, 1805, and was consequently in the 74th

that the gospel is a ¢ treasure
en vessels,” yet there was

in

earth-

manifest

in

an education in the schools at: Killingly,
Mass.,

more

imity te it, and in connection with

In his intercourse with

clothing, which,

when

for her industry.

So eager and interested

others,

he

never

vant of thé

Lord

Jesus

Christ,

and

he

ever bore himself in a manner befittin 8 | were the little pupils in their novel emhis high calling. Though he might, at ployment that when the superintendent
times, have seemed to manifest an. un- touched the bell at the time of intermisdue sensitiveness, yet he was ever as ten- sion, the several teachers were compelled
der to others as he would have others be almost to force them to drop their neeto him. Though there might have been, dles. You are all fSmiliar with that

now and then, errors of judgment, there

honor and blessedness. There was the
bud, the growth and the fruitage. He
has been gathered into God's garner like
ashock of corn fully grown and ripe.
Worn with labors, emaciated by disease,
and the work of life nobly done, heaven
is his home and resting-place. We shall
look upon
his
erect . form,
witness
his bland smile, listen to his persuasive

voice, and feel the pulsations of his warm
heart no more,

:

|

In Jan., 1830, he was married

to Miss

Harriet Winsor of Gloucester who, with a

Peck,
Phelon,
Pierce,
Phillips followed with

Stetson
and
reminiscences.

ing in the public schools; and in these
might
be given. . Que may--suflice, -as|
‘towns hie spent its closing years, and in- Bro. Nard, the pastorof the church,
furnished by Rev. A. R. Bradbury, an
spoke of his religious exercises during
deed the fur larger portion of all its the
closing weeks of his life, and Bro.
associate teacher:
‘The term had but
years. . Immediately after his license to Dexter, late pastor of the church, spoke
just opened, when a deep religious feelpreach, he spent a year ia Deerfield, of-him as bis friend and counselor and
ing pervaded the whole school.
We
Pennsylvania, whither his parents had addressed words of comfort to the besoon began to hold evening meetings;
removed. As the result of his efforts reaved fumily. Bro. Bradbur offered the
and as the awakening become general,
concluding prayer.- The attendance was
there a church was organized. He re- large including five Free Baptist minisspreading into the community around,
turned to his native State in the spring of ters in addition to those already named.
they were held for a few weeks cvery
1829, and resumed his labors here.
He His remains are to find a resting-place in
evening. A large number of the students received ordination in September of that his native town.
shared in the good work. "His prevailing year.
Father, brother, counselor and fellowcare for his students related to their
laborer, we
bid thee farewell!
We
The church at Chepachet was blessed shall look for thee among the redeemed
eternal well-being, while ever faithful as
with the ardor and devotion of his young and . glorified
on the other
shore.
a teacher to the trusts imposed upon him.
manhood.
The Georgiaville church was Thy memory is blessed.
During the day, as favorable opportuni:
J. M. BREWSTER..
among the fruits of his early efforts.
ties presented, he quietly urged the claims
--0-0-b
Eventually, he confined his labors to
of Christ on the students and their entire
Blackstone, Mass., whore he worked,
submission to him. During school hours
BY IDA HAZELTON.
though only a portion of the time at first,
the religious solemnity sometimes befor sixteen years, closing his pastorate in
There
is
no
such delightful task in all
came oppressive, still the emotions and
1846. This seems to have been the gold- the world busides, for a woman, as to sit
excitement were well restrained. Bat in
en period of his life. The church grew. down and compose a panegyric over some
some of the evening meetings, especialThe influence of the pustor in the gom- notable person or philanthropic enterprise
ly when Eid. John Buzzell exhorted, the
munity was immense, and the name of of her own sex. It affords her a subject
scene was overpowering.
Fora few mothe Lord Jesus was magnified. It has with which she can swim out into deep
ments the weeping became
audible.
been estimated that the number of per- waters, with no fear of going beyond her
Ministers and people gave up to the
sons whom he baptized, during this pe- depth, or of being pursued by some piratpower and influence of the Holy Spirit.
I remember distinctly one scene, in riod, must have reached five hundred. ieal critic, and oftentimes, as she writes,
During the three years subsequent to his there is a kind of inspiration hovering
which a college graduate, a class-mate of
resignation of the Blackstone or Water- about her pen, which urges it from its
mine, came with many others to the
ford pasiorate, he was’ pastor of the halting pace, into a burning, eager flight
anxious seats, and gave their heavts to
church in Greenville and, for a ‘second along the page. So, yielding to this
Christ. The joy of the meeting was intense. Many wept
aloud for joy. time, of the church in Chepachet. ‘Dur- feminine weakness (?) I am minded to
ing the next twenty years, he held pas- write a sketch about a few little bands
Though more than forty years have rollwomen
in the city of
torates inall the New England States of working
ed away, the scene is vivid in my recol:
except Vermont.
Notable among these Lewiston, Me.
lection. The revival
continued nearly
On an appointed day of the winter prewere those of New Market and Danville,
the whole term.”
N. H.,, and Topsham, Me. In other ceding the one just past, a few ladies met
He preached in the neighboring towns,
fields, such as West Scituate, R. 1., East in a church vestry (Ah! was there ever a
and was for a time pastor of a }. Baptist
Killingly, - Ct., Farnumsville, -Mass., church which refused to light its fires,
church in Effingham, N. H. lle had the
North Berwick, New Gloucester and Cor- and turn on the gas, when the cause of
confidence and love of all, even of the
nish, Me., he labored with varying sue- benevolence knocked at its doors?) for
unconverted.
Several
young people
cess, but always with fidelity.
Some nine the purpose of organizing the Lewiston
came and requested him to hold a series
years since, he returned to the church | Industrial school for girls. Among the
of meetings, that they might’ become
and village of Georgiavilie, where he number, were the wife of the present
Christians. He was pleased with the incontinued to reside until his death. Here Governor of Maine, a number of ministers’
vitation, and made the appointment.
At
he rendered four years of devoted and wives, some of the Bates College. ladies,
the close of the second meeting, thirteen
useful pastoral service. During these and the prominent workers from the
rose for prayers. The work at once be- last years of his life, he has preached for various religious societies in the city.
came general. The Congregational and
The work went. on from the opening

WOMAN AT WORK.

C. Baptist churches

co-operated,

periods more or. less protracted, and with

and a good acceptance, at Tiverton, and Caro-

of the year of 1878, very quietly. I
gracious outpouring of, the Spirit was en- lina Mills, R, I., and Westford, Ct. His say very quietly, because woman
in
joyed. : Every family but (one for three last sermon was at a funeral in Burrill her new capacity, as a public work-’
niles around shared in the good work.
| ville,in October last,
During his minis- er, has hardly yet emerged from. the
About this time Rev. A. Sutton; Engwhispering corner; where nearly: all her,
try he bas been a.promoter of missions,
lish Missionaryto Orissa, India, thade his education ‘and reforms. From 1844 to business is arranged, and she is’ still
appeal to our denomination, first by. let- 1859, he was a corporator of the Printing inclined to be very modest in the use of
ter,then in person, visiting and preaching Establishment.
her lungs.” But though the wheels of her
in our churches. He came to ParsonsAs more than, suggested already, this progress turn on muffled axles, they
field, where his labors received ‘a ‘warm long ministry was full of labors . and move, and, as in the case of this school,
response, atid Soo the F. Baptist Foreign fruitage. No Free Baptist minister now she : reports surprising advancement
Mission Society was organized.
The living in Rhode Island has performed everywhere. ‘During the twenty-eight
Home Mission Society ere long succeeded; more service than he, in sermons preach- sessions of this school, one hundred and
and both found in him a hearty friend and ed, in baptisms administered, in wed- thirty-nine girls have passed under the
able advocate. At first there was condings solemnized and in funerals attend- instructions of its teachers, and the directsiderable opposition.
In a Quarterly ed, and but few, if any, in the entire de ors. are now about to apply for a charter,
«Meeting at Acton, Me., permission
was nomination. His record of work which’ that the ’ school mayLy become
a permanent
be
given for a missionary discourse, This: ‘he began in early life, was neglected in( institution of the city. As I approached
displeased some. A lady told her hus- his later years and consequently lacks the open door of the school-room for the
_ band that she was ‘going home,as she completeness.
Recollecting Colby, re- first time, I was wholly unprepared, by
cared nothing about missions. But learn- ceiving baptism from White, a co-laborer anticipation, for the emotion which swept

ing that Mr. Quinby was to speak, she
consented to hear him. He vividly portrayed

the

degradation of heathenism,

and especially its terrible, influence on
woman.

with Allen, Cheney and McKenzie, and
participating actively with those of to-

over my senses while I looked upon the
busy scene. IfI had ever been guilty of

day, the entire history of the denomination in the State was within his recollec-

writing poetry, this moment would not
have been lacking in all the requirements
of inspiration for a lofty flight of genius,

Her prejudices vanished, and a tion.

collection being taken, she asked her hus-

band for money.

On opening his pocket

book, she seized a bill and threw it in,
not stopping to see whether it was
or a ten.

a one

- The success and influence of Parsons-

Indeed, he presented a valuable

paper containing the leading facts and
prominent features of this history at a

But as this was a very practical occasion,
apparently, instead of “soaring,” I imme-

meeting of the Ministers’ Conference a diately adapted myself to the spirit of the
few years since.

His whole life was em-

braced in the grandest period of the
world's history. In seme respects, he

finished, would

lost sight of the fact that he was a 'ser- become her own property, as a reward

than

teach-

were debarred by poverty, ornot ‘seldom,
through want of interest, from bestow-

his choice, as were ever admired and
served to make his ministry‘ effectual.

surviving,
who keenly feel their loss.
His funeral took place at the church in
ordinary for the young men of that day. Georgiaville on the 6th inst. The services
Heeding the call of God, he devoted him- were in plan and character, in accordance
self to the Gospel! ministry, and received “with arrangements made by him some
two or three years previous to his death,
license to preach in May, 1828, so that at The introductory services were conductthe time of his death, he had completed ed by Bros. Gerrish and ‘Given.
The
writer then presented an outline of his
more than fifty years of ministerial service. He. began his life-work in his na- life and work together with a brief characterization of him, which are substantive town, and in the towns in close prox- tially embodied in this article.
Bros.
Ct., and Wilbraham,

perhaps,

upon .them a mother's care. The
beginners were provided with patchwork,
and the older ones with some aricle of

life, he was a kind and affectionate husband, and a
d and indulgent father.
Such indeed
is the
testimony of the

Christian.

of six to,

his life such loyalty to Christ, love for his
brethren and attachment to the people of ing

impressions

a

girls, from the ages

seventy

each one with a bit of needle-work in her
hands, poor little girls, whose mothers

daughter, still survives him. Through
‘his more than forty-nine years of married

became

Here were sixty or

twice that number, seated in small classes,

year of his age at the time of his death.
He was early susceptible of religious
He applied himself to study and obtained

nine breast.

had

with promise and trust,and terminated with

_——

This working scene, so essentially
womanly in every way, could not fail to
awaken the deepest interest in any femi-

characteristics which served to remind us

was always truthfulness of purpose. He
they founded a Seminary, it must be one everywhere received respect because he
of the first class.
They, therefore, pro- was worthy of it. False and deceitful he
There are those who
vided liberally for ample, elegant build- could not be.
knew
what
it
was
to enjoy his confidence.
ings and appropriate furnishing. Most |
of all, they must have as principal of Sad at times, there was deep within
4 well "of unfailing joy. He
their proposed Seminary the best man him
ever
lived
as well as ‘“‘endured as seeing
the denomination could afford. And so
Him who is invisible.” So his life began
their lot fell on Rev. Hosea Quinby.

and

26, 1879.
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I can not give the names of all the students who became ministers, but may

~—-B

emy was established at Strafford, N. H.,

seen and known enough of Parsonsfield
Seminaryto realize the high advantage
of having such an Institution of Meir
ed much prosperity. The course of own. Herein they could do nothing on a
study was full, embracing the classical, restricted scale. The
State of Roger
scientific and literary departments. Stu- Williams and of Brown University had

and devotion, and revivals were frequent.

wn RO

First, an Acad-

rule applied to himself. But the time Farmington Academy, Me., and drew to
came at length for this further consecra- it-three of Mr. Quinby's teachers. The

Seminary,

0’

belonged to that type of men and ministers whom we shall soon see no more.
Perhaps this man was never a great
préacher as the world counts greatness,
but he won souls to Christ and fed the

work,

-
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ed schools nearer home.
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for the various professions. I never saw
a more earnest and devoted body of students. Strict order was preserved at the
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sentiment in society known as the aristocracy of wealth or birth, you have felt
its

narrow

and contracting

influences,

but here, in this schoel, there is a new
thing, an aristocracy of poverty. What
the limits are to the passport of poverty
which obtaind admission to this rare
privilege, I may not say, but that those

who come

from

the deepest

depths of

sorrow are the most welcome to the
hearts of these Christian .ladies, seems to

BY MRS M. M, H, HILLS,

=n Those who have mot kept themselves
acquainted with the progress of the gospeliin pagan lands within the last few
years, must be surprised and even amazed
by the tidings'the ** swift ships” bring us
of the work our wonder-working God is
doing among hitherto heathen nations,
Perhaps, nowhere, since the time of the

-| baptisms. Converts were multiplied also
around Nellore. Other missionaries arrived
and occupied Ramapatam, a town nearly

But as a result,

also,

of this vigilant

the front seat,

burst

While

out into

a

trying

the child, her teacher turned

violent

to pacify
to ‘me

said: ‘‘She is so afraid that we

witnessed the last two or three years

in

the missions planted in the more southern
portion of Hindoostan. Among these,
the American Baptist Teloogoo mission
stands
prominent. The news of the
baptism of nearly 10,000 converted natives since the 16th of last June, so thrilled the Baptist Miss. Union, that its Exec-

noons in this pleasant
her patchwork?

with

But though TI could write .on, and on,
about this wonderful school, I must leave
it, or I shall have no space to tell, even
briefly, of some of the other working
bands. Another society of longer standing in our

city,

the

Relief

Association,

bas been doing a steady work among our
poor that no pen can picture. Its busy
women’s fingers, for these many years,
have been fashioning garments and administering the comforts of life to destitute homes, whose number, perhaps, can
never be computed.
The Woman's Temperance Aid Society
has sprung up by thegide of its brother,
the Reform Club. They hold bi-monthly
meetings,

where

earnest

prayers

offered that their brothers

way

are

<hold

fast,” and where plans are laid to sustain
and spread the cause of Temperance.

1 must not leave out of these busy ranks,
the Ladies’ Circles, connected with every
church, which are quietly pegging away at
the reduction of church debts,
and are
gathering up the pennies for new church

carpets, and homelike comforts for the
social reception rooms, and who are thus
hiking the church a pleasant Christian
home, rather than a cheerless place of
half-reluctant Christian duty.
Last Sabbath a large gathering of wom-

en, quite filling the Park St. Methodist

church, were addressed by Mrs, D. F.
Smith, a returned missionary. These
women were nearly all members of mission societies, connected with the different religious societies. They hold a
uuion meeting at one of the city churches
or Auburn every three
in Lewiston
months, when reports are read from the
different societies, or they

are addressed,

as on this occasion, by some woman
worker from foreign lands. = These socie-

ties represent women who are very much

in earnest, as

you

to notice

can not fail

when you are in their midst, and their
especial ‘object is, to rescue poor woman,

who i the chief sufferer, in those coun‘tries which are under the heel of a des-

potic and degrading infidelity.

Mrs. Smith isa lady who can® give a
very instructive and interesting missionary address, as the. attentive audience
gentleA
of last Sabbath. will testify.
man, passing out from church in front of

me, rematked to his ‘companion, ¢“ There
is no one person in’ the world who can
work upon the sympathies of hearts and
acket-books, likean intelligent woman.”
are

a more private nature. At

most

the

young lady,
ing in the F. B. vestry, a
reading a letter from a friend, sent out by
the Methodist Society to Turkey, remarked in conclusion :
«¢I am much interested in the Methodist
mission work, and I desire te present the
‘name of this young lady in Turkey for
| your earnest prayers.” ‘* ‘We are all one in
this work,” echoed another lady ofthe Soc-

iety. ‘ Educate the mother, and you will
secure

the

children,”

is

a

promi-

nent idea in the mission work of this
age.
And now; as we have cast our
eye along this brief record of some of the

and

earnest

earted woman of long ago ?

I was at

they,

these
¢ Yes,
I am
I can

¢¢ Yankees of India.”

In 1836, the Amer-

had

but

rest, I shall soon not be gble to visit you
You

at all.

that

tuo,

know,

must

we

have four new missionaries, and a seminary to train native preachers who can
stay with you all the time, and I must go
mon-

to America to get the men, and the

ey for the seminary.” «Go quick and
come quick; go quick and come quick!”

¢ When I am

was the sudden response.

gone, will you pray every day that God
will restore my health and Mrs. Clough’s,
and that he will send the four men and the
money for the seminary.” ¢ We will.”
So they parled. Every day the Christians
raised their petition, without a shadow of
doubt that what they asked they should receive ; and their prayer was answered. In
less than two years Mr. Clough returned
with the last dollar of the needed $50,000
pledged, and very soon five new missionaries were at work in the Teloogoo field.
One of them took charge of the seminary,

and in 1876, reported 80 students, strong,

abandonment. As late as the year 1862,

vigorous men in training for the field.

after the bestowal of twenty-six

A little later.came the terrible famine
which swept from Madras to Bombay and
continued for two years almost without
abatement.
Before Aug., 1877, in the
Madras Presidency alone, more than half
a million of people had perished, ¢‘and
still the work of the death-angel was unchecked. The first duty of the missiona-

years

of

may abandon that field,” said Mr. Jewett,

‘“ but I will haveno part in that fearful
responsibility. .1f encouragment aged aid
are refused me by the Union, then

return alone

and

spend

my

dhys among the Teloogoos.”

I will

remaining

The Secre-

tary replied, with a smile, “If you are
resolved to return, we must send somebody with you to bury you. You certainly ought to havea Christian burial in that
heathen land.”
In 1865, the Union sent back Mr. Jewett
with Mr. Clough as a co-laborer. The
seed that in former years, had been sown
broad-cast over a considerable portion of
the country, had begun to spring up, and
several converts had been added to the
Nellore church. Mr. Clough commenced 4
labor at Ongole, a townof

10,000 inhabi-

tants seventy-five miles north of Nellore,

and Jan. 1,1867, formed a hurch of eight
members, which before the year closed,

ry was the saving of life. The government had started ¢ Relief Works,” and
Feb., 1877, Mr. Clough took three and a

half miles of canal to dig. The native
preachers gathered together their congregations and came with them to the rendezvouz of the laborers, and thus the peril of starvation was warded off for a time.
To Burmah, Assam, Calcutta, London,
and Boston the message was wired:
¢¢ Thousands of Christians starving; solicit aid.”
A few hours brought back

promise of help.
tive Christians

Missionaries and nain Burmah,

Assam

and

Siam, gave liberally, as well as friends in:

England and America. For fifteen months
previous to last June there had been no-

candidates for baptism,

there being no

time to examine them (though there had
been a continued revival among the laborers on the canal).
June 15th, the
gates of the church were again opened,

numbered seventy-five. There were converts from six villages distant
from
and before the 17th of September, nearly
twenty-five to fifty-five miles from Ongole. 10,000 converts were baptized, and thouSays one of the missionaries, ¢* No hu- sands more weve waiting
as candidates
man pen can describe the years that have for examination.
Mr. Clough, with his
followed—years every day of which is' a native assistants, baptized nearly 8,000
|in one day!
More than 1,000 people
date in the record book of heaven.
came at one time,and gave up their idols,
The demand for teachers and preachers and declared that henceforth they would!
was incessant. It seemed hardly right to worship the *¢ Living God,” who had
make teachers of men who could enly helped them in time of trouble. A lurge
spell out words, and preachers who could proportion of the baptized dated t eir
conversipn or conviction at some time
hardly do more than say, ‘Believe on during the period of their’ labor on the
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shall be three and a half miles of canal. Is not
saved,’ but it was the best that could be God verifying his promise that ‘a nation
done,and God blessed it.” The converts in shall be born in a day”?
‘We close this article with some extracts
some places were persecuted. In Markafrom a letter of Mr. Clough, written Sept.
poor, eighty miles west from Ongole, the 17, 1878:
whole body of disciples were seized, and
.
. *“ Are the Am. Baptists going to
sent to jail. They were whipped, fined stand by me? Or are they going to hear
three rupees each,and sent to work on the of the great revival among the Teloogoos,
rejoice for a day, then forget us nearly,
grounds around a heathen temple.
One and leave the great multitudes just out of
only. escaped to tell the missionary. He, heathenism upon me? I think of this for-replied, ¢¢ Tell them, to bear all patiently. getfulness of Americans, said to be a national characteristic, and at times feel opWhen they go to work on the grounds,
pressed. When a convert is baptized, the:
sing; when they go back to the prison, hard work is only begun, for there must
pray.” The message reached them, and
be precept upon precept, line upon line,
prayer began,
‘* That must be stopped,” here a little und there a little—or rather,
said the Tasilder.
¢¢ Order them to work 1 should say, here a good deal, and there
‘on the temple.” They were marched out a good, deal. . . . . ‘Hold the ropes!’
Don't get weary ; work with us and pray.
singing
:
The conflict will be a hard one, but the
victory will be ours.: The total number
¢ Think of your sins, and pray for repentance ;
baptized since June 15th is 9,147. Is this
Fall at the feet of the invisible Jesus,”
too large a blessing? Is it not what you
{ have been praying for? Are the con«That must be stopped,” said thé offi- verts unacceptable because so many?
cer, and they were returned to the jail. We—my native preachers and myself—

again, they were sent from jail to temple
and babk, till at last the Tasildar gave the
order for their release.
But we can net

go,” they said; ¢ we have been fined and
imprisoned unjustly ; we can not

like criminals.”

go

out

¢ How: will you go?”

“Let them give us the three rupees each
that we have been fined, and rice for seven

days; then we will ga.”

"The money was

actually paid, the rice given, and the men

went out triumphant, singing’ ahymn.

A

dozen telegraph wires could not have carried the news faster than it flew

through

California, Chinese children are sitting

not recognize in theirnew

one, ‘‘do you remember wheh

your village, that you asked me to comé °°:
again soon, and I told you that I could
not, that I had one hundred and ninety
villages to visit before I could see you

eighteen, and

one hundred aud thirty within three quarters of a mile ofthe jail, and now, within
twelve miles of it, there are more than

at

to Ameri.

cal” burst from their pleading lips. * See
here,” said the missionary, turning to

too, must be scattered through all
hundred and ninety villages?”
yes.” * And now you know that
worn out with work ; that, unless

that densely settled country. Before six
months had passed, Mr. Clough baptized

the feet of Christian women,and shall we

** Don’t leave

Don’t go

not, for we

women workers in a small inland city of
Maine,
let
‘us
sweep our
vision
across the country, where these busy wom-

en are scattered all along, from the Atlantic coast of Northern Maine to the shores
of the Pacific, where, in the churches of

Stay with us!

d for thank-offerinizs. Before the 1st
of Jan., these thank-offerings had brought
into their treasury about $6,000. Believing that even a glance at the history
of the Teloogoo mission can but stimulate
the faith and quicken the zeal of every
missionary worker, we subjoin a very
brief notice of some of the trials and successes of this mission. The facts have
been mostly gathered from the Miss. Mag.,
and * Our Gold Mine.”
South of Orissa, and north of Madras,

in-

a society meet-

his departure. Five hundred representatives from villages under his care came

their churches, as a day for ‘thanksgiving

At once they began to pray. ** Stop that!”
came the order. “We can not; the
teresting of the whole year, and their inteacher
told us to pray.” Again and
fluence creep even into the meetihgs of
hese union meetings

During this year Mr. Clough left for
America, An affecting scene preceded

again?” ‘Yes, yes.” ‘And do you remember that you begged me to send you
a native preacher, and I told you I could

returned to America and found friends
‘and patrons again discussing the discontinuance of the mission. ‘The Union

school-room,

and

.

:

twenty.

utive committee set apart the first Sabbath in Dec., to be observed throughout

shall not

after-

had a membership of four hundred

us!

labor, Mr. Jewett, one of its missionaries,

of her life are spent on Wednesday

Nellore and Ongole.

together for last words.

and

allow her to remain, that she always
cries in this manner when any of the new
girls are examined.”
Dear little creature,
who knows but that the only happy hours

between

A church was here formed, which, in 1872,

displays of Divine grace, as have been

action, many children, greatly to their ican Baptist Union planted a mission
disappointment, have been refused ad- ‘among them, which four years later was
mittance, because they were not among located at Nellore, a town on the seathe ‘‘aristocracy.”
‘coast several miles north of Madras. Able,
As I sat looking at the busy school, a faithful missionaries labored untiringly
girl's name was called, and while she for long weary years, but the field seemwas passing out to an anteroom to pre- ed a very barren and discouraging one,
sent herself before this examining com- and so hopeless was the prospect that
mittee, a little six year old girl, sitting on several times the Union discussed -its
fit of weeping.

widway

apostles, have there been such marvelous

be the spirit of this enterprise. Every
new applicant for entrance to the school
must present her claim of need before. a
committee of ladies, who also accompany- for 700 miles along the coast, and over
herfo her home, to prove the truth of her 300 miles inland at its greatest breadth,
statements.
Thrilling
stories could lies the country inhabited by the Teloogoo
these ladies relate, out of their experi- nation. Their energy and inquisitive
ness
ences among these homes of poverty. have gained for them the name of the

plans for usefulness,some faint and far aphour, aud sat down to baste the hem of a ‘proach of the fulfillment of that gracious
very prosy garment for a prosy little
romise made to a crushed and broken-

girl,

GLORIOUS TIDINGS.

twelve hundred believers.
In 1868, the first

day

of

the

week

of

prayer was given in Ongole to supplication for five hundred converts. The close

of the year found five hundred

and fifty

believe in the. Lord Jesus

preaching the gospel.
those whom we have
He

has

Christ,

and

in

We baptize only
reason to believe

regenerated,

The

converts

are not the rich, high caste Hindus, but
are weavers, cobblers, tanners,

farm

la-

borers, &c. Only a few can read. With
common elementary education added to
their Christianity, they will be, in ar few
years, the bone and sinew of this part of
the Teloogoo country.
The clamor for
teachers and preachers for the 400 villages is excruciating. The 22 preachers
of last year are at work. The graduates
from the seminary are at work. The old
village schools are all revived and are
flourishing. Several. lay preachers, or
‘lights of the jungle,’ as 1 call them, have:

been set to work to help us hold our position,

and

push

out

our

pickets.

. . . .

Our old Normal School is again in full

operation, with 47. men and 50 women
and girls. . . . 73 men and 54 women:
are in the Theological Seminary
in Ramapatam. As much work should be ecar-ried on during the remainder of the year
1878, and the year 1879, over this field,
as in ten ordinary fields. God has led us:
up to this point, and he points ahead.
Thousands now await baptism. We must
advance all along the line, and keep the

old camp fires burning.”
J
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A few Sundays. ago

arose

and

said:

‘I

am

authorized by the deacons of this church
to invite all baptized believers to sit
with us at the Lord's table!” Was it an
act of courtesy merely, to which principle
,was temporarily made subservient? Or
was it indicative of a growing sentiment
that the different members of the Baptist
family areone? Or was it illustrative of
the fact that the ‘‘middle walk of partition” is indeed falling down? Another
step in the same direction is logically
necessary. Let our brethren of the Bapsist body now authorize their pastors to
invite all “who love our Lord and Saviour

in sincerity and in truth” to join with
them in the celebration of this ordinance, and

what

seems

to us

to

unnatural bar between Christians
removed. And why not?
=It has

been

be

a recent

an

will be

a matter of frequent

averk,¢¢ observes

writer,

as

Luther

and

Wesley,

whose hymns express so strongly popular,
religious needs. How different has been

% ie pastor of a *‘regular” Baptist church
in a country parish in this State was
advertisedto preach his farewell discourse.
As was natural a good many outsiders
were present, among others members of
a Free Baptist church. Providentially it
was communion Sunday. At the conclusion-of the discourse, the pastor, to the
great surprise and pleasure of many of
his

od

not?

persons

re-

‘that

the spiritual character of devoted mission-.
aries often appears to be singularly des-

titute of subjectiv€ experiences—that they
. take for granted that which other men
busy themselves about in the way of
mmward ‘evidences’ and ‘enjoyments’ and
‘exercises,’ and spend their strength and
time so entirely gnd so absolutely in the
work of moving others; as never to have
leisure, or inclination, for stopping to
think how much or how little they may
be moved themselves.”
Do they not
therefore grow in grace ? Isit not altogether probable that this isthe true way to
attain the finest spiritual development?
Did not our Master teach the necessity of
self-forgetfulness ? Andis not that the
Pest * way
to attain self-forgetfulness
whereby the soul is so absorbed in its
efforts for others that it almost loses the
eonsciousness of its own being? There
i no better evidence of a change of
heart than an irresistible desire to lead

of us will not find his service so hard if
we adopt this motto, and, perhaps the
times of discouragement will grow to be
farther and farther apart.
\

--O-0-b
++

the music that the congregations have in-

CURRENT TOPICS.

stinctively adopted in the revivals of the
past few years, from that in many a splendid church-edifice where the music of the
opera has been taken directly from the
stage and placed in the choir.
Now a degree—a high degree—of art

some question as to the tendency of this
style of art. To such as would escape this

tendency there is but one method.

The

organist should be an educated musician,
intent only on giving spiritual aid to the
musical part of the devotion. The choir
should feel its responsibilities, and take
care to use its musical ability to excite religious emotion, and to enforce with deeper meaning the glorias and te deums of
the composers.
:
Clergymen. should draw their choirs
nearer to them, not only spiritually, but
bodily. The functions of praise and
prayer are so intimately related that they
should be pervaded by a precisely similar
spirit. So far as practicable, therefore,
the organ and choir should be drawn near
to the altar, that they may the better feel
its holy influence. The minister should
concern himself actively in what his choir
does; but to do this effectively it is of the,
first importance that he should be a musician ;. otherwise his interference, guided
only by ignorance, would be worse than
useless, and breed nothing but ill-will.
So we are brought back to this foundation
on which improvement in church music

must rest—the

education of

the

min-

ister himself in that art.
It has been claimed that theologians do
not have that enthusiasm for music that
befits the important relation which it bears

to the act of praise.

It is indeed rarely

that they impress its importance on their
students. ‘“And.yet all through their

life, but it was

the former

Berominational Hebos.

are in themselves—the inward

that

his inti-

mate friends regarded as the best in him.
In fact the charming thing about his writings, to serious-minded persons, was their

underlying religious purpose. His honor was of the puritanic kind, and men
who are failing in business to-day could
learn a lesson from the manner in which
he and his brothers discharged the obligations of their depreciated estate.
——1Ir is a somewhat remarkable French
law that foreigners shall not be allowed
to teach in the schools in that country.

Referring to this law in the preface to his
new educational bill, Jules Ferry declares
that the ame exclusion should apply to
an order essentially foreign by the character of its doctrines, nature and aim, and
its statutes. The Paris correspondent of
the London Times remarks that this passage, of course, refers to the Jesuits, who

have 27 colleges in France, with 848
teachers. Twenty-six other communities
have 61 establishments and 1089 teachers,

are also unrecognized by the State, and

they, consequently, would be deprived by
the bill of the right of teaching. It is presumed, if the bill passes, the disqualified
orders will transfer their establishments
to those recognized ‘by law. But there
will doubtless be a bitter struggle before
the clause becomes a law.

lives of ministration these young men are

the

A Day of Prayer for our Foreign Mission
Work,

But why should it be thus?

Is

Letters, recently received from India,
represent that there are encouraging
signs of a great awakening among the

Believer's Baptism—on which we do. well
ever strenuquslyto insist —the alone pre.
requisite, as our conduct too often implies,
to participation of the Lords Supper?
leaving one at full liberty at other points
to believe or deny with impunity—too often to live as he may please, even * according to the course of this world,” as of
little account as compared with his bein
baptismally, or, in such

case,

cally orthodox.

ritualisti-

——REev. Dr. TIFFANY contributes
a
thoughtful article to the April Scribner
on the tendency of modern thought as
seen in Romanism and rationalism. At
fist thought one would hardly expect
to find these antipodal elements showing
any common tendency. The one claims
to interpret the religious nature irrespective of science, and the other

to

elucidate

science to the exclusion of religion: the
one to represent God, and the other that
God may not exist at all. But the Romanist church is based on the doctrine of
externals. It takes the place of the invisible Christ. Its teaching of the Eucharist
is only an illustration. Thus Dr. Tiffuny

dency of modern thought,

which,

in the

world of science and philosophy, confines
the mind to the physical universe, and
denies both the possibility and validity of
any knowledge which the senses may not
start or test.” The tendency of both is to
dwell on the outward appearance—a
tendency that is not confined to Romanism
or Materialism. The only antidote must
be in making more of the unseen, in
cherishing faith, in meditating upon and
‘communing with God, and so resting both
in thought and belief on the things that
are eternal.

MUSIC AND PRAISE.
We are glad to find one article on the
subject of church music that does n't make
the proverbial choir-quarrels the principal defect in this branch of worship. The
‘ present article—in the April Harper—
does n't refer to that phase of the subject
i all, bat treats it rather as a legitimate
and important part of religious worship,
points out its defects, accounts for them,
aad pleads for ‘a more excellent way.”
If any thing the author of the article in
question is too sweeping in herassertions,
_ and does n't give due credit to the large
number of churches in which the music is.
devotional and winged by praise, in which
it is mot

“the

opera

‘which

has

set

the

fashion” and given the tone to their musieal taste.
;
But we presume most people who have
studied the subject will agree that as a
rule, there is ¢“ a want of system,” a *‘lack
of intelligent organization,” and of any

again try and again fail? The gloominess

vited a Unitarian to commune

of the picture can not be overdrawn.
Nothing remains but to go to the
Father of all mercies, and there in secret

calls him ‘* as true a Baptist as any other

* recognized standard of religious musical

taste” in the church music in this country.
This condition of things,the author thinks,

quite as likely it may not.
little, something of the

is due chiefly to the

come.

following

causes:

A

Reliéf may come, and

glimmer

of

But never so
strength has
searching

light

shires into the darkness, and it is not

in-

long before faint traces of self-living are

fluence of the modern secular and sensational style of Catholic church music; and
thixd, to the fact that *‘ clergymen do not
exercise that careful scrutiny and intelli-

seen. These traces grow more distinct
and enlarge, and in due time it is realized
that the selfishness of the soul will balance its despondency. Perhaps one has

gent oversight in

the matter of musical

been priding himself on the attainment of

taste which is at once their duty and their

some virtue, and a simple occurrence has

fluence on each other;

second, to the

sight.”

shown that he has been mistaking the
As helping to a reform, this last cause form for its spirit. Or it may be that a
seems
to us to be the most important of large ambition which if was believed was
all. To be sure, many persons go to in the line of God's work, and so’ sanctichurch chiefly to hear the music. Then fied of him, proves to be a glossed-over
Jet the music, while it is elevated and selfishness after all. Or, again, it may
pleasing, be of a character that shall in- be that an abnormal desire to be eccenspire feelings of praise and devotion. It tric, not to do as other people do, but to
is ‘mo uncommon thing for orthodox con- do in a peculiar manner, is at the bottom
gregations * to walk out of church to an of what results in the discouraged mood.
_ organ accompaniment the theme of which
One of the most effective of workers
is based upon

a Strauss

waltz”—a

con-

trast, certainly, as set against the ‘church

buildings, and otherwise helping them to

self-improvement. But these acts are exceptional, and there is almost no prospect
!
DISCOURAGEMENT.
of
their being repeated in proportion to
No species of discouragement weighs
so heavily on the tired hedrt as to be the needs of the blacks themselves. The
treatment of the colored people by the
discouraged with itself. Itis a high and
South as a rule seems to us to be just the
brave doctrine to preach against disopposite of that kind that should induce
couragement, yet thut does not hinder
* the Northern churches” to leave them
one from becoming so verily disheart¢¢ to those who are on the ground.” Thus
ened. One would rather not hear left, the gospel according to the South
preaching when tired, soul and body
tired. All brave and soul-stirring senti- | would, we fear, be speedily substituted
towards them for the Gospel according to
ments appear almost. as mockery.
All
Matthew, or any other teacher of the docambitions are asleep. Character growth
itself seems unapproachable. The soul trine of ‘* love and good will to men.”
would be willing to forget itself. It has
friends, but they seem distant. It has —WE do net know how the Examiner
purposes, but they are nearly lifeless. It is going to escape the charge of having
has tried and failed, and tried and produced a sensation when it refers most
failed,
and
what is the use for it to kindly to Rev. Dr. Boyd who lately in-

wait on the Lord.

First, to the variety of sects and their in-

the Negroes, such as the erection of school

for Christ in our acquaintance wrote in a
private lettes the other day: ‘‘Unspeaka-

musicof a half century ago. We seem to
have drifted away from the time when it

ble good might be accomplished

was considered that the only church singing whieh was not a mockery, and the
only church music which was not a sacri-

willing to do little things for his cause.

world if the friends
It has been

plans, viz.,

one

of Jesus

of my

most

to do a great

in this

would

be

with him,

man,” says it will not make Pr. B. “an
offender for a word,” and that it is going
to discriminate hereafter ¢* between what
is habitual and what is exceptional” in
Baptists who are tinctured with the Open
Communion heresy. We think we already detect signs of the Walch-Tower's
influence on this heretofore stiff defender
of the Baptistic faith,whose Editor, by the
way, Was most severely rebuked by the
Examiner a few years ago, while in London, for departing from the strictest
form of Close Communion.
Meanwhile,
Dr. Olmstead raises an important question, as bearing on this case, and others

like it, which we can not present in a
more

satisfactory

way

than

by

quoting

the entire paragraph:
:
There is an important aspect of. Dr.
Boyd's case which is noteworthy. It is
that feature of it where the ritualistic in it
comes to the front, while the far more
vital expression of it quite escapes consideration. We mean the underlying
evangelical element which enters so vitally
into this matter. Let us say here we have
no heart to denounce Dr. Boyd, whom we
know and esteem as highly as any one—
whom, in fact, we have known longer and
better than any one of his critics, and now

only in the interest of truth and consisteney, and as only germane to this question,

do we say it were an extraordinary thing
successful. for a Presbyterian or Congregationalist,or
many little oven Methodist minister, to invite to: his

lege, was that which was chosen with re- things and not profess to great deeds.” regular communion ‘service such highUnitarian clergymen as, say Ed.
gard to its sacred office, and delivered in Is there not food here for the soul that toned
ward
Everett Hale, ‘James Freeman |

a veverent and consecrated spirit. Note it would atise from. its despondency? Let Clarke, Dr. Peabody, or even: Dr: Eliot;
where ‘you will, when the church is in a us not be satisfied with doing one or two, the reason for all of which is obvious. It

vevived condition, when it is really swayed: little things now and then, and thus can not be that the point we thus raise is
by the religicus emotion,it will neither engendering the pridé of Humility, but | overlooked by our brethren (we are sure
countenance the performance of ** musical

rather

Meo
Fa

it would not be:if they were to live a full

let us do ‘a great many little third of & century
at - the head-center of

pranks” on the part of its - organist, (nor things” for the Master.

Perhaps,

some,

American Unitarianism) ; bat may it not
4

Already not a few have placed

themselves
Everything

under Christian instruction.
indicates that the time for

reaping has, at last,

A piece of ‘history :from -an unusual
point appears in the April number

standof the

Itis by Chief Jo-

seph, of the Nez Perces Indians, and gives a
simple but plaintive recital of the wrongs of
his people, showing how they have been be-

trayed and abused until they
the desperation of despair.

have

sunk

into-

“ Mum Sociables” are the latest thing in
the line of church entertainments—each person who speaks during its progress having to
pay a fine. The most that can be said of it is
that while people are silent they are not gossiping; also that it may claim some character
from the old adage, * Speech is silvern, silence

is golden.”

:

The Protestant churches of Lowell, Mass.,
are taking hold in a commendable spirit to aid
the French Protestant church in that eity, said
to be the only one of the kind in the State, to

rebuild its house

of worship

which

was

re-

ceutly destroyed
by fire. The cause is a worthy one, and whoever would like to aid it may
send contributions to the pastor of either of
our churches in Lowell,
Attention is called to the announcement in
our advertising columns of the European tour,
organized and to be personally conducted by
Dr. Eben Tourjee, of Boston. "It will be re-

membered that last year he organized and successfully earried through Europe the largest
excursion party that has ever left America.
The party for this year promises to be full much
sooner than last, when over 100 late applicants

were disappointed.
The old differences between-the

Baptists and

the American Bible Society, owing to an alleged unwillingness of the Society te publish
certain versions of the Scriptures made hy
Baptist missionaries, and which resulted in
1837 in the formation by the Baptists of the

American and

Foreign

Bible

Society, have

been at last removed, and the way is open for
the whole denomination to co-operate with the

old Society in Bible distribution.
Considering the Glasgow

the

Purcell

the

great

failure,

and

bank failure,

and certain

good

city

in

this

field

immediate harvest may be large, and that
the laborers may have sufficient wisdom
and strength for their ‘work. After consultation with some members of the
rd and with others," 1 have decided

toact on my own strong conviction, and
suggest the first Sabbath in May as a day
to be observed by all our churches, for

prayer in bebalf of our mission cause.
We have great reason to thank God for
what he has already done; we shall honor him by heeding the indicativns of his
gracious providence, and by asking him
now for large things in India.’ Our missionaries especially need our prayers at
this time, when so much is depending

on

Some of our missionaries
infirm in body; some are
of little experience in the

work ; all are human, and

need

the

wis-

dom and strength that God will give in
answer to prayer. We need to pray for
ourselves, that we may more fully ‘appreciate the greatness of our opportunity,
and better understand what is our whole
duty toward that people for whose sulvation God holds us, in a great measure, responsible.

Let this day, then, be observed by all
our churches, in a
to each, and great
less follow. The
observed by our

way most convenient
blessings will doubtsame day will also be
missionaries and the

native Christians in India.

and

failures: in

of

Chicago,

Rev.
David
Swing remarks in
the Alliance that “ Withiu the last twelve months,

Eastern.

C.D.

farming

Ayers, n Free

Baptist layman from N. Y.,has been preaching
to good acceptance. By his efforts and the
blessing of God, sinners have

been saved

ang

believers quickened. An, invitation to visit
them was accepted by the writer, and Dea, J,
C. Winch, of N. Y. After examining the
field, it seemed best,

all things considered,

organize a church, and

although

most

to

of the

believers belonged to the Close Baptist

denom.

ination, they requested the organization of a
Free Baptist
church. Their request was

granted, and on March 16th, such a church
was organized in regular form. Eleven ip.

dividuals of undoubted piety united by letter,
or on:professionof their faith, We then re.
paired to a beautiful stream of water, where it
was our privilege

to baptize

fourteen

y

disciples of the Lord, the most of whom have
been converted recently, and welcome them
to the church. The scene at the water wii
neve
be forgotten.
r
The day was beautiful.
Multitudes gathered on either side of the
stream, and while the candidates, on rising

from the watér, gave expression
to the Joy
they felt, the people were solemn and even

tearful.

In the

afternoon

the

ordinance

the Lord's Supper was celebrated

ness;in the

evening

sinners

with

yielded

claims of God and were saved, we trust.

prospect that this little charch

of

glad-

to the
The

of twenty-five

members will thrive and grow is certainly
assuring.
Already some are awaiting baptism,
while others will soon unite by letter. At
present the church is .worshiping in # small
hall, but will soon have better conveniences.
A benevolent gentleman has recently donated
a building lot and frame, while others have
pledged money and work se generously, that
we indulge the belief that within two months

a convenient house of worship will be dedicu-

ted, without encumbrance,

God. Let us thank God
N. L, ROWELL,
.

New

to

the

and

service

of

take courage, —

York.

The Parishville & Raquette River church
was
greatly blessed with a glorious work

of grace during the

month

under the labors

its worthy

of

of February
pastor,

last
Rey.

J. W. Hoyt, assisted by Rev. L. G. Brown and
Dea. Earl and wife, of the C. Baptist order,
as a result of which upwards of twenty have
been hopefully converted and reclaimed and
the church greatly revived and strengthened.
It is expected others still will come over

:

Minnesota.
Rev. L. Hutchins has closed his labors with
the church in Garland, and has accepted a call |
from the church in E. New Portland, to com- | sion on Sunday evening, March 9.
mence his labors the first of April....Rev. | beld with the church in Minneapolis,

The Hennepin Q. M. closed ft« March ses.

It was
A good
C. E. Woodcock has resigned the pastorate of | delegation was present from the churches, tothe church in Kingfield, and Rev. J. P. Long- t gether with all the ministers of the Q.M. The
ley has accepted a call to that place to com | missionary meeting on Saturday
afternoon

mence labor the first of May....Several recent
conversions in New Vineyard, one uniting

| was one of real interest.

A committee was

| chosen to look after this cause, and they purwith the church atiits Tast meeting.
pose to push the work in the State as fast us
The Casco St. F. B. church (Portland) have | financial aid will warrant.
But we must not
voted to hold, hereafter, only one preaching | go in debt, or neglect the interests now on our
“service on the Subbath, and that in the morn- { hands.
Rev. J. S, Staples will spend a few
ing. Ata large and enthusiastic meeting held
weeks at once, within the limits of the St.
Thursday evening, measures were inaugurated, | Croix
Q. M., calling the attention of our
looking toward the erection of a new church | churches to this work, and aiding
und advisedifice at no distant day.
| ing with such as are weak and pastorless....
The statement in the last Star that Rev, O. | A precious revival
is now in progress with the
Butler was about to publish a’ “ Democratic | East Castle
Rock church, and the pastor, Rev.
new weekly in Biddeford”
is not true. It J. D. Batson, is giving heart and hand to the
originated from mere political gossip.
work....Rev. D. D. Mitchell, of the Winonu
The second church in Mapleton is having a & Houston Q.M., and Rev.
C. H. Davis.
good reformation under the labors of Bro. F. from Prescott, Wis.,
were present at our Q. .
D. Tasker. Quite a number have been conM.—A. A. 8.
verted and many reclaimed and the interest
Rev. D. D, Mitchell baptized six at his
continues good.
church in Meney Creek, March 16.
Rev. J. J. Hall

entered on

the pastorate

of

the Biddeford church last Sunday....There
has been an excellent revival spirit in the Saco
church, and a goodly number of conversions
are reported.
.
Rev. W. T. Smith is so far recovered from

hit recent illness as lo be able to occupy his
pulpit in Gray....Bro. R. Scott, who has acceptably supplied Bro. Smith’s pulpit
his illness, has been received to the

during
church

after an examination by a council composed of
W. T. Smith, W. J. Twort, Rev. D. Newell &
S. W. Perkins.

~ The

new

Free

Baptist

meeting-house

in

Greene, was dedicated March 13. Rev. Dr.
Fullonton preached the sermon, and Rev, Dr.
Bowen made
the dedicatory
prayer.
The
house was dedicated free from debt. The society is greatly indebted to their many friends

who have aided them in the building

of

their

new church, and especially to their pastor,Mr.

C. L. Pinkham

of Bates

Theological

School,

wlio bas labored with untiring zeal and is
entitled to much credit for the success of the
enterprise.
The seats are free,
- Rev. J. F. Burtlett was ordained at Lisbon,
Rev. C. F. Penney preached thé sermon, and
Rev. J. Mariner addressed the church and soe
ciety.
4
Massachusetts.

:

We spent a very pleasant Sunday afternoon
with the Boston chureh people, at their present place of worship, formerly occupied by Dr.

Neule’s church on Somerset 8t, The Sunday; scliool preceding
the sermon numbered 71, including the

tendance.

teachers--which

is the

usual

at-

All seemed deeply interested in the

lesson and singing service,

The school

is evi-

dently well arran,
d managed by its
tive superinten
The more publie
vice commenced promptly at 8 o’clock, ».
in the audience room, with a congregation
about 125, mostly adults. The sermon was
Rev. Dr.

Maleom,

of Newport,

R.

acserM.,
of
by

I., who

chose for his text the following words: ** They
looked on him whom they pierced.” Subject,
‘* the saving method of looking upon Jesus.”

Discussed

under the four general

heads

of

indifference, hate, fear and love. The subject
was plainly and forcibly presented, wholly

extempore,

Spirit, and had the closest attention throughout. The
church
and society, we un-

of Cincin-

where Bro.

and yet

is a prosperous

Western.

people, that have lived among the Calvinists at
Catholics

community,

Maine.

it is safe to say, that the simplicity of the poor
Glasgow, and among the

limits,

Rev. J. M. Crandall, of Lincoln, accepts the
pustorute of the Penfield church. Address,
Fairport....Rev. C. B. Hart, of Penfield,
takes the pastorate of the Walworth church.

Rinisters and Churches.

~~

Three miles from this place,

within city

_on the Lord's side.

CHARLES S. PERKINS, Cor, Sec.

Our Methodist friends are up to discipline.
Four young ladies are to be excluded from one
of their churches in New Jersey for refusing

North American Review.

come,

where we have been so long sowing the
seed.
-- There is great need of prayer that the

BRIEF NOTES.

with’

shall benefit the churches and honor God.

SS
© a

people.

wise action.
finds that ¢* the Roman doctrineof the in-- are old and
fallible church ministers to the same ten- young, and

—TnE New York Observeris one of the | to give up dancingat ** private parties.”
The importance of our Foreign Mission
most
readable papers that comes to our
that art. It is the left hand of their minwork and the present condition of the treasutable.
We
can
not
always
agree
with
its
istry, if prayer and sermon be the right
opinions, and this is especially true of its ry give peculiar significance to the appointhand.”
The churches ought to insist, if
ment of the day of prayer.
Let us pray for
the theologians do not, that their minis- opinions on the present condition and the Mission, but let us also remember to give
3
ters have the best possible musical train- needs of the colored people in the South, for it.
as it was also on the subject of Slavery
Dean Stanley says in a recent address that
ing.
,
when that question was in the throes of its the whole contributions of the whole Roman
his is a good opportunity to plead for
a revival of the spirit and use of Christian | -great-diseussion:—-Recently, the Observer Chureh at this moment to the missionary
cause do not amount to one-third of what is
melody in the praise of God. Let «the quoted approvingly the opinion of the contributed by the Protestant communions of
Louisville
Presbyterian,
to
the
effect
that
children be trained to sing. Promote
Great Britain alone.
them from the Sunday-school to the Southern people, among whom this four
There seems to us to be no good reason why
some other soul to the feet of the Master;
church-choir. Let there be weekly gath- and a half million of Negroes live, ‘are the report of the new Bank Examiner in
and the sure way to attain ‘holiness™ of
erings, wherever practicable, of the con- doing, and must do, at least ten times as Maine on the Barron case should not be reeharacter is to give one’s self unreservmuch for their African neighbors,” as all garded as conclusive, and the heroie cashier be
edly to the work of redeeming a world. gregation, to practice in the spirit afid the North has done, or can do. ** This. is held to have died in defense of the trusts comMay every young Christian who shall understanding of sacred song. Lét a true,” adds the Observer,"*‘and it is time mitted to him.
read these lines have the grace utterly musical enthusiasm pervade the commun- for the Northern churches to eonsider the
Two conventions in the interests of Sabbath
to forget himselfin the possession of an ities that have too long allowed their sing- duty of leaving this Home Mission field to observance are appointed by a committee of the
absorbing purpose to save his fellow-men! ing to. be murdéred by operatic—we will those who are on the ground and are Evangelical Association to be held the one in
lest it seem undignified.
May 6 and 7, and the othep in
Oh, that the true missionary spirit may notsay screechers,
abundantly able to take care of it.” We . Springfield,
Boston, May 13 and 14. It is hoped to stir up
Let
funds
be
contributed
in just proporpossess us all till our souls are inflamed
will not defy
any of the commendable
with a burning desire to lead the lost unto tion for the support of this part of worship, things that Southern people have done for the people, and to strengthen public feeling
against any secularization of the holy day.
and there may soon follow results that
tbe feet of Christ!
to stand in the very closest relations

State.

and

essential, the Alpha and the Omega, may
be overlaid ; and, as in the present instance, be practically ignored and passed

over?

——THERE is a very pleasant biographical sketch of the late Richard Henry Dana,
in the April Atlantic, that all admirers of
this gentle, kindly, poetic man will delight to read. Mr. Dana had sympioms
of apoplexy at the age of thirty, but by
is never out of place in this part of relig- care, industry, and the exercise of hope
ious worship; but when all else is subor- he lived to be over ninety.
*‘I never redinated to this, when the artistic is brought
member I am old,” he recently said. “I
to such a pitch that we have the mass of feel young.” He is an example to all who
“The Red Noses,” the mass of *‘ Good-by, .would keep the freshness of early life even
Sweet-heart,” and so on, as the popular
in advanced age. His religious life was
names of musical performances in a large
indeed less prominent than his literary

religious organization, it is time to raise

suggest that in the great, relatively undue
emphasis sometimes put upon the outward, and the rital—important as they

evidently

aided

by

the

Holy

Rev. J, C.

Ohio.

Steele

will

begin

his pastoral

work at Attica, N, Y., April 1. It is expected that Jer. Phillips, Jr., will take charge of

the church at

Chagrin

Falls....Rev.

Crafts, of Auburn, has resigned.
is well adapted for hard fields and
kept at work.
5

A.

R.

Bro. Crafts
should
be

Michigan.

_ Ten persons were baptized at the Jackson
church, March 9, and about a. dozen more on
the 16th....Rev. J. W. Hallock is editing the
Sparta Sentinel.
!

Kansas,

Rev. H. W. Morse sénds several corrections
as to the present Register. He writes that

:

the Montgomery Q. M. does not belong to the
Kansas Northern & Neb. Southern Y. M., but
that the Jefferson Q. M. (Neb.) does ; that the
Adum’s Peak church contains
twenty-nine

members

instead of

twenty

as

stated;

that

James Marcy and J. H. Warren are not ordained preachers but worthy members, J.
Marcy being an ordained deacen, and both
being licensed to preach.
:
Towa.

Rev. H. J. Brown states in a communica:
tion: “At one of my preaching places shout
eight miles from Oelwein, a place called South
Hazleton, I have witnessed a most precious
work of grace. I commenced the meeting the
second week of January, and continued three
weeks,
When I commenced, there were but

two persons In

the

immediate

who could take an active

part

neighborhood
in

the

work.

There were gout thirty persons converted
reclaimed.
On the evening of the first
bath of March, I took a committee from
Oelwein church, and went down there and

and
Sabthe’
or-

ganized a church of eighteen members.
Two
have joined since and there are a few others

.that will join.

Quite a share of the members

are heads of families, and well-to-do farmers
The church is located near the B. C. R. & N.
R. R., at a point where the ground is laid out

fora station.

There

are no other churches

nearer than three to seven miles, and
look for the new church is good.

The

the outchurch

is called the South Hazleton F. B. church....
I also have held a protracted meeting at Oel-

wein, but it was not attended with that degree

of success that was desired.

For the last year

nsti, and among the enlightened Pagans of derstand, are entirely united in Dr. Malcom, the little band has been wading through a sea of
Chicago, has cost them at least twenty-five and have extendedto him a unanimous call “trouble and had it not been for sustaining grace
million dollars ($25,000,000). This is a large ‘to settle over them. The church building is it must have gone down. With a heavy debt
sum to have been taken from fathers and moth- very substantial and attractive, rented by the and the loss of the wheat crop, it has been difficultto weather the storm. Then a circumers and children who needed every cent of it’ society at a low figure, and now offered the
stance occurred in the fall that shook the con?
along with lawful interest.”
society for sale, at a great bargain, considerfidence of the members and threw “the cause
The particulars of a remarkable case are ing its original cost. Persons visiting Boston
of religion into reproach. It seemed for a few
would do well to visit this very desirable place
narrated in the Congnegationalist, in which
weeks that the enemy must prevail. But we
of
worship,
every
Sunday
afternoon, not only
the pastor of a Methodist eburch in a Michigan
succeeded in standing and fighting for the *
town seems to be implicated as the author of in the way of encouragement, but decided
certain anonymous letters addressed to mem- profit from the superior excellence of the sery- right, and took prompt action in regard to the
matter so that we stood exonerated before
bers of the Congregationalist church in the ice.~J. 8. BURGESS.
the world,and justified in our own consciences.
$y
Connecticut,
same town, seeking to array ‘one member
The meetings strengthened ‘the church very
Bridgeport is situated on an inlet of L.I.
against another and to destroy confidence and
much and mot a few were revived again.
Sound,
at
fellowship, Of course if the suspicions should
“the mouth of Pequonnock River,
We are in hopes that if we have a good crop
turn out to he true the act should be held to fifty-eight miles east of New York, and con- this season we shall be able to lift the debt 0
represent nobody but the author of it, but it is tains some 19,000 inhabitants. The city con- “our house of worship.”
:
at the same time remarkable enough to attract tains twenty-five churches, has two daily newsRev. J. 8. Mowry, of Calamus, who has just
attentioniand base enough to receive the cone papers, one semi-weekly, and two weekly, and completed a half century's continuous subdemnation ‘of dll respectable people.
i is the third city in size and importance in the scription to the Star, writes as follows:
—* I

\
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was familiar with the writings of Burbank,
Beede, Marks, and Burr, and others, also with
Toby, Loring, Allen, Cheney, Day, Williams

and many others in R. I. Conference, where
for more than 20 years we met and diséussed
the questions of theology and practice that
«came up. Such a company of brethren I have
not met since, neither

do

I

expect

to

meet

again.
Such love and attachment among
ministers in a body were seldom seen, Most’
of that company now are gone, while I live
in the distant West. I dined at Bro. Day’s taible the last Lord’s day I spent in Rhode Island,

in the fall of 1852.

I value the Star highly for

its bold, unflinching stand it took in the ranks
.of the anti-slavery and temperance reforms,
and its educating a people to be boid and un

swerving in the storm of that day
that raged so furiously at times. Oh,

of trial
what a

«conflict that was, and how it tried many

and tested our characters. How
-when we met together as a body

of us

we rejoiced
of self-sacri-

ficing men of God, who loved truth more

than

popularity. Though long gone by, and many
«of them gone home, I rejoice that I had such
associates to help me ian younger years,
and that I saw so many strong young men fall
into our ranks as we came along the rough
«vay of life. I have read of late years of the

~veterans falling from our ranks, of those I had
a familiarity with, while I .live at an advanced
age of life. I often think of former days, and

the good seasons we had. Iam familiar wit
the past history of Rhode Island.
Ten years
J was secretary of Elders’ Conference,

signed as I left

them.

What

«©f our
many

life~how

thinned

a very
our

Rev. H. Graves from the Springfield, and J. J.
Banks from the Exeter, 9, Ms. were present.
ney.

OSWEGO

ext session to be held

the church at Otsdawa. - No revivals

churches report good

interest

Station.

unani-

and

¢d

WALNUT

WESTERN

to

resolutions were passed:

!

death

by Sis-

(In this revival he was assisted

We

need

the

The

Rev. W.

Chinese

C. Pond,

in

California.

of San Francisco, con-

The Presbyterian church

Sacramento has

and

the church

members.

The

fifteen

at

of

Chinese members,

San

Jose

Ladies’ Foreign

7 Chinese

Mission-

ary Society of the Presbyterians sustains a
church Home for Chinese women in San

Francisco,

which now has 11 inmates.

The Methodists have five evenifig' and:

WAUPUN Q. M.—Held its last ‘session with
East 'Vinéland ‘church, commencing
Friday,
Feb. 28, Meetings well attended.
Preaching
practieal, earnest and. spiritual, Letters from

day schools of the Chinese with an average

sion,

preaching places, with

churches reported some success since last ses-

Bro,

B. F. McKenney,

wus present, and

H.

protracted the

M. Agent

meetings. for

a few evenings.,
Bro. M. will soon leave the
Mission field,
as many of our, churches have
done nothing to support him in the work, and’
will be ready
to engage with some of out’
churches in pastoral relation. His address is:|
Delavan; Wis.

Next session
church, May 30.

with

:

Scott

,

&
Marcellon
A. P. BRAND,

was

attendance ‘of 149; five Sunday-schools,
with an average attendance
an

of 246;

four

attendance

of

170; public preaching, daily prayer-meets
ings, praise-meetings,
class-meeting and
Bible class, weekly; 78 Chinese members
and ten probationers; baptisms last year—
‘adults, 19; children,3 ;'€ost of" girls’ board.

idg-school, $1900; cost of all other
$7600.

Some of our lady

or

and

work,

reliable

ed from father to son, from uncle to nephew.
Under the new regime these practices will come
toan end.
The “ expeditionaries” are to conform to certain hours of attendance upon their
duties. “Those who come late will be subject to a
fine.
Those habitually late, or who absent themselves, will be suspended, temporarily or finally,

from their functions and salary. They will be abe
solutely prohibited from performing other functions under pain of dismissal.
Formerly they
charged as much as 200 lire for work requiring lit.

instead of

millions

which the

Pope in'his

pressions

reluctant to

co-operate

reforms, and drew

out the

of their willingness

economies

rather than

friends have

been

the

using

choicest

as one
that in

ressure of the times the
Society

t» any

R. A. TYLER,

of the good
spite of the

American
for

Bible than existed at apy previous period.
The Western Methodist Book Concern,
reports sales of

$725,761

in" 1878,

-an

in-

crease of $67,287 over those of 1877.

The

profits for the year were

the

$46,896,

and

DOVER,

x

1032 Race -Street;
13t52

of persons
Baltimore,

Concern

connected
Md.,
have

cured a boat, to be sent to Bishop
at Cape Palmas,

him

in’

Africa,

missionary

Penick

and to be

journeys

with
pro-

used by

along

coast of Africa.

in the island, ninety

thirty

thousand

in Melbourne,

min-

native

feature in Henry

Tabernacle,

.Varley’s
Australia,

will be a large coffee-house, where eatabies.
will be furnished at a little over cost price.
The whole edifice will cost’ about $100,000.
A ‘“ Working

Man's

Club” will

find

shed

ter under its roof, with reading-reoms and
other ample conveniences.
’
The New York Evangelist says that. students for the ministry nearly
all come
now from the poorer classes, and need to be
carried through their studies at’ the expense of the church.
The middle classes
and the wealthy, who can support their
sons as students,

are

no longer furnishing

recruits for the ministry in anything like
the proportion that they formerly did.
_ The recent death of the Rev. Dr. Beadle,
of

Philadelphia,

the

Lutheran

says,

should suggest prudence to ministers as
to the way in which they care for themselves after preaching. He preached with
great earnestness in his church on a Sabbath night, and, heated by the exertion,
started home with his breast exposed to
the storm. He was attacked with congestion of the lungs

of the

street,

and

his

death speedly followed. There was nathing injurious in the vigorous preaching,
but the outside exposure was fatal.
:
The Rev. J. E. P. Kulmer,. the successful pastor
of the Third
Presbyterian
church,

Cincinnati,

says

that

he

;
5

Cough, and all Lung

never

worked in a fleld that gave so large
returns for the labor expended. . He went to
the Third church in ‘Sept., 1875.
Since
that: time he has received 1560 persons on
rofession of faith, and seventy-five by
etter. This is the result of regular church
work,as he has had no help from without. Thé church owns a mission chjpel
where a school of 300 scholars is sustained,

in additfonto the church school which
i

Put

up

in

packages

ounces, just enough

FOR

dis-

The manufacturers were awarded

Fifty

Far superior to
porous plasters, liniments,

called electrical appliances, &c.

dt

both

the

so.

It is the Dest

for Lame and Weak Back,
Female Weakness, Sciatica, Luu.

bago, Diseased Kidneys, Spinal Complaint:
and all ills for which porous plasters are used.

Ask your Drnggist tor Benson’s Capeine
ter, and see that you get nothing else.

by all Druggists. Price, 25 cts.
lailed on receipt of
price by
JOHNSON, 21 Platt St., New

Plas.
Sold

SEABURY

York.

&

E)

8

\
WORKS,
R.

I.

This compound of the
vegetable

alteratives,

Sarsaparilla, Dock,

sul.

lingia, and Mandrake
with the Iodides of Pot.
ash and Iron, makes a

in the Bystem, that undermine health add settle in-

For sale everywhere.

to troublesome disorders. AYER’S SARSAPARILLA
expels these humors from the blood. When they
are gone, the disorders they produce disappear,
such as Ulcerations

dedicate. their house of
from
the Southern and

Eastern part of the State, can take the Southern Mian,
R. RB. t0 Wels and there change to the Minn
Central
R. R. to Mapleton and those
along thé lines of the
Winona & st. Peter and St, Paul & Sioux
City R. Rs.
to Mankato and change to Minn, Central.
3t
Z.A.BANKER, Clerk.

of the

Liver,

Stomach,

Kid-

neys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Discases of
8kin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and
Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
Side and head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leu-

corrheea arising from internal Ulceration and uterine diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and
General Debility. With their departure health re
turns.

SHEET

.

BY

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

MUSIC.

SACRED
Hymn

PREPARED

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass,

Latest Things in Music!

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

2AGREEN-HOUSE
AT YOUR DOOR
We will send free by mail, and
guarantee their sqfe
Sigal in Good Condition, our choice +

5 BE

MUSIC.

Service,

Bas

E

ot

:

Bedding Plants.

115 Songs with Musie, for the Sunday School.
Only 810 per 100 copies;

Gospel
With

Hymns

id Cents by mail.

No.

Palmer’s

Book

192 pages.

3.

undare:

CHEAP,

$10 per dozen;

Store or

at the nearest

Bookseller’s

&

MAIN,

Street,

send to

Publishers,

| 76 East

CHICAGO.

Ninth

NEW

tf

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP
For Cleaning and
Ware, Window

Polishing

Silver

and Plaited

Glass, Mirrors, Marble,

entire safety, as it contains nothing that can possi-

or jewelry.

Manufacturers and

Fruit and Ornamental

Many

Importers

Statuary, &c.

ing.

Trees, Everg~e«ns, Small Fruits,

Instantly, atta hed toa table, itgfirmly

of

‘

S. S. RICH & SON,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER.
CHEAPEST

of Sil-

PLACE
TO

METALIC BURIAL CASES
138

Exchange

28

‘left.

M. YOUNG,

173 Greenwich

us
re-

wer
Re

Maine.

4t11

at
aa

On

nth
oaiont

the
Sam-

J. BRIDE & CO,,

St, N. XY.
3451

297 Broadway, New York.
New Illustrated Circular of
Novelties free.

HONEY BEES.
West Gorham,

CENT

ple by mail, postpaid, 25 cents.

hundred

: NEW PRINCIPLES IN BEE KEEPING.
Every one who has a Farm or Garden can now
keep Bees with profit. Bees kept on my plan ave
more profit than anything connected with the farm
or garden. Every hive of Bees kept on my plan
will ay a profit of Fifty dollars every year, Send
for circular. Address MRS. Lizzie E. COTTON,

:

Maine

CHARM MICROSCOPE.
CHEAPEST IN THE WORLD
Magnifies 500 times.
1 in

ceive somethingof great
value free by mail. On.
two

Street,

PORTLAND,

NEW and Scientific cure: for Nervous Debility,
without Medicine, from whatever cause. ‘Mailed

about

IN PORTLAND

BUY

Caskets, Coffins, Shrouds, ete.,

12tl1

or Gent that sends
their address will

holds

4

free. Elettro- Chemical Pad Co. P.0.0ox 3329,N.Y.

ly

Trees...
400. Acres.

& G0.B

11t6

§

HOW

TO

WANT-

AGENTS

BE

ED.

$50

fo $125

OWN jiniss port;

YOUR
times

cost.

Selling

fast.

Send

Terms.
P. W.
ZIEGLER
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

for Circular
&

CO0.,

GEO. WOODS & CO’S
UPRIGHT PIANOS AND PARLOR ORGANS.

(to whom all contributions
Benevolent Societies should
52v

Rev W Mitchell Hortonville Wis.

Letters Received.

H H Aldrich-H Atwood—A A Armstrong—B G
Blaisdell—J N Banker—J M Bonifield—T Barston—F
Baeh —J Bosworth—D F Beale—E Blake— J W Barker
~L Capwell—-E Crowell-=W Clavenger—A Cressy--10
Carpenter-D Calley—D J Clay—A D Drummond-—A
H Downer—(C D Dudley
~C
Cook—J ™M Bailey—L W

Furbish—D A Fellows—Miss M Foss—I A Flint—Mrs’

L Folsom—I Huckins—B 8 Gerry—B -A Gurney—E
Gore=G A Green—J W Hills—W L Hosier—A G
Hall
—8 C Hamiltoa—E C Hodge 2—A B Harris—Mrs N 8
Hill—J Harpune—J A Halloway—H L Hurd—=MrsC L
Ingalls—A H Hanscom—J M
Hayes—A Jones—SJones
—E
Johnron—R Hammond—Mig C Knapp—E Knickerbocker—J A Lowell—C H Latham
— L.
Litebfield—
M Mowry—A Libby—J Morrison—G Mowry—dJ 8 Mow
ry—0 J Moon=Mrs TI Marden—D J Mooney—Mrs

M Mead—8 8 Nickerson—WH McNeal—E Owen—N E

Paine—d C Plerce—M A Pouley—W

A

Potter—Mrs G

W_Pratt—C C Paige—Mrs M A Pendleton—F Pxrcher
=J N Quimby—C B Peckham—S Royal-M G Rack=

1iff—G
Rogers—N A Robinson—G 8
Ricker—Mrs R B
Richardson—Mrs J L Roberts—A Storer—B Stinch-

b fleld- I SeitZz—L Sargent—J D
Sawyer—E H
Terry—W T
Treadwell—=M
Whitney—W
Whitaker—C

Smith—E

Stone—B F

Smith—Mrs C_H Tuttle—=N G Tuttle=—J
Smith—J R
Smith-O Shattuck—N B
Ulmer—R C M Welle
nsor-MT
Niet 8
'Webber—F
L
Wiley—A H
H
Wilder—A EW llson.
i

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
W_H Edgar Cen City Neb,
E Morse Saratoga Springs N Y.3.
Rev H J Brown Oelwein lo.
Mrs Rutus Bennet: So St George Me.
J Uncapher Marion O.
4
BF Marsden Sherburne N Y,

&
The prdductions of this house have a world-wide
. and musical detail.
elaborate Rnish 4 every mechanical

and Art

Lover, and

their substantial

are

qualities

such

0
tion for thoroughness of construction and
y commend themselves io he Mudical Critic
.

that goe will outlast several

of

the ordinary or

inferior instruments so largely sold.

GEO.

& C0.’S UPRIGHT

WOODS

Unexampled
A

Most

Beautiful

Brinsmgad

GEO.

Strength

Perfect

WOODS

HAVE

Quality
Check

& CO.”S

and

PIANOS

POSSESS

Solidity,

of Tone,
Repeating

PARLOR

and

the

Action.

BOTH PIPE AND REED STOPS,

ORGANS

' And are unequailed for thein great variety of musical effects.

. They employ the only successful Soistipation

of P

and Reeds,

and are purchased by advanced

PUTAS S,Wo0Ds & C0, Conirdgepor Ha
Sin noni WAREROOM

ould
found in any
A
id
Sop country.
Pin
these remarkable instruments.
608 Washington Street, Boston.
)

pu

and

1000
1v24

Post-Office Addresses,

Money

a

Forms.
For Business
Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners, Tenants, everybody, every
business.
Saves many

The treasury ofthe Ohio Stute Association is for the
present in the haads of Rev. 8. D. Bates,of Marim,0.,
to whom all monies
for State Missions and Bible
School funds should be sent. The
treasurer having
lett the State, has, upon the suggestion ofa number of
the Executive Board, requested Bro. Bates to do the
work of the office untilthe next meeting of the Association,
J. W. PARSONS, Treas.

REV. E.N.FERNALD
from the churches for our
besent) Lewiston, Me.

i

any ordinary board, elevated above. the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the garment, while ironing on the board. Adapio
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and
Infants’
Dresses. At a very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price 75 ant

Made only

~

.

]

THE LAUNDRY JACK.

ver and Plated Ware have used this Soap, and
have given it their unqualified approval.
CAUTION.
The original and only genuine
Silver Soap is known world-wide as the INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP, and is the only Roper
thing to use for cleaning
Silver, ®Electro Plated
by ROBINSON BROS. & €0., Boston.

RAR

1
1

Catalogue with Colored Pla

d sT0R%S, HARRISON

Paint, &c.

This is the most cowenient and effective preparation for these purposes ever offered to the public
It may be nd even by inexperienced help with
bly injure the finest plate

AND

El

is a simple device for holding the board while iron.
St.,

YORK.

as.

Hardy Flowering Shrubs.
Currant Bushes..
Raspberry Plant:
Strawberry Plan
Grape ines. Satie
Sweet Chestnut or 50 Catalpna
y
Year. 15
Greenhouses:

3.
5Cts.

others—

and many NM EW

Shrubs, ete.

$1 by mail.

No.

of

gq4
wt
dnbonjand and 2 A

For your choice of varieties, see onr 80-page Catnlogue, free toall. Wealsooffer an immense stock
of

of Anthms.

Annual

73 Randolph

i

3,

a Camellia

Music, 830 per 100; 35 Cents by mail.
Words only, $5 per 100; 6 Cents by mail

Goods, Marble, Jewelry,

MISS, 80C.

of a

series
of
complaints
which are very prevaalent and afllicting. It
purifies the blood, purges out the lurking humers

of one doctor's visit.

NEW ENGLAND
ASs0. (Convention) of Free Baptists will be held iu the Paige St. F. B, church, Lowell,
Mass, April 22-24. Let all the churches be represented in this meeting. Allmembers of F. B. churches in New England are entitled to membership in this
Association, —¥ec.3, Programme anon.
ha
P. W, PERRY, Chairman Ex, Com.

it is expected that they
will
worship.
Brethren
coming

of

PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

years ago, Elder

and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price

our largest

and Appointments,
HOME

11

pounds

Agent, 124 State St., Buster,

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

BIGLOW

the highes

and only medal given rubber plasters
the Centennial and Paris Expositions.

known remedy
rheumatism,

containing

for 25

eases, when used in season.

by mail.

2t

can missionaries

Universally used and recommended by

prominent Physicians.

Ayer's Sarsapatilla

Coughs, Colds, Whooping

Six beautiful Carols for Easter, $4 per 100;

MINN. SOUTHERN Y. M. will hold its 11th
annnal
session _with the Mapleion church,at Mapleton, Blue
Earth Co.. Mion., commencing June 20, at which time

A number
the Messiah,

8
8

Cured.

Protestant missionaries went to Ceylon
about sixty-five years ago.
There are
now about thirty Europeans and Ameri-

$1,009,412.

York

else uscd for raising bread does this.

810

Easter

common

‘elements

Providence,

H.

the

New

nutritions

W. G. SHILLABER,

10%

ILLINOIS Y. M. will be held with the Fiat church,
four miles north of Cuba, onthe 1. P. & W,. R. R.;
commencing on Friday, May 30, at 10, A.M.
Persons
coming over the C. B. Q. road will change to the T.
P.& W.at Bushnel:: if from the Seuth or West; at
Canton, ou the Buda & Rushville Branch,
if from the
north. From the Ill. Certral Main lime, change at
El Paso; from the Chicago branch of the I. C. at Gilman. ‘feams willbe in waiting at Cuba on the arrival ofall trains. Prefbre designing to attend will
please notify Rev. P. christian, at Cuba, stating by
what train they will come,
B, A.GURNEY, Clerk.

net capital of the

the

The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book

the

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
5200
- Per order of Ex. Com.

the

restores

as by

the result

+

flour,

|

ME. F.B.

Bible

reports a greater demand

Ad-

17 Wall Street,
1y42

és Where is my Boy To-Night 1”
Song and Chorus, with Piano accompaniment.
Mailed on receipt of 35 Cents.

Hotices

take such a step.

It may be noted,
signs of the times,

investors.

article

freest ex-

to submit

for

Publishers,

An old physician, retired from praetice, having had placed in his hands by an Kast India
.missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands,of
eases, has felt it his duty to make it known to
his suffering fellows.
Actuated by this motive
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I -will
send free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and using, in German, French or English.
Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this
paper, W. W. SHERAR 14) Powers’ Block,
Rochester, N. Y.
© 13eow3

|

the

ordinary Baking Powder, and

sent free on applieation
RUMFORD CHEMICAL

Musie

Italian

with

Street Finance, ‘con-

information

If you can hot find ‘them

government holds at the disposal of the Holy See.
This proposition, it is said,caused great consternation among their Eminences,
who
had pre-

viously been

valuable

dress
Baxter & Co.,
New York,

cure.

parchletiers.
contemchanges
modern

it 1s stated that the Pope has gone so far as to
suggest to the cardinals that it might not be in ex-

pedient to accept the

Complete History of Wall
taining

J. K. REEVES,

tle exertion.
They will now be obliged to charge
according to a tariff, ranging
trom five
to forty

lire, and must write on paper

or

most effectual cure

Consumption

left.

Tartar

with it is only about half as much

It

JUST PUBLISHED-SENT FREE

de-

Recipe free for two stamps te pay expenses.

pass-

Cream

N§ ordinary Baking Powder or anything

3ms8

Address CRADDOCK & CO.,,
Philadelphia, Pa.

one

they

only

Powder,
.

which are taken from the flour in bolting.

When death was hourly expected, all: remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. James was experimenting with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and new gives this

a re-

rather sinecures,

The

Address

It is Better and Healthier than ordina«

ry Baking
Yeast.

is much better,

A Man of a Thousand.

has invaded
Union says:
of the Vatican.
Pius IX. there

finished,

These lucrative posts,

\

ADVERTISEMENTS

GLOBE SOAP.

Address

At

71 years and 8 months.

Lewis, aged

“HALF A CENTURY OLD,

.

Baking Powder.
Invented
by E. N. Horsford, late Prof. in Harvard
University.
3

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc.,

Died
In No. Boothbay, Me., Feb, 25, Hartley

BELTS.

Glove Soap, and say that itis

lenient to disturb. Some of the employes of the
Vatican, especially those called expeditionaries,
gained twice as much as a cardinal.
Their func.
tions consisted in going to their offices at twelve
o’clock their work

St., N. Y.

Rev.D, I Quint, Chas,
Miss Hattie Sanborn, of

Jaw. 1%, Frank ki, Stbdard end Dells Morey

for washing they have ever used.
It is used in
our family with entire satisfaction; nothing like
it for removing dirt and stains. For cleaning
type we regard the Printer's Globe Soap as su.
perior to any other article. Agents wanted.

grew up 1 and around the Papal court a system
of sinecures,
overcharges, evasions
of duty,
which,it the Pope observed them at all,he was too

new

bers, and the other in (Oakland, numbering

|

call

this

Bulls.

both ofC,

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church at
Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos .on
very favorable terms, sending them fo any part
of the United
- States. His address is Hampton,
N. H.
©
6wortf3
i

Reforms.

o'clock, and signing two or three

Barton,

PREPARATION,

The Healthy and Nutritious

<b

events

is establishing his reputation as

aston,

- In Charleston, Vit., June 4, by
0.Cheney, nf Westmore, and

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, apt
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yoru,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The.most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E, H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New Yori dh

yet

will

etc.

Circulars mailed free.

43 Chatham

literature may be looked for if the repub-

Christians.
A prominent

tributes to the American Missionary a
summary of mission work among the Chinese in California. From this we learn that
the Presbyterians employ four American
missionaries,speaking the Chinese language,
four Chinese preachers and six teachers.
There are six preaching places in the State
and twenty religious .services are held
each week.
The Presbyterians also sustain four evening schools and a dayschool. They have two Chinese churches,
one in San Francisco numbering 40 mem2) members.

cay, exhaustation,

not many

occur which

Mr. Joseph W. Fellows
and Mrs, Susie L. Langmaid,
Feb. 19, Mr. A'thur M.'Slack and
Miss Jennie M.
French. March 8, Mr. Wilbur M. Heyesand Miss L.
A. Brown,all of M.
Mureh 19, Mr.
C, W. Cram, of
Williamstown, Vt., and Miss Maria E. Rice, of M.
In Rockville, Feb.20, by Rev. F, Cooper, Jr., Mr.
Wm. A, Stacy and Mrs. ElizaJd, Dodge, both of Thom=

AA

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature

to the front certain cautious spirits which
now hide their time.
A new and a free

isters, and about

Religions Miscellany.

C.

moment

fh

Su

Independ-

Bat

city.—

HORSFORD'S

BREAD

Adolph G, Boehm and Miss Elizabeth Scheer. Feb, 6,

West's Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.

latest

unbelieving,

Loyson.

our irreligious

ELECTRIC

society ,to remodel the entire system of ecclesiastical offices, in order to put them in harmony with
the necessities of the period. Concerning the
finances of the church and the necessity of tak
ing some action in view of its reduced revenues,

MARK L. HuTCcHINS, Clerk.

exclaim,

A. A, WooDMAN, Clerk.

26, 27.

ANSON Q. M.—Held its March session at E.
New Portland, March 5, 9. Our churches
were not so fully reported as we could wish.
Nevertheless,
it was a very good session.
Harmony as usual was manifest in the business transacted, and the religious exercises
were profitable. Among other things, votes
were passed requesting the officers of each
church totake prompt means to raise their apportionment of 10 cents per resident member
to defray Q. M. expenses.
Also requesting
church clerks to make full financial reports
yearly, and all our ministers full reports
of their labors and reeeipts annually,
Next session with the chureh in Athens.

Sawyer this Q. M, has ‘lost a good counselor
and an acceptable Christian minister; the
church to which he belonged a worthy member and pastor, and his fumily a kind and tender husband and father.
2. That in this bereavement the Stanstead
Q. M. present their sympathies to the afflicted
family, and the clerk’is requested to forward
the above
to the Morning Star for publication and alsoto furnish the family with a copy

of the same,

session

Feb.

Next session at Treats Mills, Enfield, June
27-29,
H. GRAVES, Clerk.

The follow-

of Rev.

its March

its last

largely

The

religious affairs compel the employ
salaried man ‘on each of our
great |
papers, speaks volumes for the powreligious sentiment in what we are

Married
In Strafford, N, H., Dec.17,1878, by Rev. R. (MeDonald, Albert E.
Foss, of 8,, and Miss Abble 8.
Leightcn; also Johm A, Willand. of Rochester, and
Miss Emma Leighton;
also, George
W. Morrison.of
Barrington, and Miss Mary A. Leighton,
The brides
wer sisters, and residents of Strafford.
A
In Manchester, Jan.27, by Rev. G. M, Park, Mr,

Business Hotices.

ex-

Bro.
resigned the pastorate of this church.
Wallace has fully sustained his previous reputation as a pastor, having witnessed the most
extensive revival this church has ever enjoyed,
nearly forty baving been added to its member-

in this Q. M. as an evangelist.
prayers of our brethren,

hereas since the last session of this Q. M,
‘one of our ministers has’ been removed ‘by
death, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That in the

R. I. Q. M.—Held

an

Mr.

Chicago Alliance.

there is a deep desire on the part of some
for a ‘return to primitive’ Catholicity.
* The Gallican church,” is to be a manifest
reality,
We quote from the Bishop’s ar-

Leo XIII

SPRINGFIELD Q. M.—Held its last session
at Springfield Corner, March 1,2. A very interesting session was enjoyed.
We were favored with thé presence and preaching of
Brethren 8. Besse (C. Baptist) and —— Towle
(Methodist.) Anefforswas
made to obtain
the services of Bro. J. D. Couliard to labor

er. Sunday, P. M.,the sacrament of the Lord’s
Supper was administered, when a large number
belonging to four different Christian denominations came togesher and felt that they

Bishop Coxe says in the

former of the internal affairs
Under the long pontificate of

Judging from their letter, it is
ter Fenner.)
safe to say, he has not an enemy in the place,
and all seemed to Fogret his leaving, He closes
his labors here April 13. The hi 03 church is
still prospering wonder the labors of Sister L.
Fenner, who has lately been elected permanent
pastor. The Westford church reported a good
degree of prosperity, under the labors of Bro.
Bickford, and they are laying plans for greatS. B. You~ea, Clerk.
er usefulness.

Q. M.

school, which can be conducted at

office to

too wont to call

the

ment and in ordinary stead
of Gothic
Even more considerable reforms arg: m
plation.
It is proposed, in view of the
that have taken place in States and
in

ship.

“The preaching was spiritual, the prayer and
conference meetings were full of life and pow-

led

M.—Held

and among

councilors are Dr. M. B. Anderson of
New York and Charles H. Spurgeon of
London.
A bullding is already in possession of the Baptists suitable for the

Papal

the meeting, our dear Bro. G. W. Wallace had

of Revs.

fact

that
of a
daily
er of

The weather was very unfavorable and the
delegation small, still quite a pleasant season
was enjoyed.
One thing threw a shade over

spoke of a determi-

e are

Q.

with the East Killingly church,

Register. This church is to be supplied with
preaching once in four weeks by the différent
pastors in the Q. Mi, for the next three months.

Journal office to Mr. Appleton,

The retrenchment policy
the Vatican. The Christian

Opening sermon by Rev. J. C. Robinson.
B. A: GURNEY, Clerk.

incontrovertible

Thus far the Lord bath helped us,

CREEK

theological school in Paris for the training
of such of their young French members as
desire to enter the ministry. Rev. Dr. E.
C. Mitchell of Chicago has been
chosen

idea of giving the Bible to France.”

:

religious

introduc-

English Baptists are about to establish a

whole soul of M Loyson is fired with

Our

that we

conducted

ed at the Times

lic lasts. The press will be -unshackled
and the Scriptures will be circulated. The

term with the Burns church, the 7—9 inst.
All the churches reported by letter and delegation, though the attendance was not large,
The meetings were harmonious and spiritual.
A resolution was adopted asking the Yearly
Meeting at its next session to take into consideration, some system of superintendensy, by
which destitute churches and
unemployed
ministers may be brought to labor together.
Brethren Revs, M. B. Felt, J. C. Robinson, R.
G. Broadtoot, A. F. Murphy and John Taylor
were
appointed
delegates to next term of
Illinois Yearly Meeting.
Next term to be held with Liberty church,
commencing on Friday, June 20, at 2, p. M.

fifteen

Milliken and Jones, from the Wheelock

help,

the

news department, you would be

the
the

are not yet all gone.

for that purpose.

the editur who

in France.

the Tribune office to Mr. McGee, at
Inter- Ocean to Mr. McMillan, and at

may at any

The June’ session will be held with the
church in Madelia, commencing. June 6, at 2,
P. M. The clerks of the churches will keep in
mind to send in their statistical reports for the
Register.
A. J. Davis, Clerk.

nation to hold on, even amidst discouragements.
The Coaticook church was advised to
renew fellowship with its members so as to be
able to report the correct number for the next

ing

the ground

inquire for the religious editor,

you would probably be told that there was
no religious editor; but if you inquired for

mighty’ are likely to be enrolled among the

os a

in

at

yoke-fellows of M

organ-

might take this county for the Master,

STANSTEAD Q. M.--~Held its session with the
«Couticook church, March 1,2. It was a time
of unusual interest, Several of the churches

were one in Christ.

on

small the ap-

ticle: ¢* ¢ Not very many noble,

The business was done in hargood cheer. There were eight

prayer was for more ministerial

for small

presence

interest

This church was the first one

ministerial land marks

of sister Q. Ms.

the

Religious

God
bless them,
The conference covenant
meeting on Saturday, P. M., was unusually
lively and spiritual. On Sunday evening six
arose for prayer.
It was thought best to continue a few meetings.
Bro. E. Berry remuin-

and has been censured, disowned and published by the Salem Q. M. of Nebraska, therefore
** Resolved 1. That we feel it to be our painful duty to refuse, under all circumstances, to
recognize him as a minister, or even as a member of our denomination.
‘* 2. That we instruct our Q. M. clerk to
publish said Wogan in the Star.
** 8. That said Wogan be required to surrender to the Q. M. his ordination papers, and
that the clerk notify him of the action of this
conference,"
:
Next session will be held with Campaign
<hurch, commencing June 6.
i
L. O, Smit, Clerk.

by

numbers.

resulted

Powers,

indifferent, and

clergymen
present; among the number was
Father L. Farnham, eight-two years of age,
who is bearing rich fruit for the Master.
On
Saturday morning he preached to us a choice
sympathetic and comforting sermon.
The old

¢vidence, that H. F. Wogan has been guilty of
gross immorality and unchristian conduct,

cheered

They

the besf'gatherings of God's people ever met

(From Meigs Q. M. Record of Dec. 2, 1871.)

We were

and

to worship.
mony and

4nd is thereby continually bringing reproach
upon the cause of the Master, therefore
Resolved, That the clerk be instructed to
send a copy of the
preamble and resolutions
respecting him which this Q. M. adopted on
the 2d day of December, 1871, together with
this preamble and resolution, to the Morning
Star, for publication, with his report. of this
session of Q. M.

reported revivals, others

a pastor.

few Free Baptists who had drifted to the then
frontier settlements.
This session was one of

ses-

by this Quar-

from

One-

ized in the Q. M.,about thirteen years

terly NoeHing in 1871, instead of surrendering
it to this body, und by its use is still’ imposing

learn

without

interest.

Very good during this session.
Next session will be held with the church at

pay, as our needs are great, The following
preamble and resolution were
unanimously
udopted :
Whereas, We with regret learn that H. F.
‘Wogan still persists in using
the certificate of

** Whereas, we

re-

has

returns may be.

vain

ent that the Old Catholic movement does
not take with the French for the obvious
reason that the Frenchman wants nothing
to do with Germany.
France is largely

Franklin, the fourth Sabbath in May.
D, M. MILLER, Clerk.

«<hurehes, it is impossible to respond to such
calls. ‘We have here
a splendid field for two
or more ministers who are willing to do the

upon our brethren

were

which

parent

move,

with

bave continued their Sabbath-school during the
winter with
good success, and still increasing

MeIGSs Q. M.—Held its last session with
«Cheshire church, Feb. 28—March
2. Rev.
Jos. W. Martin, of Athens Q. M., was present
with us, and with Rev, W,
J. Fulton couduct«cd the devotional exercises. Notwithstanding
the bad condition
of the roads, seven of
the churches were represented and the session
‘was an interesting one to all present.
Several
of the churches report an increased interest
«luring the past quarter and some of them additions to their numbers.
Our greatest need
bere is for ministers, as many of the churches
are without pastors, and we are continnally
having éalls to have new fields within our
bounds occupied.
As we have only two min-

himself

religious

onta church is still‘

of

Bro. Smith from Minneapolis was present and
reached Christ in a manner interesting to all.
Many were made to rejoice upon meetin
their old friend, J. F. Hamlin, at this Q. M.
During his long absence time has been doing
its work upon his person, but all were glad to
see him earnestly engaged in work for the
Master.
Resolutions were passed and a committee appointed to assist the work of securing
a missionmy in this Y. M. Much interest is
felt for this work iu the hearts of the members
~hereand
we are truly thankful that our friends
East ure manifesting an interest in our behalf.
May God’s blessing continue to rest upon the
enterprise,
. H. A. Corey,
Clerk.

ordination which was revoked

session

church,

dailies and

our

in

pense of about $3000 a year.
Concerning Father
Hyacinthe's

Phenix

ported at this Q. M. from the different churches during the last quarter. Most of ‘the

WINONA & HousTOoN Q. M.—Held its winter
session
with the Pickwick church, Feb. 7-9.

hardest kind of work for the Master

the

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its
March session with the church at Delevan

were

M.

with

OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its Feb.

mous in saying, ‘* The old way is the best.”
‘We were favored with the presence of Rev. H.
"Whitcher who has located at Brockport. The
preaching wus earnest and pointed, the interest good, *0 mueh so that Bro. Whitcher
staid with Bro. Hyatt, and protracted the
aeeting for a week with
d results.
Next session is to be held with the Parma
church, No, Institute, June 6—8.
C. A. HILTON, Clerk.

Q.

session

church, May 30—June 2.
A. E. WrILsoN, Clerk.

sion with the
Hamlin church.
For the first
time in its history it convened in the middle of
the week, and though its attendance was as

our

last

his

away, no matter how

president of the enterprise,

Jjoyed.

years

Q. M.+Held its February

to

its

his

earnest, unseltish work for Christ, is ever

Chinese on

Little by little Protestantism is seeking
a footing in France.
The American and

at Palermo, Keb, 28—March 1, and at Gilberts
Mills, March 2. On account of storms, very
few from the churches were able to attend, but
a very pleasant and profitable session was ‘en-

Quarterly Bleetings.

belonging

M.—Held

year

thrown

Protestantism

That we,as a Q. M., feel dee

Q.

near

we may see from the figures given, and
much more from the assurance that no

Wade.

IY the loss our earthly Zion has sustained in
is dispensation, and that we appréciate his
sacrifices and noble
spirit, together with the
truth that being
dead
he yet speaketh, and
that we will endeavor to profit by the lessons
his life teaches, and become more zealous in
‘labogg for the Master.
2, That we truly sympathize with his family in their bereavement.
;
Next session with the South Dover church,
June 20-22,
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

£0 near and soon to come.”

isters

Sister

resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, 1.

are now seen of those once youthful
and
sprightly amongst us!
Let us rejoice in the
victory won, and not falter now, but be of
good cheer and work on to the end, which is

good as usual, the older brethren

by

fore,

the fallen in warfare—how many of gray hairs

ROCHESTER

ssions

the

shores, and that their work is not

Whereas,
God in his providence has remoyved, from among his brethren and frem his
earthly ministry, Father Abel Turner, and,
whereas, this Q. M. has long known his faith.
ful walk and has profited by his labors, there-

great

the places

on

The following

ranks—how

new ones come in to take

Essay

Every

members make a careful canvass of a certain district, embracing about sixty blocks,
giving him a large congregation.— Christian Union.
i
All the great secular dailies, which are
popularly supposed to have anything but a
religious tendency, support editors upon
their staffs whose business it is to record
the religious news of the day, and to write
editorials of a religious character. Should
you.gd'to the office of one of the Chicago

glving the gospel to

Sermons by Reve, O. W.
Bridges, H. Graves,
J. J. Banks, 8. C.
Whitcomb and Thos. Ken-

and re-

«change has come over us in the past 50

numbers above 1,000.

SEBEC
Q. M.—Held its March term with the
The Congregational Mission maintains
church in
Milo, March 14-16.
The session; f
11 schools, in which 1492 pupils have been
we trust, was profitable not only to the church
enrolled during the year, of whom 93 prothere but to us all. While old saints rejoiced
young converts joined their voices in praise to
fess to have ceased
from idol worship,
the Redeemer.
Eighty-nine
dollars
were
raised to aid in erecting a house of worship in and 75 give evidence of conversion.
Lagrange, which is béjug pushed earnestly,
There are other agencies to work in

“iri

m as being the mast complete instrument to be
rithout examining
72 Adams Street, Chicago.

Liberal Terms to Agents, who are wanted in every city where these
instruments are not represented.

‘THE MORNING
Poetry.
CALLING THE ANGELS IN.
‘We mean to do it.

Some day, some day,

‘We mean to slacken this fevered rush
That is wearing our very souls away,

We mean to do it.

Oh, never doubt,

‘When the burden of daytime droil is o’er,
‘Well sit and muse, while the stars come out,
As the patriarch sat at the open door
\
Of his tent, with a heavenward gazing eye,
To watch for the angels passing by.
‘We see them afar at high noontide,
‘When fiercely the world’s hot flashings beat;
Yet never have bidden them turn aside,
And tarry a while in converse sweet ;
Nor prayed them to hallow the cheer we
spread,
To drink of our wine, and break our bread.
‘We promised our hearts that when the stress
Of the life-work reaches
the
longed-for

close,
‘When the weight that we groan

with

hinders

less,
.
‘Well Bosen our thoughts to such repose

he

oer,

la tta»h'y/n)é

When father was home and helped us play!

But we hadn’t sailed into London town,
‘When captain, and crew, and vessel went
down.

spear of verdure, leaving only a blacken-

ed plain—"
‘ You never

carried

the can,”

I meant to keep my head level

I have drank with
my

Ran out.of the parlor, and up the stair,

And frightened mamma and the baby there.
‘80 mamma said she would be p’liceman now,
She didn’t know how!

Then the lion laughed, and forgot to roar,

Till we chased him out of the nursery door;
)
And then he turned to a pony gay,
And carried us all on his back away.

round.
tor.

I ask it as a favor,” said the doc;

The, doctor began in his clear,
remember

when

we

manly

met

two

ploring Party, and was to have started
with them the first of February. I had
calculated a good deal on this experience
and championship to aid me in some private researches, but T was disappointed.
I did not go with them. I went alone
three years Jater, and although I gained
little where I had planned much, I found
I least

expected,

and

have

reason

‘| to thank God that I missed the party.
Interested as I am in explorations of all
sorts,
unearthing
cities, . uncovering

Till we tumbled off and he cantered on,

And I couldn’t tell any more than he
Or which was Towser, for, all in a mix,
You'd think three people had turned to six,

Till Towser's tail had caught in a door;
He wouldn’t hurrah with us any more.

And mamma came out the rumpus to quiet,
And told us a story to break up the riot.
—Northwestern Christian Advocate.

@arcle.

that splendid new hotel in San Francisco,

It was

and

meant

tryingto decide whether 1 would visit
the Nissions, or go directly to the quicksilver mines,

when

one of the

came to me with a wlite,

—who tells the story?
of meeting,

the last night of the year, recounting the
events of the past twelve months, and
then finishing with 3 story, dull enough

We grad-

uated, a class of thirty-five. After four
years’ companionship, we parted commencement day, agreeing to meet, by
letter or person, the last night of every
year.
The first twelve months scattered us
widely ; three of us. crossed the sea, a
dozen or more went toward the setting
there

is

no

sailing away, and only ten ever came
together.
Located within a radinas of a hundred
miles, we find it possible to meet.
The
world has given us many hard knocks,

waiters

scared face,

saying:
“Doctor, there is a man up-stairs crazy as a loon; the clerk wants you to go
to him.”
I answered by rising to my feet and
following the fellow, who himself seemed like a madman, going up the stairs
three at a time.
¢¢ He is there,” he said, pointing to Ni 0.

27. ¢ He is smashing the furniture, and
cursing like a demon. He's got the
horrors, and the best thing he can do is

to throw himself out of the window.”
««Is the door locked?”
¢¢ No,” said the terror-stricken waiter.
And turning, he fled as if a hundred demons were at his heels.
I opened the door and went in.
The poor man was crouching behind

and we find life for the most part up-hill the bed ; his teeth were chattering,and his
work ; but this night has a charm. For a face was white as the counterpane he had
time we are emancipated from care and | wrapped about him.
toil, and, as the old year laps on to the
¢ Keep off,” he was saying, piteously.
new, we again stand on the threshold of
¢¢ Give me one more chance; let me see
life—we live our old scenes, crack old
my little Belle,my precious little Belle! I
jokes, and bring back the dear, ambitious want to kiss her sweet lips, and to thank
days when we thought the world waited her for her love. Then, I swear, I'll go
for us, and would eagerly recognize our with you.”
worth.
The room ‘was in the wildest confu-

Two of us are distinguished —the

fire or beamed with love, those

eyes

There he lay prone on the bed, my

two

who ended the class—not where the honors lay, but the dissertation. They

starred some names on. the college | pro-

sion.

He

had

smashed

the

commode,

broken the earthen-ware, “wrenched the
chairs apart: and shivered the mirrors.
- He caught
tof me, and, if possi-

gramme that never shone again
ble, he ‘blanched a shade ' paler. His
* Boys, do you remember the cow that* | gate were raised entreatingly.
1 ets he Shanele”
i | 5
& ++Let me alone, ? he said,
* Cover me
\ Hade: Waten fathoms deep, bit. give. me

his wife.

ed me if she was dead?

She bas a divorce. . I am,” he

a child—not

here;

she’s

home,

knew

1 was

“Don’t say any more,”

I said,

planned to keep

me

at home, the

child

and her mother, but I stole away, and little Belle crept out of bed when they
thought she had cried herself to sleep,put
on a little woolen wrapper she used to

It was snowing hard,

her face pressed against the window of a
there.

No doubt she thought’ I was

She sank down into the drift, and

I—I was there.
¢ I shall never see her again.

I know

where she is 1 can not come, but
her
memory —that is mine, and it can not be

taken

away.

kept sober

You

after

think I might have

that?

So do I, looking

upon myself as another man would. When
I drank I forgot, and kept drinking to
keep forgetting, and to quench my |
maddening thirst.
“You know what I might have been.
I never took any honors after the college
ones. A curseonrum! Itrobbed me of
my wife, murdered my child! It was not
I—it was rum.

If you live, Doctor, be its

enemy. Empty out every can of it; break
every bottle; dash the glass

from

every

“If you éver see any of the old boys,

‘1 Yio

cow was inside, as the calves were

the door? ®{' 1 1)

the
about

el

child.”

and

sit down.”
“He'came out, dragging the counterpane after him, and saying, in, a dazed
Sort of way:

| He was exhausted.
He assented, and

slept soon

beauteou$ features,
and

dissipation,

I' bade Him. rest,
after.

His

sharpened Ly want

seemed

softened.

'His

gentleman

went

| the end; for I have gained a customer,
and you have lost one.”
A man who, by lying and cheating,
drives away one customer & day, will in
a little while have very few left, and they
will soon find him out and leave him.—
Little Christian.

They found her frozen quite stiff,

groggery.

the

either, for twice what I have earned this
morning.
Besides, I shall be better off in

and every one but a drunkard felt the
storm a bitter one. Filled with an inner
fire, I knew nothing of the storm that was
chilling my darling. She must have sought
me up and down the streets; many remembered seeing a child, but no one took
her out of the storm until the Lord of
mercy folded her in his sheltering arms.
She died for me; died alone on that bitter
night.

made,

EE

.

ae

HOME TOPIOS.
FrLoors AND CARPETS.
There is a
strong protest offered, in different ways
and from various sources, against our
long-established practice of making poor
floors, with the design of keeping them
covered with carpets stretched and fitted
to every patt and carefully tacked down.

Carpetsin daily use can not be kept clean

except by very frequent shaking and beating, and they do much toward corrupting
the air by retaining impure gases, hiding
the finest, most penetrating dust in their
meshes and underneath them, and by giving off particles of fine wool into the atmosphere, with other dust, as they are
swept or walked upon. There is a demand for better floors, not necessarily inlaid or mosaics, of different kinds of precious wood, but made

double,

of strong

seasoned wood, that will not shrink or
‘warp (spruce, however weil seasoned, is
almost sure to warp), and then carefully
finished so as. to be durable and easily
cleaned. Carpeted floors seem a relief to
the honsekeeper, when once the carpets
are procured and fitted to the rooms snd
tacked down, because they do not show’
the dirt as the’ bare floors do. But oh!

when they do get full of dust!

And when

house-cléaning time comes and they must

be taken up and shaken and whipped
they well deserve ! . With

as

warmly-made

floors and large warm rugs, couldn't we
do without

winter?

these

‘abominations

even

in

Certainly our rooms Would’ be

cooler and sweeter without them in sum-:

concerning

the circumstances

prised to find the variety

And as it breaks both bud and flower,
I hear the pattering of the rain,— °
From where the clouds too long have lain
They turn and show a silver lining,
A splendid glory comes again.
Behold! the gentle sun is shining!

Although like some far, faint refrain,
I hear the pattering of the rain,
The storm is past. No more repining—
Behold! the gentle sun is shining!

under

The departments are fuller than usual.
In
“ Topics of the Time,” Dr. Holland discusses
*“ Some Thin Vigtues,” * Improving Politics,”

and “ The Medical Profelsion and the State.”

existing in a collec

The first is from

the Greek

mascene, of the 8th
great Easter Canon:

of St. John

century,

and is from

In a “ Communication,” Rev. Augustus Blauvelt contributes some curious experience of his
own toward the solution of the question, * Are
our Insane Retreats Inhuman?’ * Home and
Society” contains the “Pinafore for Amateurs,”
* In Tea-cup Time," and ** Duties of a Nurse.”
The reviews in * Cultore and Progress” are of
Cook’s * Conscience,” ** Drone on Copyright,”
a comparison of Black’s + Muecleod of Dare,”
and Hardy’s © Return of the Native,” ete., etc.
‘The World's
Work”
bas
desriptions of

Dahis

Tis the Day of Resurrection :
Earth! tell it out abroa:'
The Passover of Gladness,
The Passover of God.
From Death to Life eternal,
From this world to the sky,
Our Christ hath brought us over,
With hymns of victory.

“ Lighted Buoys,” ** The Pedo-Motor,” ‘‘Stone
Planing Machine,” “Paper for Roofing Domes,”
“ Butter-package for Export,” ete..ete. “‘Brica-Brac” is considerably enlarged and has a
ballade, some Negro and Irish dialect, a satire
on the decorative mania, etc., ete.—~New York:

Scribner & Co.

Our hearts be pure from evil,

The April Atlantic opens with an interesting

That we may sec aright
The Lord in rays eternal
Of Resurrection Light;
And, 1.stening to His accents,
May hear, so calm and plain,
His own All Hail l—and, hearing,
May raise the victor strain!

paper on medieval poetry by Frank Foxcroft.
The subject is ** Easter Hymns from Old Clois-

ters,” thus making the paper applicable to the
season,

as well as clothing

uncertain suthorship—the
| translation :

original, and

of

its

‘“ Tolle valtum, Magdalena !
Redivivam aspice;
Vide, frons quam sit ameena,
Quinque plagas inspice;

Their notes let all things blend;
For Christ the Lord hath risen,—

Fulgent, sic

Our joy that hath no end.
The following stanzas are from a hymn in
the Roman Breviary, translated from the Latin
by Rev. Dr. Alexander Ramsay Thompson.
of New York:
We keep the festival
Of the slain Lamb our King;

ut margarita,

Ornamenta nove vite,
Halleluja I”
“ Lift thine eves, O Magdalena!
|.

See,

thy living Master

stands!

See his face, as ever, smiling;
See those wounds upon his hands,

On his feet, his sacred side,—

Gems that deck the Glorified.
Hallelujah?

The Red Sea passed,

And safe at last,
Our Leader's praise we sing.

Following this are the first five chapters

His love ineffable
He pledged in precious blood ;

of:

an anonymous serial, * Irene the Missionary,’
which carry the reader well into the story
and
fill him with
pleasant anticipations.
“ The Indian Territory,” “ New York Theaters,” “ New Lives of the Old Masters,” * A

And Priest most high,

The altar by,
Himself devoting, stood.

Working-man’s

Christ is our Passover!
And we will keep the feast
With the new leaven,
The bread of Heaven;
All welcome, even the least!

Word

on

Over-production,”

‘‘ The Burial of the Poet” (Richard Henry
Dana) by Longfellow, a biogruphical sketch of

Mr, Daua hy
an}

O Heavenly Champion |
Death thought to vanquish Thee,
But Death is slain;
* And Thou again
Art risen, and we are free.

H.
and

Ward,
Mr

sign” are “articles that give this
sketch by H. James, Jr.), * The

and“ The
Storv’s—D
number

both

Contributcrs’

Club”
(always
agreeable), a continuation
of the paper by Richard Grant White on “ Liv-

ing in London,” ** A Day in Colorado” (poem):
by Mary Mapes Dodge, a department of ** Education,’” under which the new plan for women’s instruction at Harvard is described and
indorsed, and a further consideration of * The
New York Cathedral” in a letter from Mr.

All glory be to Thee!
All worship to Thy name!
Thee we adore,
And evermore
Will celebrate thy fame!

John R. G.

This stanza is from a hymn by John ‘S. B.
Monsell, taken from his “ Hymns of
Praise for the Christian Year:”

Julius
monument

excellence and variety. Poetry, literary matters, fiction (including an excellent character

Hail, mighty Conqueror !
Under Thy glorious feet
The tyrant lies,
.
And gasps and dies;
What praise for. Thee is meet ?

Love and

Awake, glad soul! awake! awake!
Thy Lord hath risen long;
Go to His grave, and with thee take
Both tuneful heart and song;
Where life is waking all around,
Where love’s sweet voices sing,”

The first bright Blossom may be found
Of an Eternal Spring.
MAGAZINES,

Three of the illustrated papers in Scribner
for April are devoted respectively to * Henry
Bergh and his Work,” ¢“ John Ericsson” and
“Actors and Actresses of New York.” The paper on Ericsson is by W. C. Church,of the Army
and Navy Journal.
Among the topicstreated are the precocity of the young engineer,who,
inthe depths ofa pine forest,at the age of nine,
invented, among other contrivances,a ball-and-

socket joint upon hearing one mentioned, and
at the age of thirteen was put in ¢barge of 600
men in the survey of the Gotha ‘Ship Canal,

with an attendant to carry a stool to raise him
to the hight of his leveling instruments; the

romantic story of the Monitors;

a. charac-

Here is a stanza from a joyous Easter piece

Now let the Heavens be joyful!
Let earth her song begin!
Le! the round world keep triumph,
And all that is therein;
Invisible and visible,

THE

it with

ter that will make it ' welcome at all seasons.

the torpedo

vessel, the *“ Destroyer;” his last invention,the
solar engine (first complete description); char-

acter’ and persontil’ habits,
The paper on
* Henry Bergh'and ‘his Work” is largely anec-

dotal, and is wiiitten by CiiC.;Bueli# The personal appearance and history of Mrv Bergh, his

early interest in humane work, his dangerous
and courageous fight, against opposition of all
| kinds, the routjne of his work, and his Methods

of carrying his points are des: ribed.
fn
Snailety,” by Ernest Ingersoll, is & natural his-

Hassard fill out the pages

of this

standard magazine most agreesbly.—Boston:
Houghton, Osgodd & Co.
The April St. Nicholas opens with © Little
Puritans,” an article from the pen of Horace
E. Scudder, describing child-life
among the
early settlers of New England.
There ave two
illustrations, one of them, ‘* The Tithing-man
keeping order among the Little Puritans at
Church,” forming the frontispiece.
Thomas Hughes, the famous author of Tom
Brown’s ¢“ School-Days at Rugby,” contributes
a lively English boys’ story, which is illustrated with ecupital pictures.
Harriet Prescott
Spofford is represented
by the first half of a
story entitled *‘ A Boy Astronomer,”
one of

the illustrations being by C. 8. Reinhart.

The

New York training-school for*¢ Little House
maids,” popularly known as the * KitchenGarden,” with the games
and songs of the

children,

is described by Olive

long article profusely illustrated.

Thorne
Celia

ina
Thax-

ter presents a levely
Easter Soung;” Lucy
Larcom, a charming April poem
entitled
‘ Shower and Flower;” and Mrs. Mary Mapes
Dodge, some comical verses about ¢ The Little

Big Woman andthe Big Little Girl.”
are two tales of adventure:

one,

There

* A Morning

Call from a Panther,” dealing with life in Hindustan; the other, * Spoiling a Bbmbshell,”
describing, with the aid of a striking picture,
the daring act of a midshipman during a seafight. '' Besides’ all this, there are: a biographical sketch of John Milton, with threé portraits
of him at different periods of his life; a story
of German

fairies,

with a

beautiful picture;

and the usual overbrimniing' supply of good
things

in the

editorial

departments,— Jack-

in-the-Pulpit,” “ Letter-Box,”
, % RiddleBox.”—New York: Seribuerd) Gout 4

tory paper off #ii out-of-the-way subifect;' tipon

Wide Aviakte opens odApril Wohiber with a
which Mr. Henry Marsh has expended some , quaint frontispiece by Robert Lewis, being a
delicate éngraving.! * The Medsnre ofa‘ Man,”
ship-board sceneof the 18th century, . illustrat‘pains with our floors, and we must ‘have,
by William Page the artist, is an account of
something better than the common un-; ‘his re-discoveryof the ancient proportions of ing the opening historical story by Mrs. Curwen, entitled
The Maid of Norway.” Iti
painted ones.— American Agrioulturist.
the perfeet: human figure, with diagrams in exfollowed by*a seasonable and instructive illusplanation of the theory. The unillugtrated ma- trated paper about * April, Fools and Other
! Tae FAsHIONS, © The edges of bonnets terial includes an unsigned paper, entitled ¢¢ A’ Fools,” by Ji'F. Packard. ‘There is also a de-

mer.

Butin that case we must take more

“hair fell over his forehead in curls. I
¢* Do you remember ‘when’ hp canght!’ ¢¢ Friend? friend P—where have 1 ‘a thought of him as. the noble fellow are left unbound this season,—There are Journey to a Pblitical Convention”: (the Cinwe all loved and admired, not as the 125 kinds of ruching in the market.—The
cinnati Convention, 1876), which way be, read
us with our new kerosene cans filled
friend?”
<1 104
dissipated sot who, as it were, flung him- straw hats, in bright colors, are to be used with interest in connection with Preside tial
with burning fluid—not the sort the outforecastings ; an essay by Rev. Dr. C. 0.1
Thad him in a quiet sleep an hour self to the winds,
for traveling.—Immense ‘quantities © of fany on ¢ The Tendency of Modern Thotightif
He opened his eyes as the day was end- Lisle thread gloves lave been imported as Séen in {Roménism ‘and Rationalism,” the
2 Gentlemen,
pleased to call our
) Weeks on a spree, and his bill ing and said faintly :
for Summer wear.—Lace gloves with guthor finding in the antipodal systems a cerhe said, ¢ your recitations. do not show so, e en
¢¢Is there any hope?”
much illumination as these frequent pur- was still unsettled. Tt was not until I
long fingers are coming into fashion tain drift toward:the same general method of
went security myself, that I got him fixed
«Of what?” I asked.
again.—Cotton Valenciennes for trimming thought ; a short story by Miss Adeline Trafton,
chases would seem to wartant; permit
“That I may meet my little Belle! Is Summer dresses costs two cents and a called * Fraulein,’ and another by Kristofer,
me to examine. Ah! I see; you fill Jou as a man in his situation should be. I
‘was with him that night, and studied his God merciful 7
half a yard.—Underskirts have’ plaited Janson, a well-known Norwegian author, enstomachs instead of your lamps.”
ruffles
of Hamburg embroidery, and are titled ‘ Half-witted Guttorm,” written es
face
closely,
for
I
could
mot
get
out
of
“Yes,” I answered, taking his hand,
turned out the best old cognac- in he
made with deep yokes at the top.—Dark pecially for this magazine, and turned into Enmy
mind
the.
impression
that
I
had
seen
and
pressing
it,
‘God
is
merciful;
market, and leftus a blue set. No use
velvet, light shirred satin or India muslin lish by Mr. Boyesen. ‘ Falconberg,” by the
he made you, he forgives you.”
are all used for facing the new Spring latter, comes-to an end with this number, Mrs.
to try that dodge again. The contents of him before.
Will he give me back my little Belle, bonnets.—Am. Cultivator.
Burnett's story of ¢ Haworth’s”
reaches
a
those cans so often smuggled up the hill |- When he opened his eyes and fixed

side would inflicate, bu} wish; Wp wers | ho bréathing like a child, ' He had

Beneath the storm the cattle cower;
It beats upon the growing grain,

tion of poetry relating to one special subject,
and he will be both charmed aud satisfied by
the poetic beauty and grand sentiments that
breathe from its pages. It remains to present
an extract or two, showing the nature and
beauty as well as sublimity of the collection.

bave, . $ir;

away.
* Harry, what a fool you were to show
the gentleman that spot in the melon.
Now you can take it home for your pains,
or throw it away. How much wiser is he
about those lobsters I caught yesterday r
Sold them for the same price I did the
fresh ones. He would never have looked
at the melon until he had gone away.”
‘* Ben, I would not tell a lie, or act one

on her head,and only slippers on her feet,

| robbed me of friends, fortune, Wife and
cane] his . aa eyes |. in the world?”
ry slightly. sarcas“ Yes, you have; come out ote

chase being

And molten with a golden stain.

led

which it was written, the author, ete.
There
is un index of first lines, of Latin titles, of authors,and of translators. The reader willbe sur-

by,

¢ Are those lobsters fresh?” he continued, turning to Ben Williams.
“4 Yes, sir, fresh this morning ; I caught
them myself,” was the reply, and ‘a pur-

wear when she was sick,and with nothing
she stole after me.

mation

I

which

tionalities, although the translations
are all
made into English. Each hymn hus a note prefixed, when it was possibleto give any infor-*

forever."— New

future.”

and

had

died,”

came

that

standard by which the selection has been made.
The volume contains one hundred and seventyseven pieces, extending over fifteen centuries,
and representing poets of eight distinct na-

ing into the boy’s fine open countenance, ‘is it very business-like to point out the
defects of your fruit to the customers?”
‘It is “better than being dishonest!”
said the boy, modestly. .
*“ You are right, little fellow ; always
remember that principle, and yon will
find favor with God and man also. I
shall remember your little stand in the

*¢ wait

until you are calm.”
¢¢1 shall tell it now or never.
«It was Christmas eve.
They

her

as

here many familiar sacred songs, since religious feeling as well as poetic beauty was the

unsound spot in it,” said the boy, turning
it over.
*¢ So there is,” said the man; * 1 think
I will not take it. But,” he added, look-

there,”

wrong,

love

so disappointing

him among the hymn-books. * The popular
hymn is not often the best poem. But we have

I have waited for her

* The melon is the last

pointing upward.
‘She did her best to
save me, and she died for me.”
;
Tears dimmed the blue eyes, and sobs
shook his frame.
“I'll tell you all about it, Albert. You
always had a big heart. You will blame
me, but I know you will pity, too
‘ Shae came the year after we were
married. We always called her our gift,
for she came Christmas eve. When she
was big enough to speak she would lisp:
‘1am the Christ-child’s gift to you, papa.’
‘¢ By-and-by she learned what was amiss
in our

were

and though it looks very fair, there is an

‘I have Something they can't divorce.
Ihave

shower;

Behold! the gentle sun is shining!

we

and placing his hand upon it, said—
* What a fine large melon ! What do
you ask for it, my boy?”

hoarsely, ‘an habitual drunkard I”
He was still a few moments, then starting forward, he said, fiercely :

a never ending

I hear the pattering of the rain,
I hear it rattle on the pane,—
And then I see the mist entwining
Nor one position long retain.
Behold ! the gentle sun is shining!

has been

as

money-cup, when a gentleman

whispered

down

.

down his cheeks, ‘‘ intimate

and the other supplied with lobsters and
fish. The market hours passed along,
and each little merchant saw with pleasure his stores steadily decreasing, and an
equivalent in silver shining in his little

You ask-

SHINE.

had listened to the story with tears rolling

little stands, sat down to wait for customers.
One was furnished with fruits and
vegetables of the boys’ own cultivation,

She is to me.

AND

natonly for Easter, but for all seasons,for when

THE YOUNG MERCHANT.
Two country lads came at an early hour
to a market town, and, arranging their

I had

Pour

sents a fuller collection than we have ever
seen of poetry, hymus and Christian songs that
relate especially to the rising of Christ and to
the hopes based thereon. Thus it is uppropriate

re

I wish I had been shot,

before I brought myself to this.

RAIN

The clouds are thick and darkly lower;
The sullen sodden sky would fain

is the believer's heart not ready to rejoice and
be glad at thought of the risen Redeemer? But
few of the pieces are in use for public worship.
The editor tells us that no part of his' research

long—I shall
York Ledger.

.

been chained—yes,

with you; I will

The poetry of this number ;

We present. the following :

As though exulting in its power,’
The storm beats down with steady Stain;
Upon the ivy of the tower
1 hear the pattering of the rain;
1t swiftly sweeps acrose the plain.—
And then I see the sky refining

his becomes mine.

cans!

I Wish

I will come

*It is nearly two years since he

I smuggled

‘I curse the trick now.

for,

continued the doctor. ¢ To-morrow I invite you to my wedding; the wife once

it into my room and drauk the stuff that
laid the foundation of what I am to-day.
I thought it élever then to elude the professor’s watchful eye. I thought liquor
stimulated my brain. I thought it a great
joke.”

mine,

in college, I never knew what became
of him. A brilliant life cut short by rum.
He sent word to us to hate it. We will,
Boys, let us forswear it.”

‘¢ Albert, you loved her,” he continued.

kerosene

than

« Poor Horace,” said the professor,who

‘“ I wish you had married her. I broke
her heart! I loved her, but I loved cursed
Oh, those

answer

sixth installment,
is excellent,

RESURGIT: A Collection of Hymns and Songs
of the Resurrection,
Edited, with Notes,
by Frank Foxcroft.
With an Introduction
by Andrew Preston Peabody, D. D, Boston:

Belle.

*“ Where is she?” I asked.
He mournfully shook his head.
*“ Dead ?” I questioned still.
‘No. Would to God she were dead
and still mine,” he said, passionately.

drink better.

Frterary Bebiels,

g0 wrong no more.”
There was a convulsive tremor, the
radiant expression faded away—then I
was alone; Horace had gone to his little

knew

tell them my story. - Tell them: I meant
| to reform, but drink mastered me. It has

« ¢ Gentlemen,’ said he,

to papa!

:

They helped me on to this!

petit]

lifting his eyes, his beaming eyes, he exLee & Shepard. 16mo. pp. 852. ($2.00).
claimed rapturously :
This externally beautiful volume is still more
* * Belle, my precious Belle, God's gift" beautiful in the nature of its contents, It pre-

Yes, it was our valedictorian, the pride
of our class. You will pardon me, knowing as you all do the story of my disappointed love, that my first thought was of

lip!

tie.

He had other

the

rival,

He

I can't be

but will he give me back my little Belle ?”

the man who had taken the best
part of
my life. All that was. left of his proud
beauty were the matchless eyes, and they
burned like lights in a deserted city. I
uttered one word, *‘ Horace.”
me, and whispered, ** Albert.”

Christmas

96, 1879.

from her. She loved me.
Somehow I
feel he pities me and that he will forgive,

ed palace, and out of mud a brilliant
say, * Don’t, papa.’
gem, I find, after all, my chief delight is
“I used to think I wouldn't, but I did.
in studying the human family, the lls of
I
tried
to stop at One glass, but the thirst
the body and the tortures of mind, tracmaddened
me. Belle was six years old.
ing the cause and seeking the cure.
I had grown worse and worse, and noIt seems as if a doctor carried his
dy but this child had any faith in me.
profession outside. I never came into a
he led me home many a time and said,
town without being consulted within
twenty-four hours. I might spin you a ‘Promise truly, papa; I know you can
dozen stories, and crowd them with hu- keep sober.’ I would promise and we
would seal the promise with a kiss, and
mor and pathos, but bo-night I have only
on the morrow I would break my word.
one to tell.
¢“ There came a time when she went
of
I was sitting in the TIE,
after me"—here he broke out into sobs.

Which was Charlie and which was me,

A BITTER NUT.
Who cracks the nut to-night?

on me in a questioning way, I startOh, those beautiful blue eyes, with
heavy black lashes! those eyes caof so much expression, that flashed

mines, bringing out of rubbish a regulati throwing: ‘her arms-about my neck, would

Never stopping to see if his load was gone.

where

rath-

er feel our pulses bounding, even though
the re-action brought headache and nausea.

what

Whippity, lickity, kickity, ho!
If we badn’t fun, then I don’t know!

sometimes, but never omitted.

toasts over

| years ago I had joined the Scientific Ex-

But he broke out again with a lion’s roar,
And we on two legs, he on four,

You see, we had a fashion

inter

rupted the LL.D., with a sly laugh.
** No, no,” answered the doctor, with
dignity ; * but when the fun came in that
had the true ring in it, I was not behind,
you know that well; I held from the
start that man was not made a beast, but
the master of himself. My motto was,

tone :
You

Down, down in a jolly wreck,
With the captain rolling under the deck.

sun, one-cast anchor

dled then in many cases burned on, a
blue flame, remorseless and scorching,
licking up, as does a prairie fire, every

time did not like a chill ; we would

And made a ship and hoisted sail,
And crossed the sea in a fearful gale,—

an odd way of expressing it,

You see, the fire kin-

¢ Certainly,” was the answer; but
there were some dry throats, and quite a
damper was thrown upon us.
We who had come together for a good

Such fun as we had one rainy day,

Family

something to do with the kerosene can of
our college days.

| ruddy wine; to-night I shall refrain. As
for you, let social glass alone until my
nut is cracked, and then, if yam wish,
pledge yourselves, and pass the bumper

FATHER AT PLAY.

And tried to ’rest us,

as

taste, but bear with me, for the story has

and my feet steady.

— Margaret J. Prestonin Baldwin's Monthly.
EC ‘ _ectr rrr st

girls raved over and the boys envied. I
knew them well ; their bewitching gaze 1
had not forgotten ; they won what I lost.

you every night, and had

The day that we dreamed of comes at length,
‘When, tired of every mocking quest,
And broken in spirit and shorn of strength,
‘We drop, indeed, at the door of rest,
And wait and watch as the day wanes on ;—
But the angels we meant to call are gone!

gift?

of note, and an authority on scientific

me there.

And then—we'll call the angels in.

my

them
ed.
their
pable

| to throw on the ground what would place

As banishes care’s disturbing din,

MARCH

did more damage than we can ever calculate.”
It was our other distinguished one who
spoke---a comparatively. young man, but
already leading his profession ; an author
well as medical subjects.
“1 am appointed to crack the nut tonight,” he continded ; the nut is somewhat bitter, and may not be to your

And grant to our goaded hearts a hush
That is holy enough to let them hear
The footsteps of angels drawing near,

STAR,

Iightful illustrated story of child-life in one of
our frontier forts, by Mrs. Le Boutillier, of Dakota,
An amusing story is ‘ The ForbesDoolan Affair,” written and illustrated by Mr.

Bishop, the author of * Detmold” in last year’s
Atlantic. No. IV.of the “ American Artists”
series, by Myr. Benjamin, relating to Wm, M.
‘Chase, portrait and studio drawn in pen and

ink by Mr. Chase himself; and No, XXIII. of
the Poets’ Homes” series,about Col, Paul H,

Hayne, the Southern poet; written by Charles
¥., Richardson, and accompanied by a portrsit
and a view of the 'poat’s romantic Georgia home
ut Copse Hill, appear here. The May number
promises a host

of

good

things,—Boston: D.

THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 26. 1879.

i

Titerary Miscellany.

years later: ¢ You first kindled in me if
not

and beauty and

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

]

i

i

y

Let a man overcome anger by love.

Let him

love,

It was in 1796 that the fearful domestic

calamity occurred which gave such an
impress to his life. There was a tendency
to insanity in his ‘family. He himself
was confined six weeks in a madhouse
soon after he passed his twentieth birthday. “Many a vagary,” he says, ‘‘my

overcome evil by good.— Buddha.
.
~ The painter Giotto, Vasari tells us, rénewed imagination played with me, enough to
art, because he, put more goodness into his |
make a volume ifall were told.” He was
heads,—Emerson.
‘good; and it will ever bubble up if thou wilt
ever dig.—Marcus Aurelius.
;
Nothing exasjierates more than a considera passionate

hatred

does so

The wise physician is on friendly terms with
death. It is as mucha Piiysiol
ical necessity
as life, and though, like
the visit ofan officer
of Jus ce, its entrance must Jo: 19 allowed

without a proper warrant, yet
that warra
is sure to gr Whi at last—Dr. O. W,
Holmes.
Politics; howeverdhey make the intellect active, sagacious, and inventive within a certain
sphere generally extinguish its thirst for uni-

versal truth, paralyze sentiment and imagination, corrupt the simplicity of the mind destroy
that confidence in human virtue which lies at

the foundation
of

philanthropy

sacrifices, and end in cold

and

prudent

ness. ~Dr. Channing.
Characters that in Jonh

;
have

generous

selfish

been most

volatile and most worldly, often, when bowed
down and dejected by the adversity which they
are not fit to encounter,become the most morbidly devout ; they ever require an excitement,

and when earth

denies it they seek

tiently from heaven,— Bulwer

it impa-

Lytton.

How much better were it that thou shouldst
even lose something for thyself, and win oth:
ers thereby, than thon shouldst remain on thy
hight, and
let thy
brother
perish! Like the
servant who hid his Lord’s talent, though thou

fastest, sleepest on the earth, strewest

with ashes and ever mournest,

no use to others, thou doest
Chrysostom.

thysclf

if thou

nothing
;

artef

great.—

FRED

Lamb. :

MYRON

COLBY.

XV.
The Essays of Elia will probably

be

‘read with delight as long as the English
Mnguage
is spoken. There are few
things in English literature which are so

exquisite

and

idyllic.

Their

grace and flavor is the more

delicate
perceptible

after reading Macaulay's brilliant rhetoric, and De Quincey’s powerful logic.
The style is indeed a model of quaint and
graceful elaboration, showing both the
original genius and the familiarity of the

writer with the

best specimens

of the

Elizbethan
age. Combined
‘with this
felicity of expression are the profoundest
thoughts and the rarest, richest fancies.
Touches of thie finest humor enliven the
philosophy dnd the poetry of these essayss
and the humor bas assumed a deeper
interest and commands a higher admira-

tion now that we know the terrible memories and sorrows of the writer's day—
“The troubles strange,
Many and strong, that throng about his life,”

nothing

of Elia are Charles Lamb's
bequest to the world. He
other things, all noted for
and fanciful treatment, but

that

will compare

with

the

Essays. His literary ambition shewed
itself at an early age, and his association
—with all of the greatest minds

of his

age

in England stimulated and fostered his
taste. - But: he did not owe to any of
them the formation of his clear, vigorous,
and racy style. That was inherent, and
the outgrowth of long studies and communions with the writers of the old
English prose. In literary biography we
can not separate the author from the
book, and before we discuss further the
Essays of Elia let us look at the man,
Charles Lamb.
.
He was born in London, Feb. 10, 1775.
He was therefore about two months
old when the British soldiers went to
shear and came back shorn, on that sunny

April morning when the first patriot
blood ensanguined the green of Lexington. Up in the Lowland fields of Scotland, near the Ayr, Burns was putting his
carliest poetry into form. William Robertson was laboring at his. third great
work,

The

History

of

America,

which

appeared in 1777.. Poor Goldsmith had
been lying in his grave a year, and David
Hume had yet one more year to live.
The elder Lamb, who was originally
from Lincolnshire, the home of the famous Saxon hero Hereward, and afterwards of the still more famous Cardinal

Wolsey, was servant and friend to one of
the benches of the Inner Temple.
He,
too, had a talent for literature, aud about
the time his more talented son was born,

he publisheda volume of verses which
evinee his-humor and taste. In the Inner
Temple, Charles passed the first seven

- years of his life, and

was then sent to

the school of Christ's Hospital,

remained

until his fifteenth

where

year.

he

The

boy had a delicate frame and was constitutionally timid, but the sweetness of his

disposition made him a favorite at school.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge was his schoolfellow and one of his earliest and most
esteemed friends.
It was the father's ambition to have his
‘son a minister, but a slight impediment
in his speech unfitted him for the clerical

profession.

she always had premonition of the recurherself

indicate the moment when she should be
taken to the asylum, where she would
remain until her . restoration. Charles
devoted his whole life to her,

and

So the lad was reluctantly

with his single care to look after and
comfort her.
:
The young clerk was now working for
the East India company, having entered
in 1792. He was paid a good salary,
which was gradually increased until his
retirement in 1825. Prompted by Coleridge he had employed his leisure hours
the

composition

which

were

conjointly

of

several

published

in

with Coleridge

volume

and Charles

on its

publication

in 1801,

H.; a pleasant farce

with

a

trivial

of his

aa

His literary efforts were now

into new channels.
He had already
begun his studies of the old English
authors, and after two years’ labor he
produced his Specimens of English Dramatic Poets who lived about the time of
Shakespeare.
This was received with
more-favor than any of his preceding
works. Some very fine and elaborate
essays, written by him shortly after,
to appear

from time to time in

The

Reflector, aquarterly magazine established
by Leigh Hunt in 1810. The one on
Garrick and Acting, as well as those on
Hogarth, and The Farewell to Tobacwo,
attracted considerable attention and were
widely read. The following ten years of
his life widely increased
his celebrity as
an author, and when the london Magazine was established in 1820,

one

of the

principal

he

became

contributors.

Essays of Elia, first collected in

1823,

which The Last Essays of Elia were
added in 1833, appeared originally in’ this
periodical.
:
:
In 1825 occurred one of the most notable events of Lamb's uneventful

life,

his

retirement
from
his clerkship. For
thirty-three years he had been in the office
of the India house, his salary during the
last six years being seven hundred
pounds a year. He had done faithful
service,
and
great consideration had
uniformly been shown him by his superiors. A life annaity of four hundred
and fifty pounds was granted him, a
strong and valuable testimony of his
employer's gratitude for his services. He
was now possessed of an independence,
and placed above all fear of want by his
yearly pension, His exultation on his
release

appears in a letter that

to: Wordsworth,
on

Tuesday

in

he

“I came home
last week.

The

wrote

forever
incom-

his literary

critic, and

Talfourd,

the

historian,

and

Leigh ‘Hunt, and Coleridge, and Southey,
and De Quincey, and Hood, the volatile.
Over the group presided Lamb, stammer-

ing

out witticisms, puns and fine re-

marks, while his sweet, unfortunate sister
played the hostess’ part wiih all the

grace of an Aspasia.

Hazlitt said of her

that she was the only thoroughly reasonable woman he had ever met. The
deaths of Hazlitt and Coleridge heavily

afflicted the brother and sister, and the
large cirele of friends ever seemed small
after they were. gone. With that great
sorrow brooding over them, they never
forgotto be genial, loving, appreciative

gistor Mary

lived until 184%; On her

eath, the East India company

widow was entitled, and upon

this allow-

was kept alive by conversations and cor- ance and what she earned by her pen,
respondence with’ his friend Coleridge.

Charlestown,

fu-

she made a handsome living.

‘She was

In a letterto the latter Lamb said, some eighty-two years old when she died.
itt iieg
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his long
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church in Meredith, and with that church
Christian efforts were chiefly connected,

few vears since, he had an opportunity
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Ague .in Breasts
The
Extract is cleanly and
efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without if.
No phy-

Disease,

Morning
LINE
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it
copy

And other chronic ailments.

[Extract from

tion, has been hailed with delight, not only
by the sufferers who have regained health,
enjoyment, and a new lease of life through
its beneficent qualities, but by the medical
profession, who very frequently prescribe its

use to their patients.”

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS
are indorsed and approved by the most eminent medical and seientific authorities in
the world, by the Faculties of France, England, Austria, Prussia, Belgium, and America, and by well-known writers, who refer to
the extraordinary cures effected by Pulver.

of ten

212 Broadway,

of the Religious Informer and subsequent
of the Morning. Star. These helps, with daily reading of the Holy Scriptures, enabled
him to give an intelligent reason for the - hope |.

and faith he entertained, and gave point to his

NEW

Hon, R. V.PIERCE,

INO. E. PIERCE, Sece

not

Sunday

live,

asked

how

it

looked to him, he said, ¢ It is all bright in the
future for me, but I think of my. family.” He
leaves a wife, one son, three daughters, and an

aged mother to mourn their loss,
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thority of the General Conference.
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Our Faith and Covenant
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18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
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Question Books
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ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
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Butler's Commentary
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reading. $1.0v ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
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the namesof all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
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unnatural causcs, Irregularities,
Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
from 1780 Lo 1830. It describes with considerably
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency, { detail, the early events of our denominational
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Memoir of GeorgeT. Day.
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all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so confident am
1 that it will not disappoint the most sanguine ex-

pectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the aliments for which I reconimend it. that 1 offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(For

|

is a large religious

of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under

OHRONIC DISEASES of all forms come within
province of our ar Mapect ities,

death

morning. ' When

being

Pres.

NINE PHYSICIANS AND

24,

which he bore with
Christian fortitude and
resignation. As he drew near the dark valley

told he could

in

of woman,

INSTITUTE.—J.

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

ty of

1829. In 1887 he came to Michigan, and in
1842 he became a member the first ¥. B.
church of Hadley, now Goodrich, enduring
the hardships an ¥ Pivations of 8 new coun.
try. His wife died
in 1845. Married Dee, 31,
846, to Naomi Feris. During all this time he
has been a faithful member of the church,
' His last sickness was long und painful, having

‘Wednesday and died

5

The term, however, 1s hut a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. Ihave, while witnessing its posi=
results
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FREEMAN COOLADGE died Oct. 24, 1878,
aged 68 years. He was born in Attica, N. Y.,
Oct. 8, 1810, was converted at the
of nineteen, and was baptized by Rev. Rufus
Cheney,
and united with
F. B. church of Attica.

Lord. He leavesa wife and seven children,
four sons and three daughters to mourn: their
loss.
“+ » = C,P. GOODRICH.

for these diseases.

E.

The Morning Star.

of every session, and the

testimony as a witness for Christ, and led him

to make such disposition of his property as
would be for the interests of the church and
glory of God. He leaves one brother and two
sisters to mourn the loss of a Christian brother,
A. SARGENT,

he was cheerful,
and his Hope in God was bright
and strong. His-last words were, Praise
fhe

remedy

or
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STAR is for an older class
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each,
Packages of ien or more to

London.

R. V. PIERCE, M. D.. Pro1’r, World's Dispensary

BE Avoid bogus appliances claiming electric qualities. Our Pamphlet explains how to

of his father, he availed himself of the benefits

been an invalid for sixk Jears before his

tive

Principal,

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper. peautifully illustrated

By an immense Prachee at the World's Dispen=
sary and Invalids’ Hotel, having treated many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
have been enabled to perfec # most potent and posi-

Favorite

PULVERMACHER CALVANIC CO,,

many

Sept.

CO.

and Invalids’ Hotel, Buntlalo, N. Y.

wards of one hundred ‘medical and philosophical works.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and THE ELEC.
TRIC QUATERLY, a large Illustrated Journal,
containing full particulars mailed free.
Address

of all other
the influence

Sanborn,

BY

macher’s Electric Belts and Bands, in up-

children, died in Effingham
,N. H.,Jan. 6, aged
59 years and 10 months.
She,with her husband
and others, professed religion,and was baptized
by Eider Joseph Davis, and united with the
1st F'. B, church in Effingham in 1842. She
lived and died on the place wherethey first settled. Respected in life, lamented in death, she
was a good wife, mother and. Christian.
She

He was married to Edna

ONLY

+

remedy is universally ackmowledged to be
safe. Another advantage is the facility with
which the progress of the disease and cure
can be watched, and if the Belt be not quite
in the right place, it can be very easily readjusted so as to cever the partsaffected. The
Pulvermacher Electric Belt, and its perfec:

LYDIA A. DRAKE, relict of Samuel L. Drake,
and twin daughter of Capt. Morris and Mrs.

ests ruled him in the disposition
interests. In his youth, through

It

Always

WOMAN

“American,”

jury being done to the patient, as an external

Levi PHILLIPS died in Attica, N. Y., March
9, aged 72 years.
Bro. Phillips was born in:
N. H., but came into this town at an early age,
and was one of the oldest residents.
He Dbecame a Christian in his early manhood, joining first the M. E. and soon after the F. B.
church.
Bro. Phillips was a very quiet and
industrious man, loving most of all his home
and family.
Only one week before his death
he stood beside his dying wife with whem he
is so soon reunited,
He leaves tive children
and many friends to mourn théir double loss,
;
G. W. K.

friends to mourn their loss.

Baltimore

wrapper.

genuine.

Teke no other pre.
be pressed.

EXTRACT

New York and
ROLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

mended to general use for the following reasons: First, for its wonderful properties for
the cure of diseases of the kidneys, stomach,
liver and blood; secondly, for its extreme
simplicity, and the fact of its being applied
putside, precludes all possibility
‘of any in-

CHARLWS HENRY, son of Charles M. and
Bathsheba Butterfield, died at Freshwater,
Colusa County, Cal, Jan. 17, aged about 24
years.
He was born in Mass;, and at the age
of fifteen came with his parents te California,
where he remained until his death.
He leaves
a wife and one child, mother and step-father
to mourn their loss.
CoM,

with

PREPARED

YOND’S

“The Pulvermacher Electric Belt is recom-

in Temple, Me.,
C. CAMPBELL,

daughter

the

trade-mark on surrounding

: Prices 50c., $1.00, and $1.75.
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December 21, 1878.]

Mrs. CuiviE Horrr, wife
of Benjamin
Hoitt, died in Nottingham, March 2, aged 65
years and 9 months. - The hope in Jesus seemed her stay in painful sickness and in death.
She was converted many years ago and baptized by Eld. Garland.
C. C. FOSTER.

leaves one son and one

and Company's

is never sold in bulk. . None other is

insist on having Pond’s Extract.
paration, however much you may

VOLUNTARY
~ TESTIMONY.

ESTHER, widow of Isaac Brown, died in
Camden, Feb. 15. Sister 8. was the mother
of mine children, three of them still living, six
having passed over the river before her.
She
experienced religion in 1854, and was baptized
by Rev. J. Mariner, and united with the F. B.
church in Rockville, remaining a faithful member till her Master called her home.
For the
past two years she has been a great sufferer,
but ber unwavering faith in Christ helped her
bearit all with patience.
Often of late she
expressed her desire to be absent from the
body and to be present with the Lord. .
BENJAMIN STUDLEY died at Rockville, Feb.
24, aged 59 years.
Mr. 8. was a hard-working
man and a first class carpenter, being foreman
on the meeting-house now standing in Rockville. He leaves a wife and five children to
mourn their loss.
F. COOPER, JR.

Nancy Leavitt, and the last of a family

cle has the words * Pond’s Extraet,” blown in the glass,

. Indigestion,

of eight

VERSES are inadmissible.

SISTER MARY TRIPP died
Dec. 6, aged 75 years.
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Freewill Baptist Publications.

need be called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamJiilet which accompanies each bottle gives
11 directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.
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BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Spring term begins
Mar. 11, 1879
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study, —Collegiate, Scientitic, Ladies’ English and
Classical Send for Catalogue. Address,
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ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
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of accidents.
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tion. No primary 4ustruction. - With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seiuinary and English Course. Yor tull catalogue.
8 the
pal.
IrviNG B. SmiTH.

rs are material
,
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The Extract {is the only.
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distressing

and close Stay

Ridgeville, Indiana.

ntro. and cure them,
Do not
elay
it on a pearance 0 first symptoms

y

his
A

COLLEGE.

March 11, 1879,

1LTON

ly
trying

ness the workings of the Mormon belief, as he
spent some time in Utah, and emphatically declared that the terrible evils of its foul system
of polygamy could not be estimated. He
leaves two children and several grandchil-

Truly,

should
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ye
cases of internalbl

in

RIDGE,
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the Secretary,

in Mere-

He was a member of the F.

Nervousness,
Urinary Diseases,

Obituaries

public.

uicang, ches

Mass.,

He was born

General Ill-Health,

PARTICULAR

tanchi

and i used by Physicians, of all selioojss with
the
"
n
Nasal and Fea

:

home

dren, ‘ The righteous shall be in everlasting
remembrance,”
v
Com.

'\ DEA. J. DEMERIT BERRY died inStrafford, |
“how to 'grantedito her. the pension to which a March 2, aged 54 fii He took his bed

ambition

in

will open

RL

fits fortiet

Annual mee
Trustees
May 27.
ment Thursday, May 20. For ca

or internal, it is always reliable,

Death

prehensibleness-of my condition overMosEs FoLsom,
distinguish the genuine from the spurious.
whelmed me. It was like passing from
JOHN GREELEY died at hs residence in
life into eternity.”
Wilmot, Feb. 11, aged 69 years. Inthis death
church of which he ‘wus a member for
The remaining ten years of his life the
many years has lost a
illar of strength. He |
were spent
chiefly at Enfield, with 1 was honored, respected, and trusted as ‘a eitiIn his home he was a kind husband, a
the exception of the first three, which he zen.
loving father, a beloved brother and a devoted
passed at London. At his chamber in Christian. His house was eyer a home for the
of God.
In the church he was cathoInner Temple
Lane there assembled servants
lic in spirit, with strong sympathy for the
weekly the elite of the literary world of people of his own choice, in whose counsels
London. Hazlitt went there, the clever he was highly esteemed. His spiritual inter-

. the wolf must be kept from the doer, and brother's
Meanwhile

died

IDGEVILLE

will cure as

dith, N. H,, where he resided the larger part
of his life, ‘When quite young, he consecrated

The |—
to

member,

his

No other medicine
:
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HN

Hemorrhages.

J. W. HILLS,

Bimee)s to God's service, and during
ilgrimage, he labored actively an

®bitnaries.

words.

directed

Extract.
quickly.
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INSTITUTE. —North

This Institution enters upon
Sept. 2, 1878. For "further
the
1.
.
No Scituate, R. I.
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J. A. Hows, Sec.

TADEAM

Neuralgia.
alae
pains of the
are
cured by the free use of the

Female Complaints,

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

wreck

CrAM

Kidney

was hissed down, and the amiable author,

;

brightness.

12, aged 79 years.

Mrs. M. B. Myer.

BRIEF and

after made a jest of the

aus

Feb.

plot,

who sat with his sister in the front of the
pit, hooted as loudly as any one, and ever

duty.

8 %y was unclouded and

ture beamed with

expeuse,

Yours

re-

can

twenty-

peacefully passed over to the

beyond.

any excuse for enduring it, since Allan's
Anti-Fat is an effectual remedy for this
abnormal condition.
;
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 15th, 1878,
Botanic Medicine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.:
Gentlemen—I lost three pounds while
taking one bottle of Allen’s Anti-Fat.

which was produced at Drury Lane Theater in 1806. On its first presentation it

dramatic hopes;

the body,

$835,000.

ceived a bantering notice from
the
Edinburgh Review. He made another
dramatic attempt some years’ later, Mr.

faithful

for

LONTON, D. D.,

Vihear, ea cy pos blag tic

cured by using Pond’s

found him prepared, and his spirit, freed from

a vexatious burden, and there is no longer

Gray, and was associated with Southey

gers, but

and

He was a

and ever at hls post, ready

How many young women who have inherited a predisposition to embonpoint
have ruined their health by drinking vinegar, to reduce their forms to graceful proportions. Allan's Anti-Fat is absolutely
harmless.
It promotes digestion, and accomplishes its work imply by preventing
an undue assimulation ofthe fatty ingredients of the food.
Excessive fatness is

poems,

a

time

five years since.

vo

disease in its various forms.

non, twenty-six years.
He was an esteemed
and worthy citizen.
He became 8 member of

the F. B, church of this place nearly

ICHORS LATIN SCHOOL.—The spect worl
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—
and every eff
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made to do
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ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGIC
B —For farther RLU
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ident, 0. B. CHENEY, D. or Prof. Joux
Fur.

No
other
Rheumatism.
Japan.
gm
ever
performed such wonde!
cures of

Bro. Miller had been a resident of Bellever-

Stop Drinking Vinegar.

Lloyd in 1797. In the following year he
produced his prose tale of Rosamond

He had little’ love. for the ‘business, but His

do it.

about

into the employment of that house early

in

got the

ships being loaded by their aid at night as
well as in the day-time.
The number of fires that took place in
Paris during the past year was 2744, Twenty of them were caused by accident, 2300
by imprudence or negligencé, and 200 by
defects of buildings.
The approximate
damage done by these fires is estimated at

admit-

Their friends could
forced to accept-a different fortune, and and thoughtful.
!
as a university éareer incurred a greater never complain of them.
Charles Lamb died in December, 1854.
expense than his father could well afford,
Lamb found his educational projects ‘While taking his daily morning walk he
brought suddenly to a close, ‘At the age accidentally, fell, .and slightly wounded
of seventeen this gentle stuttering recluse his face, Erysipelas shortly ensued,
icli
terminated fatally in a few: days,
became a elerkin the South Sea louse.
this was the easiest way'he

Boston docks, saving

ted no connection which would interfere

began

and his heroic self-devotion to his afflicted

sister.
The Essays
best literary
wrote many
their delicate

Her life after this

was an intermittent insanity, Fortunately,

and Coleridge in preparing a volume of
fugitive poetry, under the title of the
Annual Anthology. His tragedy of John
Woodvil ,was written about the same
time. This was rejected by the mana-

SOME LATER ENGLISH WRITERS.
Charles

to death with a knife, while suffering a

rence of her disorder, and would

and

T.

he left the place, Nov. 5, for the West. He
served the Westmoreland Q. M. a while as
clerk. He went West with a view to business,
but his days were few after leaving home.
NICHOLAS - MILLER died in Bellevernon,
Pa., June 29, 1878, of paralysis, aged 77 vears.

ague.— Wheeling Leader.
A contemporary informs us that ¢ Texans raise hemp.” We can inform our
contemporary that hemp very frequently
raises Texans,
!
A Boston young man married against the
wishes of his parents, and in telling a
friend how to break the news to them,
said: ¢ Tell them first that I am dead, and
gently work up to the climax.”
Electric lights dre used on some of the

more strongly marked in his sister Mary.
One day at dinner she stabbed her mother

paroxysm of madness.

there

«H.

THOMAS COOPER died suddenly of apoplexy
at Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 24, 1878, aged 45 "PAIN
years, Bro. Cooper was reclaimed about four
years since, -and, with his wife, besame n
member or the F. B. church at Bellévernon,
then under the
pastorate of Bro. Rodgers.
He kept
a faithful walk with the church till

18790.

far less.— Richter.

went

This is the third deacon - that has

died from this church within five years.

JANVARY,

ate, quiet hatred;

BY

mind when'he

Within is the fountain of not again affected, but the tendency was

Look within,

ristian,

Kansas is almost exactly in the centerof
the United States.
The lighthouses of the world are estimated at 2814,
An English sculptor is engaged in making a half
length
statue of John B.
Gough.
‘ Have you a small pocket edition of
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary?” asked
a Holyoke gentleman of a book vender.
A fellow who called New Jersey ‘‘no
great shakes of a State,” changed his

kindliness.”

PONDS EXTRACT.

Jy loved and fespected, ha died as’ Boi lived, a

PARAGRAPHS.

of poetry

TVILIAYD

Sweet is true love though given in vain,—
Tennyson.
’
A man’s life is an appendix to his hgart.—

the

°000°000°IS ‘MOOLS

Colton,

yet

INCORPORATED

‘We ask advice, but we mean approbution,—

South,

the power,

Lectures

.

and the
It is an

!

ON THE TRUTH OF THRE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would * search the Seriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imDortant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
©

er

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
-6ts. per dozen ;50 ots. per hundred.
which contains a historical Statement, ans
and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,churcl
ity ‘and institutions,

Print
IRetablishment
is a briet
historical statement, &c.
ed by order of thé General
gratuitous distrib ution.
Marriage Certificates,

:
Publish

Conference, and for

Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,

10 cts. dos.

2%

The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
or on recei
the books.
Send your
orders to
The Racred Melo of!
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents;

postage, 3 cents.

-

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N, H,
For sale also by
i.

FATRBANKS'& CO., 46 Ma lison St.,

PeNFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich,
D. ToraroP
Mass,

& Co.

tiago, TI

82 Franklin St. Boston
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OURRENT EVENTS.

There are always a number of people who
waat grafting wax at a timé when it ought to
be ready without baving to look after it.
A
correspondent of the New York Tribune reec-

than others.
Our fruit trees have quite
enough to contend against from the violent
climatic changes to which they are exposed in nearly all the country east of the

spatula or brush,
A film hardens on the surfuce, which prevents,
the escape of the deluine
from beneath, and keeps it soft and adherent

rural

the House

pointed to notify the President and

to transthat a quorum was present and ready
Mr. Bell, ot
act business. The credentials of
N. H., were objected to, and an adjournment
taken without deciding the question of his ad-

majority

mission.—The Democratic
introduced

Senate

among'them

Wednesday,

number

large

a

in the

last session.

Florida

second

the

district, and

(Democrat) was admitted by a vote
126, 14 Greenbackers voting with the
business

no

tion condemning as unconstitutional and insurrectionary the attempt of one House to make
the passage of appropriation bills conditional
on the consent of the other House and the
Presidentto provisions they do not approve,
went over under objections from the Democrats; and by a strict party vote of thirty-five
to twenty-eight, Mr.
Edmunds’s resolution,
limiting the business of the extra session to the
object for which it was called, was tabled.

aieaidii—
Se

$30,000. City Treasurer Burkart of Green
Bay, Van Straelin’s confederate in concealing his steal, also made away with
$60,000. Then both Democrats and Republicans united to make Frederick S.
Ellis county treasarer, 4 man everybody

The investigating committee are

one saloon $1000 when he

man owed

was elected. 4 Outagamie county, Wis.,
has also been shocked by the discovery
that William H. Lamphear, a prominent

Odd Fellow, who has had almost absolute
control of its fands for 14 years, has stolen $6000 in that time. It shows bow crim-

inaliy careless the people of Wisconsin
have been with their county treasurers

generally, that a correspondent of the Milwaunkee Sentinel can count up five other

resolu-

The House, without transacting any business,
adjourned until Tuesday.
:
i

~fiot sure what Ellis’s defalcation will
amount to. They place it at $6000 on a
hurried examination,” ang find that the
model

= A

recent defalcations of the same kind, and
he claims not to have exhausted the number of such thieves, at that.—Springfield
Republican.
The will of Dea. Asa Otis. of Norwich
Conn., gives $750,000 to religious educaorganizations, o f
tional and charitable
which over half a million goes to foreign
missions, the American board of commissioners for foreign missions being made residuary legapee. Among the bequests are: To
$25,000; Yale college
Amherst college,
theological seminary, $25,000; Bulkeley
high school of New London, $10,000 ; |

Latest News.
The Democratic joint committee of the National Senate and House of Representatives
held
a protracted meeting in Washington on Saturday and decided that the political legislation
desired should be effected by the incorporation
of the repealing clauses in the appropriation
bills.. It was also agreed that the repeal of the
Jaw authorizing the appointment of two supervisors of different polities in each election precint should not be insisted on, but such officers
to have only supervisory powers.
The total
-repeal of the jurors’ test-oath clause, however,
is to be demanded.
On the question of general
legislation nothing was definitely decided upon, although a feeling was manifested’ to restriet the business of the extra session to the
abject for which it was convened.——A. Pesth
despatch, dated Sunday night, says ‘a furious
storm has again damaged the dykes protecting

Ofougrad, Szentes, Varsarhely,

Zombor

and

Tittell, which the inhabitants bave been making every effort to strengthen for twenty days.
—=—The Artisans’ Bank of Pittsburg, Pa., was

robbed on Friday by three men, one of whom
engaged the attention of the President, and
another ofthe cashier, while
away with $1000 in currency,

$5000in bonds,——A tornado

the third got
and $4000 or

at Milledgeville,

Ga., Saturday, destroyed the Oconnee river
bridge and other pro; erty to the value of $17,
000, and a negro and several mules on the

Bacon academy of Colchester, 10,000; First’

bridge were killed.——Four hundred Southern
negroes left St. Louis Saturday for Kansas, and

ecclesiastical society of New London, $10,
000; American board of commissioners for
foreign missions, $10,000; American home
missionary society, $5000; American Bible

about 100 more arrived from Mississippi Sunday.——The treasurer of the Reading, (Mass.)
Savings Bank has proved an absconding defaulsociety, $5000; American
tract society ter, The President of the bank states that onfilly
$200 is left in the bank at the present time i
$5000.——The late Harriet H. Sanborn o
and the amount of money taken by Pratt wil
Newburyport, Mass.,left $500 apiece to the
Presbyterian boards of foreign missions, not. fall short of $90,000. The peeulation. has
domestic missions,

publication and

been going on as the treasurer admitted

educa-

man and other minor town offices.§ and was. a

colonization
society; several private be = | member of the old South Church.
quests, and the rest of her estate to the
_ a
Miscellaneous.
American and Foreign Christian Union.

Emperor William was 82 on Saturday.

The terrible prairie fires recently in Republic and Cloud counties,

Mr. Millais,
the celebrated artist, has

extend-

a son

as

soon as

the

of de-

it through muslin whea

of moisture from without.
Beyond this
all that can be done, with due respect to
the permanence
of the tree, is a thinning
of the shoots, and this is done with best
When

i

.

the shoots are crowded,

and many

of them are mere wood-shoots without
spurs, these should to be removed first, excepting all such as are growing in open
air and light,
where they can develop
healthy, full-leaved fruit-spurs. When,on the
contrary,there arebutvery few mere woodshoots of last year,but nearly all,are old and
set with fruit-spurs, they should be shortened in, or, if crowded, thiuned by nipping off suth smaller branchlets as are too
near together
for their leaves to have full
light. When a tree or a branch shows no
young wood hut an excess of fruit-spurs,
it indicates an obstructed
circulation.
Either the stem has been dried, as through
bearing.

In such a case,

the training of new, healthy

below is the only remedy,
bccause decay
has set in, or, to use a chirurgicalterm,
mortification has taken place.
In such a

case a violent remedy is demanded
presence of lethal disease,—N.

by the

Y.

Tribune.

BARREN APPLE TREES.
“What can be done for them ?’ The answer
uppermost in all minds js: * Cut them down.
Why cumber they the ground ?” But Iwould
not do that. There is one thing you can do;
you can strike at the life of the tree but don’s
kill it. By wounding so as to check the wood

in the Austrian tobacco factories, 22,000

indicated—will in many caser induce

sugar crop a%650,000 tons, an
000 tons over last year.

-eral other persons were severely injured.
- Loss estimated at $40,000.
The St. Louis Globe-Demociat has some
“plain words to say about its own State
annex St. Louis to
<¢ The proposition

_the State of Illinois is destined to grow

poisoned Fecently by eating
cheap tins

bread baked

Lon-

One hundred and twenty thousand , persons
were flooded out at Szegedin,

Hungary,

[7

earned blacksmith, left about $8000 worth | to
of property,

to be divided

among

partition

between

‘heirs of the late Commodore Uriah. Levy,

Jefferson M. Levy, the principal heir, for

$10,000,
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ingenious

GREEN APPLES.—¢1 @ $1 25 ¥ bbl, and

ply in a light buggy wheel that has served its
time in its first field of usefulness, mounted ‘on

ia the above

heavy

made toreceive the bub Jike,

twenty-four fosliray inches part,and the plants
setevery sixteen ¢ inches, .
ach
«-duettuce, from =~ the frames is set. a. foot
‘apartin rows between the cabbages and caulii

’

;

word—one for clothes and

tape: and ¢* tomatoes, are.
péppers

first

‘a’ month

sown,

later,

egg

“Sow

in

boxes, and if the bet plints are desired, trans.
Janted as soon as they have made two’ leaves
esided the seed”
16itves”
26” into“into other
otHér toxes off
soil,at Teast un inch. apart—twe iuches

Do.
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for
I hope may testify, ‘my gratitude

is, my native
a'gift, I bequeath to
town, the undying affection
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| The Indiana ¢ Farmer” publishes reports

es Upw.

+ These.

béet, cabbage, carrot, cress,

TY, endive;
Te,
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-

itn
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AY.

are. desi,

d.

caulifiower,

cele-
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NDER VEGETABLES, Notto be sown,

:

uns

held its esteem and special token of Con-1 ry thirty-three pointe in that State and Ohio,
the soil is well warmed, or ut eorn-planting
sideration above all the honor which he re- ‘showing that the long and severe eold of De- til
time, are beans—snup and pole—eucumber,
x
cember and January was very destrictive of corn, melons, okra, pumpkin, squash, toma.
ceived elsewhere.”
durge numbers having
found froz- to, watermelon.
:
+ Burleigh” declares in a letter to the enquails,
or starved to death.
SPARAGUS, Rake off the litter from the
Boston Journal that all that is needed in Phe late rains haye insured a more than ayand carefully fork in the fine manure,

Ban Francisco
to ehange
condition of things

the, disgraceful
15TG {oa

inatown

erage crop thoughout California, except in
laces in the upper portion of the San
some
Joaquin
valley and Los Abgeles and Beropar-

force the sanitary laws, *‘ Kearney and his ‘dino counties, The fertile Tule Islands and
job in Sacramento county are suffering from too much
friends could not find a very good
ela
tenement houses of New York. There is water.
WL aOlE roses
_ nothieg more
disgrace fal on the Pacific
TheCineinnati * Requires” reports that the
coast, nothing that cries louder to God Ohio & Mississippi railroad is now carrying
and humanity, than we have in this daily from 800 to 400 New York and New Eng-

city”

And we presume no one who has

knowledge on

Jatter statemen

the poiht will doubt this
.

:

EN

land

emigrants, and that they are for

the most

part on their yi to Kansas, and are a very
ntelligent and
thrifty-looking people.

RHUBARB.
Make new beds by -dividin
the old roots
so that each portion has a bed.
Set three or four feet a;
each way; manurTog the hills very heavily.
ARLY BOWING. In drills twelve or fifteen
inches Spat. should be
of beet, carrot,
leek, onion, parsnip, spinach, radish and turnip; radish seeds may be sown with beets, as
they will mature and come off before they are
in the way. Early potatoes should le
planted
and early peas sown.—American Agricultur
|
ist

:
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AE

| Don’t pay 50 ¢ts. and $1.00 when

you can buy

an article like ddamson’s Botanic. Balsam for 85
ets. . It cures Coughs, Colds, and all Pulmonary
Complaints. 85 and 75 cts.
and Dealers. = +
ll

evi

0 FA

prane

(Illustrated)

TESTAMENT.

is a splendid work for Agents.

like it,

All want

it.

Price

$2.00.

& CO.

New

Yate

1

A Day to Agents canvassing fer the Fire.
cia Visitor. Terms anl Outfit Free,
Address P. O. VICKERY, Auguata, Mo,

7

son or Jet, 13c.
Conn,

yi7

CLINTON

BROS,, Clintonville,
Ty

SMITHS FLO&WVEGEETARBLE
We

are prepared to furnish

Farmers

with

nip Beet, the finest variety ever
Gardeners or Family
use; Seed
the ¢ uart or bushel.

grown for

Peas

kinds

HOUSE

PLANTS.

;

Our stock of Greenhouse and Bedding

for

Plants is

husually large and fine, now ready for sale at ex.

tremely low prices. = Our new Catalogue, containing lists and prices of everything needed by

the Farmer, Market Gardener, or Amateur Florist,
sent to all who apply.
Address,
.
J.T. SHIH & SON, Brentwood, N. H.

1879.

REGISTER.

1879

The Register for 1879 is now ready for delivery.

In addition to all the matter heretofore found in
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now

pare

tially
filled by cronological dates of denominational events. Price same as formerly.
[i
Single copy, including postage,
Il
By the dozen,
RR
Ng
98
a
“
including postage,
.
+ 1.08
a

is

-

.

‘

“including postage,

Send orders to REV.

~~.»

-

8.00

I. D, STEWART,

Dover, N. H,
Aa Money ‘will be refunded if move are ordered
than can be’ sold, when the balance isreturned.
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Market

of all

“vl 0 ER SEEDS.—Everything necessary
the finest show in large or small Gardens.

8010 1h510;250000 31k @
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Perfumed,
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finest Imported
Swede Turnip, Mangel Wurzel ond
Imperial Sugar Beet Seeds; Dewing's Early
Tur-
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‘monary irritation, and giving] delief in ! Coughs,
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READ

LARGE

By the hundred,

veapeneesl.

world—Importer’s
Company

6m10

MEAT.

to good...

and baci 1
{o BEER mW

ean getit up without. ‘expensesAgricultur- | 7
ne

Kaur

1

;

AGENTS.

sliced

S.@

post-paid,

We will
pay Agents a 8
y of $100
per month ant
expenses, or allow a large commiss
sell our nes
and
wonderful inventions, We mean what we
say. Sau:
vle free. Address SHERMAN & CO.; Marshall, Mich,

ll grades $9

@XtrR... cesesssde eben

them,

—staple article—pleases everybody—
Trade continually
increasing—Agents wanted
everywherc—best inducements—don’t waste time
—sgend for eircular.
:
ROBT WELLS, 48 Versey 8t., N. Y.,, P, O. Box
1287.
TteowT

10 @ 12¢c¥ |b

Poor and pr

To any one send-

in the

prices—Larycet

Rye Straw $10 @ $11 ¥ ton,

"otha

the other for daily

trivance, and very easilyprowidedy
ds: any ene
triad

Vt.

~Choicest

_ common
to good...
whoa 7
Lambs choice, # 1b..vciveeciiinnd 8 10
Lambs, common to good
¥ Jb.....t6. @ 8
choice ¥ 1b....... edesasinibVin8 @'9

dine
a’

~motiona. It is a convenient «and efficient coni

Evaporated

E. Wallingford

OU
—Choice Western Tarkeys
14 @ 1
hy Very Ror W ostern Ohlokena. ota be. Soi or de Tach Subseribor Will shied

utensils, As the maid stands with her pile of,
Pane of handful
of clothes, she places them on
.the wheel one by one, revolving it to suit her:

Lo

$150

COMMON.
ov. os
sh
Woucgster .coupty choig@seseeciyieeind

RET
[ag
i
York Assembly Committee on
b
8 better.
Lave agreed
Societies
Religious
and
Chaxitablé
. ton, the New, Britain'Agricaltaral Sdciety | $M
i
SOWING SEEDS. Those which
thay be'sown 4
Brown's Bramehial Troches,” When,alcit Of | in the oper grounda8 soon as that can be lowed to dissolve in the mouth, have a: direct in.
sy, jo sort a bill pein ee
a
. and Barritt Chapel.

The

tives, the American Peace: Society of ‘Bos-

hill Center,

Peer-

sand

' common to good==**
-...
fore quarters, choice
common to good....

Mutton,

the , axle,of the

1 two of these wheel-driers—if wg’ may coin

1 sone shows six ‘weeks ‘before plants
be &et out. Cabbages, cauliflowers, let

plantsand

Do
D>
Do

wheel. At theidoor where ‘we saw: ithe one

FF

quartered

FRESH

from "which | this 'skettll was 'mitide, were’

[3 Sowing in hot heds, frames or window boxes

[ah
Gah .

@ $13 ¥ ton.

low post. The upper, end
of the post is
|

manuring. The grovmd §& marked out in'rows

flowers

ern $15 @ $16 ¥ ton.

door of every thrifty farm-house, consists sim-.

guano

lots.

APPLES.—New

PATTERNS.

ing me 25 cts., I will gend

for choice.
MAPLE SUGAR & SYRUP.—New is arriving more
jreely, but mostly in small lots, and selling at i3 @
He ¢ 1b for cakes. Old in cakes moves slowly at 9
@ 10c, and in tubs at 62; @ Tc ¥ 1b. New Syrup is
arriving and choice commands 9c @ $1 ¥ gallon.
HAY AND STRAW.—Choice Eastern
and North.

on the ordina-

‘seventy-five tons of stahle manure
etal

DRIED

was

ry styles of drying horses, in use at the back

to muke the whole

an outside for extia

& Co,

Doz. Variety Patterns for both useful and ornamental work. Address Mrs. R. Hapatord, Under.

200

se.

RAY

9

ARIETY

shipping

Northern.

The earliest crop is from the plants thus treat
ed." The ground should be heavily manured,
to the: acre

Seedlings

10c.

"

Ct.

a5

J acksons 65 @ 70c.

of Authors, 15c.
H. M.
1313

Chromo, Lace, ete, Cards, in Casey

name in gold

a5
HOO @ DT
300 & 600

Beef, hind quarters, choice, # 1b..... +03

improvement

Perfumed,

less 70 @ 75¢, and other common kinds 65 @ 70c.
ONIONS.—§4 for Western, and $4 50 ¢ bbl for

was worth only $200,000,000.
An

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow
flake, etc., 10c.
Game
Smith, Clintonville, Ct.

OTATOES.— Eastern Rose 95¢ @ $1 # bu. Northern Rose range mostly from 80 @ 90c. Prolifies 83
@ %e.

be

& TIFT, Cincinnati, Ov
yl

Byes have been selling from $1 70 @ $1 85# bn.

geologists.
Ti
The country has $450,000,000 invested in 40,
000,000 milch cows, whose annual product is
worth $265,142,685, when the last cotton crop

CAULIFLOWERS,

VANDUZEN

Nothing

O00
0-0

"is not unusual,of part manure
and enough

8,200

" Monticelld, the residence of Thomas Jéiter-

som, was Sold Thursday

city

together early this month.
EARLY CABBAGES AND

|. Miss Louisa Rymer, a young lady still in her

4 are 100 per cent. better: of than “of 10,000 houses in the town’ have fallen ‘and
- whifeh
they wer before the war, while she has 1960 persons were drowned.
Jearned nothing by the war buj the art of v A windfall of $18,800: has just come from
sanwel Monsley,one of Wellingiops
)
retrogression.
Sooner or later 8t. Leuis England,
soldiers,af, Waterloo, who has been living
will tire of paying one-third of the. taxes bly-at
:
Ovford;.N. Hi, for the past thir
¥
asl
"
pibealids. peat 14}hirgy
Co
C alth which 1¥' 8 disgrace
to |
1i
radioFo SN LER]
y sont
. Mark the prediction, youre:

New Britaig’s

near New York

teens, has earried off a chess prize of the Birk-

eration, at least.
She is surrounded
Som which bd Kien auch, and

early

Bells
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farins, ete,
Catalogue sent Free.
WARRANTED,

stock are anxious to clear up, but as the

throwing a seven inch stream into the air,
much to the discomfitire of a certain class of

soil can be worked.
Cabbages, cauliflowers
and lettuce ure the plants thus treated. These
should be well hardened by opening the frames
every day when it does not freeze: gardeners

debt?— Cincinnati Gazette.

beck Literary and Scientific Institution;
don, from many masculine competitors.

recently ran

it

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

3

demand has dropped off and local buyers are not
disposed to operate, the transactions: since our
last have been quite limited. We notice sales of
small lots of choice new at 20 @ 22¢, and fair to
ood at 14 @ 18c ¥ Ib, but scarcely any strictly
choice new has yet come to hand, and in the present unsettled state ofthe market it i3 hard to sa
what a round lot would be worth. Choice old ati
command good prices, but it is extremely
scarce.
The range for most of the old dairies is from 9 &
15¢ ¥ 1b, but very little of the old Butter here Is
worth 15¢ @ 1b, in straight lots. Common Western
and Northern Is dull at 6 & 100.
:
CHEESE.~S8 @ 8}¢, and only a few fancy marks
can now be gold at fe. ‘Plenty of good Western
factory is offering Ape.
A Bogs Tatler on
orthern at 18 @ 18%c ¥
ozen, and at
the Close 18¢ can be readily obtaine
or) fresh Tots 0128 kind.
y
d
EANS.—Choice
Western Pea readily command
$150 a 8185, and Northern at $160 ¥ brshel.
Choice Mediums sold at $135 @ $1 40 ¥ bu, but
the market is a little easier at the close. Yellow

day prepar-

accounts

and

ABBOTT'S

A well sunk for oil in Le Roy,Genesee Coun-

Those that we win-

tered in frames, should go out as

in

bought at a five-cent counter.

kh
plexy
?
“Will Mr. Kimball please step ‘this way and
relieve the Catholic church of its $6,000,000

public favor. Illinois isa great and growing
State of which any large city mightbe proud .
‘Missouri is the home and hot-bed of so“cial and political Bourbonism, and is likely
the present Eh
‘to remain such duri

‘The late Elihu Burritt,

CoLD FRAME PLANTS.

Rev. #ames DeXoven, dean of Racine (Wis.)
College, died suddenly of apoplexy
at Racine

in

to

153

For sale by all Druggists.

prietors.

$700 @ 750

Wg

CASWELL& CO., Boston, Pro-

Selpt ofprice.

3 00 @ 650

mostly at 8} @ 4c ¥ 1b.

last

No

dose
an

on't
ess

Lobelia or
Bloodroot,
Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in
by wall,
Som.
abundagoe. Large boxesh dents,
U. 5., upon rethe
of
to any part
paid,
stage

400 g 450
A400 @ 575
500 @ BD

to good

Elm Lozenges.

onials,

at

Commission

Cellar

leading Merchants

squills, Ipe-

No2
.
RYE.~65¢ ¥ bu.
FEED.—Shorts $16 @ $16 50; Fine Feed $1550 a
$16; and Middlings at $16 50 @ $17 ¥ ton.
BUTTER.—The opening of the season for new
Butter has unsettled the market for old, and it is
difticuls to give reliable quotations. Holders of old

in retaliation the Crows steal their horses.
California is expecting the best raisin erop

at

&c.

Nursing Corsets,

ARNER BRO'S, 351" Broadway, N. Y.
For tate by

the

sharp

86¢ jor No§ white, and 84 @ 35c¥” bu for No 3 white

Buffalo are so scarce in Manitoba that the
ha If-breeds near Wood Mountain are driven by
starvation to bunt on the American side and

ty, struck salt, and

apples,

fie by mall, $1.50,

children
them to sic

Cor~.~Mixed and yellow have been at46 §475c
¥ bu. For export No 2 mixedis
nominall
i
46c on track at Bast Boston.
no
§o4e
QATS.—37 @ 40c for No 1 and extra white; 35% @

counts set it at 70,000.

KITCHEN AND MARKET GARDEN.

dried

$1.25,

is soft and flexible ard contains no bones,

Caswell’s Slippery

St. Lonis...... ELLER
TE PE
520 g 625
Southern, family. ..ceccieiniiinirnseiennnnnn, Reroys
Corn Meal, ¥
bbl.....ocs.ns Ssanaes sensed
W @ 285
Rye Flour....cooevennas yoo arerrvaen 125 @ 350
Oat Meal, Western.....
M50 @ 500
Oat Meal fancy brands.
«62 @ 550

ing for the next fruit season.

——

beans,

Price by mail,

For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat

March 22.

& CO.,

hips.

oon
adh wis th Tames
Fo ich

and Lungs. Consumptives will find them soothing and healing; use them freely,
In traveling,
she Church, Concert and Lecture room, don’t fakk
to use them. Always have them by your bedside
two or three
fakin wish:
stop
Ww
you" retire
Especially
your cough,
to
adapted
they
are

Report.

SATURDAY,

Michigan.
Indiana...
THEGOIB. co vse vvs con nnunt atria

of 180,

from a suburban village into Chicago,
tance of eight miles, in thirty minutes,

throughout

Oli cvaresssrescrarves

this year ever raised in the State. It is set as
result will profit by it in the end.—Chicago
Tribune,
| high as 100,000 boxes, but conservative
aec-

ants were obligedto take refuge in celHerbert Spencer and Wilkie Collins are both
lars, dug-outs or underground habitations . | recovering from severe attacks of illness.
Nellie Grant Sartoris is living very quietly in
But one life is reported lost—that of Mrs.
England with her husband and their son.
Berversox, while attempting to release
Sevsome horses from a burning stable.
An Exefer (N. H.) family were quite badly

Produce

Patents, common

increase, not improved yield.
The veneer factory at Newport, Vt., is turn-

A heavily built mastiff hound

active

Wisconsin ..oieies
Minnesota, bakers.
Minnesota and Wiscon
o WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, choice
read

000 barrels more than last year. It is the natural
boxes a

!

ket, and prices have a decided downward tendency, although, in (he absence of sales to any extent,
no material change has taken place,
SURING WHEATS,
Western superfin
a8 35%
Common extras.
B35 @dd

and
central India this year will not be more
than one-halfas large as that of 1878.
The orange crop of Florida this season is50,-

ing out 6000 strawbery

iIh

FLOUR.—Large regeipis and accumulating stocks
have imparted a very dull tone to the Flour mar-

It is estimated that the cotton crop of Berar

till the

was

Received the Highest Medal atthe recent
PARIS EXPOSITION,
over all American competitors, Their
FLEXIBLE
HIP CORSET,
120 bones) fits with perfect ease. and iw
arranied
not to Break down over the

|

Quincy Market, Boston.

ry established under certain conditions.

fruit lads have formed, which is a pledge
for acrop of fruit the following season.
:
It is sometimes the case with particular
varieties, as for example
with the Bellflowers, that they blossom full but set no fruit.
The
cause in most cases is the too rapid
growth ofthe wood.
Girdling. the bodies of
the trees—which is most’ conveniently done

‘0ay night.

" eggs,

Australia to operate American machinery introduced into shops there,
The Canadian government has offered $10,
000, for ten years to the first beet sugar facto-

fruitage.

tion again made in the bark, but not

excess

-

gener-

lerchants and dealers in butter, cheese

being

A number of Lynn shoemakers have gone

In my practice I have done this: I have taken
a saw and gone through the orchard and girdled éach tree, say one foot from the ground,
sawing through the bark in a ring around the
body of the tree. This does little, if any, permanent injury. In the course of the season’s
growth the wound is healed, and the connec-

money

Reported by HILTON BROS

women.
.
Competenfpersons estimate the total "Cuban

failure to frnit is
wood.
Checking
seeding to grass,
or by girdling, as

To-day

day at 6 @ 7 per cent. on call, and closed
7 per cent.

BRO'S CORSETS

ARNER

in

which mature between April 1 and 11, on presentarion.

& CO.,

BOSTON.

Discounts were up to 5 @ 6 per cent. for

Buckwheat, # 100 Ib8.....ccvvuvee veel

at the base of & limb in the early spring—will
induce the formation of fruit buds that season,

D. LOTHROP

subscriptions to the 4 per cent. loan. The Seeretary has deeided to receive $50,000,000 called 5.208,

ulace.
;
.
Twenty-six thotisand persons are emploved

which the following year willdevelop in a crop

‘WIDE - AWAKE

al decline of X to } per cent in prices, The advance in the rates for money on call induced free
sales of bonds, There was a large falling off in

a

very considerable source of food with the pop-

an/area of ten miles long and three

. the fires so flerce and hot that the inhabit-

form

are

bonds were heavy in tone, and there was a

j

Italy

borrowers

Important.

at any time during the year, as back numbers can
be supplied. Omly $2.00 a year. The Press
of America unite in praise of its sparkling bright.
ness and its perfect purity of moral tone. Send
10 cents for specimen number, and seo for
yourself.
Address
L

prime names, and these were also the rates for
time loans and approved collaterals. Government

Boston

growth of'the tree you may throw the tree
into fruitage. All know that to girdle a limb
of an apple tree—that is, take outa ring of bark

of fruit, In many‘cases the
due to the rapid growth of
the growth in any way—by
or by withholding manure,

per cent.

Hens hatch best on the ground; the dampness of the earth will assist in incubation.
and

that

Registration

Do you take a magazine for your Children ?
You can subscribe for

ed hardening of rates of interest beth on time and
call loans;
The appreliciisions in regard to the
April settlements also had a tendeney, to advance
money, and Stock Exchange borrowers were fre.
quently compelled to pay as high as 7 per cent. for
accommodations,the ruling rates having been 5 @6

consists of seven lays of 120 yards each.
Chestnuts in both France

per

the eastern and middle States,and te New Orleans,
especially to the latter point, having led to a decid-

There are 83,300 retail tobacco dealers in
France.
There are three hundred and
eighty-four
bricks in a cubic yard.
Oats and clover thrive best in compact and
heavy loams.
Statistics show that one person in every
thousand in Frauce is blind.
Over two miilion people are employed in the
grape culture in France alone.
Fish hatching is being prosecuted at Plymouth, N. H., with great success.
A hank of cotton is 840 yards in length, and

from

out

;

:

5

many cases willing to let such loans remain at 6
per cent. rather than to disturb the loan on thé
chance of a lower rate. At the clearing-house to.
day, the gross exchanges were $6,869,650, and the
balances $679,764.
In New York the events of the week, pays the
Express, were important chiefly for the activity in
the money market, the drain of currency both to

~

whole of Mexico.

and

growth

there is 80 much now

Salt given in excess to animals retards fattening.
The fibers of a tree are strongest near the
center.
Macaroni is eXtensively manufactured
in
San Francisco.
There are but two cotton factories in the

of over-

amputation

@

paper at any higher rate than 4 @ 4)¢ per cent. We
hear of transactions to-day inthis class of paper,
short date, at 4 per cent. In call loans on collate
rals the rates still range from 5 to 6 per cent. and

bottled,

ITEMS.

4%

back of makers, who generally will not put out the

those

8-0-0
Hor

a wound,or the cells have been ruptured by

frost, or clogged in consequence

molds

upon

to

disceunt of 10 cents on a thousand, which indicaies
a somewhat better feeling on the part of the banks.
In discounts there is still but little doing,
The
general
rate
for
good
business
paper
is still from 5 to 6 per cent. In prime notes and
acceptances rates are. kept down by the holding

ApPLE PUDDING.
Make a pas‘e with equal
quantities of sifted flour and finely chopped
suet, a pinch of salt, and a little water.
Roll
it out thin into a large piece, place this over a
well buttered basin and push it in so as to line
the basin with it, cut it offall round so as to
leave enough to fold up; roll out the {irimmings to such a size as to cover the top of the
basin. Pare, core and slice a yuantity of good
sound applés. Put them in the basin with
brown sugar to taste, and either some chopped
lemon peel, two or three cloves, or a little
grated putmeg; add a small piece of fresh bu!ter, pack the apples tightly in, put on the cover of paste, turn up the edges and press them
down, tie a floured pudding cloth over and put
the basin into a saucepan.

sition from admission of air, and not, as
usually explained, to prevent the entrance

pruning-shears.

of tarragon

the wafer

down

Early

‘Address, for Cireulars and other information,
E. TOURJEE, Boston, Mass.

cent. and New York funds were stBady at par to a

ingredients, and let it stand till nearly cold,
then add a teaspoonful of yeast upon & a piece
of toast, and let it stand till next morning,
when it may be bottled. It is better to strain

who is a farmer,
with-a saw—is the remedy, and will generally
The French Exposition cost 55,000,000 francs » | cause the fruitto set. Even if injury should
miles widd\ and swept everything before and the receipts were 30,000,000.
be done to the tree, so as te shorten its life for
a few years, itis better—for a few years of
Seven thousand pounds have been subscribthem. It is said about a hundred homes
usefulness is better than many
years without
Szegedin.
for
London
in
ed
|
were consumed, also large quantities of
Incendiaries burned the entire west side of any use. I have no doubt many who see this
grain, farming implements, hay and other
suggestion wlll recognize at once
the good
property. The winds were so high and the business portion of Tyler, Texas, Thurs ‘sense that is in it,and will act upon it, and as a

ed over

:

Kan.,

to

of boiling water, pour

MARKETS.

clearing-house to-day was

salt

with puff paste rolled out thin, fill them with
well reduced apple marmalade, roll out some
of the paste and cut it in strips to the size of a
straw, and with 1t form a trelliswork over each
tartlet : glaze with beaten up egg and bake till
the paste has taken a good color.
GINGER BEER.
One pound of loaf sugar,
one ounce of cream of tartar, one and a half
ounce of best white ginger bruised, one gallon

and

endeavor

signs

tablespoonfuls

the Bernese Oberland, the summit of the Righi,,
ete.), and France.
|
y
Important Incidental Advantages,
Carriage Drives in the Leading Cities—Sightseeing Fees and all Necessary Expenses of the En.
tire Trip Paid- Concerts, Lectures, ete.
:
Ocean Passage, Railroad Travel and Hotel Accommodations All First«Class. A tour of 65
days costing only $400.
e number of Excursionists is Limited,
An extended tour in Northern and Southern
Italy, visiting Verona, Padua, Venice, Bologna,
Florence, Rome, Naples, Pompeii,Mount Vesuvius,
Pisa, Genoa, Milan, and the beautiful region of the
Nati Lakes, occupying 80 days, only
$100 addi.
onal.

ARCHER

Financial Affairs.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)
BOSTON, SATURDAY EVENING, March 22,
The general tone of the money market is firm,
although there is a slight easing off in the demand
at the clearing-house- The rate for balances at the

vinegar; then stir in, off the fire,a gill of cream,

surface is dry,some water-proof coating to
prevent a stoppage of sap circulation by
drying from within or chemical decompo-

for

a period of three years, the treasurer being 61
years of age, a large real es tate owner, and for
a number of years has held the office of select=

tion; $200
apiece to the Presbyterian
to
Board
of Church Extension and
the
disabled
ministers;
$100
to

external

cay, applying to the wound

Senate

the House discussed for an hour the Cin-

sons engaged in the Jate rebeilion.

open,

remove all wood that shows

A special commitcinnati election scandals.
tee was appointed to investigate the charges
and .ButterYoung
Messrs.
against
preferred
worth, also to inquire into the operations of
the supervisors’ law in that city at the late
election.——A perfect avalanche of bills were
introduced in the Senate, Friday, on a variety
of subjects, the most prominent of which was
repealing so.much of the Revised Statutes as
prohibits the appointment to the army of per-

out of

are

and it is best, in that case, to

Hull

of 149 to
Republi-

in that,

but

THE

3

beaten up with the yolk of an egg.
APPLE TARTS.
Line
the tartlet

caused inveterate misgrowth.
‘Any dead
branches should of course be removed;

Thursday,

whatever

and two or three

stop

mount, the Mer de Glace, Mont Blane, Interlachen,,

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists,

HORSERADISH SAUCE. Grate a quantity of
horseradish, boil it in sufficient water to give

unprotected.
‘This .will explain why the
orchardist should be
very . cautious in
cases where total neglect for years has

from

Mr.

cans afid 1 with the Demoecrats,——The
and

not encased,

engaged

case

election

can

W.T.

A magnificent opporaIity to visit England,Sco
land, Ireland, Holland, Belgium,
Germany BY th
Rhine), Austria and the Tyrol, Switzerlan
(Cha.

;

RECIPES,
(From the N. ¥. Herald.)

Summer Excursion to’ Europe!

NO. 830 West Sixth Street.

lle
lili
Pe
49+

choke bearing shoots, by a pinch or nip of
the end on any summer day; but if we go
to cutting or removing leaves, we do as
much harm as if we injure the child’s vitals.
The tree or plant is the more delicate of
the two in one-respect; its vital organs are

balance of

was

The House

disputed

be-

redundant growth that threatens to rob or

the Geneva award,—all of which would seem
to indicate that the Democrats ate not isposed to confine the business of the session to the
purposes for which it was called. The standing and special committees were announced
by the Republicans deand a resolution offered
claring the necessity of restricting the legislation of the present session to the passage of the
appropriation bills which failed of enactment
in discussing the

We

Yours truly,

wax, one pound; tallow, one pound.
Melt together, pour into a tub of wold water, and
work with the hands till pliable,

it the consistency of sauce, add a pinch of

So with trees and vines.

litical disa {lites under the 14th amendment to
the Consitution, and one for repealing the testA bill
oath imposed by the act of July, 1862.
was also presented for reviving the court of
commissioners of Alabama claims and for the

atthe

corrected

one

turpentine (or less will do if the resin contains

into some bad habit.

of bills,

one to remove all po-

distribution of the undpproDFiuted

and

add

Srp

Tourjee's Necond Grand Educational Trip.

CINCINNATI, O,, March 17, 1877.
MR. H. R. STEVENS,
Dear Sir: Ihave been a
at sufferer from
¢ use of a few botKidney Somplaint; and after
tles of Vegetine I find myself entirely cured. I
ained sixteen pounds in flesh while taking the
egetine, I will cheerfully recommend if.

one pound good

Book
Dok

Chromo,
Gold- Border &c.,no 2 alike, 10¢: or 20
Lovely Lace Cards 10c. J. B. Husted, Nassau,

Kidney Complaints,

much), stir, cool a little, then gradually add
five ounces of strong alcohol. Keep in a corked bottle,
Another recipe: * Resin, two pounds; bees-

It must be treated when young

with steady attention,

4
¥

ounce beef tallow and one tablespoonful oil of

fore ill-tendencies have hardened into the
actual
maturity of unyeilding wood.
It
does not harm a ¢hild to cut its nails, or
even to slap or pinch it a little if the trifling pain checks its taking further steps

transacted

~trusted.

owner

is trained.

are all for Grant
Southern Republicans
in 1880.
Brown county, Wis, has had remarkably hard luck with its treasurers for the
past six or seven years. Frank Van Straelin, a town treasurer $500 short in his acconnts, was given control of the coynty’s
funds by his friends, in order that he might
He succeeded
make his shortage good.

but cheated the county

their

important changes in the rules were proposed
and referred, but no public business was transacted. In the Senate the oath of office was administered to the members and committees ap-

qualification.

obtaining this

without

Melt slowly

pale resin, then take off the stove and

¢ cultivator” amputating
an inquiring friend pro-

poses to do—*¢ to make them thrive and
bear.”
A tree should be pruned as a child

requisite of the next Presidential candidate
which the South demands is his availability. They are willing to sink personal

preferences in

Mountains,

House on the first ballot. The election of clerk
and other officers of the House followed. Some

great

the

it is not surprising to learn that

of the

Speaker

Randall, of Penn,, was chosen

districts, and becoming acquainted, as far
as possible, with all classes of the population.” Asa result of his wide observation he finds the South a unit in sentiment to a * remarkable anl discouraging
degree.” The principal forces constantly
operating to foster this solid unanimity
he finds to
among the Southern whites,
be;(1) the memories of the ywar, which at
once and universally arrays them against
the Republican party as the author of all
The South js also * bound by
their woes.
a feeling of honor and gratitude to sustain
the [Democratic] party which sympathized with secession, opposed the war, resistfought negro sufed emancipation and
(2)
frage and the reconstruction acts.”
Their desire for political power, after having been deprived for almost a generation
from * all influence in shaping the course
of the National Administration and dis(3)
patronage.”
tributing the Federal
«t Material considerations—the notion that
the South has mot been fairly treated in
appropriations for internal improvements 18
And having these points in mind
universal.”

Rocky

and self-styled
their limbs—as

for a long time.

NESS relieved. No Medicine
"Gud, WOOD, Madison, Ind.

DEA

ommends a mixture which is always ready if
a little alcahol be on hand to dilute it occasionally. It spreads Jike honey or butter with a

cover from, although some endure it better

T

a

—

Congressman Blaine certainly stands in
need of some consolation for the position
he took on the Chinese question... Atleast,
TREE-TRAINING.
"one who watches the papers :would think |
The cutting or sawing of large branches
s0. So let us not begrudge him the happiness arising from the fact that on Thurs
from trees is an injury that none ever ren

the well known news- day night the young men’s Republica
Mr. E. V. Smalley,
Francisco, gave him a
San
has been traveling through Club, of
paper man,
own constituents
If his
thanks.
of
“vote
two
past
the
for
States
the Southern
it would liven up
move
the
second
would
the
of
.
months as a special correspondent
this dull item of news, wonderfully.
With the exception of
N. Y. Tribune.
"Congressional.
three weeks spent in New Orleans, he says,
The extra session of the forty-sixth Congress
traveled constantly, rarely halting
«1
and Samuel J.
longer than a day or two ina place, visit- convened at noon, Tuesday,

ing large towns, small villages, and

GRAYING WAX.

Boral and Domestic,

Hetos Summary.

96, 1879.
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Sold by all Druggists
b

To the; Consumptive,—~Let. these who
languish under the fatal seyerity of our climate

through any pulmonary complaint, or even those
who are in- decided Consumption,

despair.

by no means

There is a safe and sure réemedy

and one easily tried.

* Wilbor's Pure

at hand

Cod Liver

Oil and Lime,” without possessing the very nauseating flavor of the Oil as heretotore used, is en.
dowed hy the Phosphate of Lime with a heali

property which Toners the Oil doubly efficacious
markable testimonials of its efficacy shown to
those who desire to see them, Sold by A. B, WiLBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all druggists.
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‘The Royal Baking Powder isa pure Cream
ot Tarter powder,
ler, mad e from pure Grape
;
Cream
Tarter, iniported exclusively for this powder os
wine district of France. An old exouse-keeper writes that, although she has to pay a fe
nnies more, for the * Royal,”
nds
it
much farther and works m
Or ©
of tartar,
us, be8
Botor than ga eratus,
Most of the Cream of Tartar. of mme:
adultrated with Mum, Terra Alba, etc.
Doctors pronounce Alum most Cy Sa. to health; it cos ts but two cents a pound,
Cream of Tartar over 80 cents.
The Royal Ba king Powder is recommended for its wholesomeness by such eminent chemists as
Dr. Mott, Sow York; Dr. 8. Dana Hayes, Bos
Sold only in cans. All Grocers.
AKING POWDER should never bo sold 1. paper Donk B
it beco
tale and

Li

deteriorates npon exposure to the atmosphere,
~
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